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hBB/wblI P ROCHEDXHGS
NRS. BOTKRS: Are we re'ady to begin?

IIR KTCIIE?3: Yes

Nzs. Bowers, X would like this morning if X

could to go back to the generic items subject matter just

for a 'fear minutes. And at. this t'me X would like to x~xke

a formal motion to the Board that the Board accept the

affidavit and the supporting documentation into the record,

anc1 X <rould like the affidavit—

YES.,BOHERS: Nr. Ketchen, have you-completed

the. other document you were ~rozking one

NR. KETCHZN: Ho, Ha'am. But it's a separate

0)
iteMi that can bo dealt with at a separate time.

HRS. BORDERS'kay. Go ahead.

IIR. K~TCIIBN: X'd like to move the admission

of the aff'davit or II ssrs. Aycock, Nichael B. Aycock,
V

Lawrence P. Crocker and Dennis P. Allison relating to the

status of WRC Staff activities regarding generic s'afety

. issues. X have provided the appropriate number of copies

of that document. to the Reporter.

Xn addition to that X crould like to move the

g ~
1

~ id )!
I",

x

admission of the profess onal qualifications of Nessr. Aycock

Crocker, and X?=lieve Nr. Allison's professional qualifica-
"iona havem~en admitted previously in this proceeding.

Copies of th se materials vere pa sed out to the
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parties. Z believe on Tuesday of th's week.

Thai'. completes the mot'on'.

Zn addition to that, however, Hr. JZlison xs-

available, not as a witness because we believe this can

come in in affidavit form as documentary evidence,
4INr.'llison is available, if necessary, for the limited

r "'

<purpose of describing how. this document, came into being;,

4

That completes my presentation on this matter.

MRS; BONEHS: Hr. Fleischaker?

30 NR. FLEZGCHKCHR: Let me state our position

very succinctly.

tM. Hubbard and Z have had a: chance to talk

this over, and we hive three points that we would just like

to state to the 'Board.

4

4

First of all, we believe that the appropriate
d

form for this submission to take is testimony. WTe think

witnesses should be presented to sponsor the testimony and

that the parties should have an opportunity'o'ross-examine

if they feel that it's merited. At this point we don'

know, we haven't had an opportunity to thoroughly review
4

Le taaterials. But generic safety items is an issue we
4

have been concerned with, For over two years we have sub-

4 ~

4

lf
'I

mitted various pleadings to the Board. The Board has

ruled H at the Jntervenors could not sponsor a contention.

But. I ~".ink that there are Appeal'Board dec"'sions which
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s. and foz &e proposition th t even though there isn't a

,contention existing that, Xntervenors have the right. to

I'zosseezamine on matters that are before the Board where
!

the-e is testimony submitted.
r

he third point is that although it would be

'.a convenience to counsel, and X would appreciate having-
'I

hearings. in Hashington, D.C., aftex'avtng'hecked Mith

my clients X cannot accede to that. So if there are hear-

ings we would oppose holding hearings in Nashington, D.C

and >could request that they be held in San.Luis Obispo.

NRS. BOHEHS: Hr. Geer?

2'. GEAR: Ple have no objection to the Staff's

motion.

Xf the Board detexmines that hearings are

appropriate, we would. like that the Board close the record

sub>Act to having—~d es'tablishing the schedules for

p oposed findings of fact submittals at the close of this
!

hearing> and proceed

later date.

with your heax'ing in Bethesda at: a
!

i1R. KITCHEN: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers, if X may

go back just a moment:

"g motion, in addit'on to the items that X

mentioned, that X hava given to the Reporter to be bound

into the record, part of'hat package includes the Task

I~C

Bciion Plans for generic activities, NUREG 0371, and Generic
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; 03
TPAP/iPa4'i Task Pxob3.em D scriptions,

NUMG 0471. Those documents

but > m 120'ving them 3.nto

Categories 8, C and D Tasks,

X would add to my motion,

X would like them to come. into

evidence as eMibits rather than having tham bound into

Og

~I ]

~ >>

- the record~

MRS. LONERS: Can you give them numbers now?

YA. IKTCHHN: Ims.. Bowers, X'm going to have

to go back and find out where our sequence of numbering

left off.
MRS. BOWERS." X think the Applicant,has been

keeping a running account+

MR. NORTON: The Staff left off with No. 10.

PM. KETCHEH: Than1: you, Nr. Norton.

X ~iou3.d have marked for identification NUREG-037l

ZZZP~ZS

as Staff Rzhibi No. ll, and have marked for identification

NUPZG 0471 as Staff 8:dd.bit No. 12.

{"Paereupon the documents referred to

were marked for identification as

Staff Ev>ibits ll and 12.)

)~~%. KETCHHN: X would request that the Board

>)r
~ ) ~

~ ..i

~ >

~
~

1

~ ~

>(

(I
~ >

'receive theoe docu~mnts into evidence as part of the package

of ev dence sm~"mitted puxsuant to my motion.

X might, in addition to that, in brief response

to i>r. P.).eischaker's position, just indicate that the Staff's
pos'tion was set forth yesterday evening@ and we 31 stand
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with that position as we set it out.

hHB/wb5 HPS. BORDERS: Nr. P3.eischaker, let me check

again with vou. X made a note of your three points; that

you hadn't had sufficient tim to thoroughly review the

documents: and th t following that. thorough review you
'

might rec«st «stimony a an evidentiary hearingg is
that-correct?

21R. PZZXSCHAKBR: No. Let me restate'hem then.

Ne third: that. in any case this should. be

submitted in the form of testimony, to give all parties

an. opportunity to cross-examination, as it was in Black

Pox, for czar"pie. He are opposed to submission of this

information by way of affidavit; we think it, should. corn

in. as-testimony sponsored by witnesses.

The second point is, that would give a'll parties

opportunity to cross-examine. I don4t know at this

time how many questions, if any, we would have. X would

<S
need to review. But X believe. that the parties should be

permitted the opportunity to cross-examine And upon

/, 1
~ V

r"-view of the m=te ials we would know where we stood in
texc .~ of GL'ross ex'9'1ation

The third point. was 3.oca6m of the hearings.

PiRS. BGNHBS: tle3.1, our problem is, to soma

e:.tant, the same as yours. Ve haven't had an opportunity

to thoroughly consider what has be™n submittedo P~ad we
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don't know what the Board's position will be as far as an

I'videntiazyhearing until that review is completed.

34hat we could do is accept them into
the'ecord

subject to motions from the parties or the Board, on

's own initiative —motions from the parties to request

',an, evidentiary hearing, or t¹ Hoard on its own initiative.
to determine that an evidentiary hearing is appropriate.

But until the Xntervenors complete their review, as X under-

stand it, you really don4t; Know to what extent you would be

wanting to pursue examination of witnesses.

lK. PMXSCIPBER. Xet me claxify that.

When X say "review" —and admittedly my state-

ment was unclear.... X checked with far. Hubbax'd gust. now,

and he is, certain that vie would have some questions for'

cross»examination, but we don'tknow the extent of those

questionso

X think the reason Nr. Hubbard is in that

!I))

II

position is because he 's somewhat fand.liar with the

mater"'al, material like this, because of his participation

in other cases, like Blanc Fore, where the generic safety

items issue has corra up. And in that. pxoceeding, as he

infoxws re, there are sch duled to be three to four days

of cross-exmi.nation. And he has done some initial work

ge"ting prepared for that.

Hut, in any case, X think that our position is,
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first of all, we object o the Board receiving information

into >he record, in the form, of an affidavit. Ne think that

it should come in as testimony sponsored hy witnesses.

ale .would cross-examine those witnesses: we don't know the

erat nt of that cross-examination.

Secondly, ve think that the hearing should be

located here, although I understand it's to'ounsels'nd
the Board's convenience to have it in Bethesda. But., as I
said: Z discussed this matter with my .clients and they

feel strongly about having the hearings here, if the Board

rules to have additional hearings on the matter.

NHS.BO!KDS: LTell what we'l do on this is to

defer our ruling until after the m'd-morning break.

Did you have son thing further, Hr Gee@"P

GEER: Yes. Nhy dozft we have the hearing

on Mondays
Z

MRS. BQTTHBSc %fell, we'l consider that.

MR. KETCMN: Mrs. Bowers, X put. our. position
'I

on'he record=yest rday. But X just want to try to be

clear about tM.s.

Our position, again, is that, this is siad.lar,

or paralle'o an SER, maybe, which is presented to a

Board, t~hich has a lot of information in it that is not

subject to cross-azamination in an operating licensing

4)

hearing because it is no= pertinent, or in the area of issues
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that are in the proceoding. And so we just want to make

that point, that there is no broad-ranging right, we believe,

no broad-ranging right of oppor."unity to cross-e..amine

on the generic items that we'ze presenting in this docu-

'mentation

Zhanl you.

HHS ~ BONZHS: Hell, but, when you,sponsor an

S'R you have a witness to sponsor Mat. And that witness

is ava'lable for eros.«zamination; isn't that correct?

j
V

704 KETCHEH: Ho Ha's available, in an SER

situation he s.ould be available, in an operating license

f2'earing, available for cross-examination on the issues in

the proceeding, and any information in that, documentation

that relet d to those issue.

the SHR

But not. on every item in
l
I

I*

Lle haKe a responsibility, the Director does,

beyond the hearing. So the SER serves another purpose in

i3

~ ~

I
yt
~
\ff
f

]f
{I

ff

2
11

f ~

an operating license hearing.

Ne would object to any questions asked of that.

witness which v~t off into areas that were not
intervenors'ntentiono

in the operating license proceeding.

Zn addition to that we would also indicate, as

pract i 13 matte p when the Pro jact Nonage sponsors the

MR he usually indicates that it was prepared under his

sup:;vi .ion and dir=ction. But in pa&icular areas of subject
lg
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Appeal Board handled it was, they handled it as an

uncontested case. And in chat situation they ruled that—
r

they determined thaC,the submittal in affidavit form was

~ ~

adequate form. ~ed they made this ruling even though there

had been intervention in opposition before the ASLB below.

5»V

I.
55

They'.d not return the matter Co the AST.B for the taking of

evi¹nce, but, zathez, they'~rent through the zerord them-

selves and then asked for the affidavit form of statements.

UBB. BO3PBS: Z think you mentioned yesterday

tice Xntezvonozs had really withdrawn at. the Appeal Board

levels

~BR='e's. Xt seemed to m the Appeal

Og

i~
II
5

43
5 ~

~, t5

Board had the option of not conducting the further

.evidentiary pzo eedings before it", and it co@2.d have

5
'I

5returned. And Z imagine the intervenors would still have

had an opportunity to participate. They chose not to do

sos

The Appeal Board made a determination not to

follow that practice.

2H%o BQNHHS: Llell, but 'going to —carrying

the m< tezvenoz" participate on their contentions. And, of

Zsland,. they can pa tic»pate on oyez contentions as well

it a li<„.tie farther: in a constzuction permit proceeding
5

~ ~ ~
~ W 5 ~

c>uzse: iE Cl~o e are several parties, we know from Prairie
55

I

as the Bo.".rd'" au stions within their mone of interest.
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So if it had b en r-manded»- Of- course this was an operat»

ing license. But X thought you ~dicated a minute ago that,

if it had been remanded to the T~icensing Board that the

interv"=nore would have then had an opportunity to partici-

HR. GEHR: M. least they would have been able

to make the same argument Hr. Pleischakar" "'s making, that

&ere are decisions .that permit cross-examination in areas

in which they have not got contentions.

HR. RTTCHEH: IJxs. Bowers, if the Board would

like, I have a copy of. the North Anna Appeal Board decision

here if you wouM like to see it

0) re But, in addition to that, I might point out

one thing about thai: decision by the Appeal Board. They

went thxough the reasoning t3:at Kr. Geer presented to us f

but, in addition to teat, they recognized the significance

ef an operating license proceeding, They also allowed the

parties an oppo.Munity to comment, andgave that opportunity

dUrixlg that proceeding

X just vant d to present that to you, because,
I

as X recall yesterday, that was your suggested way to

gt
t ~ I

~
'i

~ q

p?:Oceedo gd X just wanted to get

IHK. BOEP~BS: Nell we would li'he to borrow

".. cop» of it. Me may defer our ruling until after the

!"
gj
l(
I,

luncheo.. brea'
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23ev can ve go on to other, matters'

RB/wb12 'B. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, at this time for
«

rebuttal testimony we'd like to recall Dr. Jahns and

2:assrs. Hamil",.on and 'Tillinaham.

MES. BOlKRS: And they'e all been previously

53heraupon:

RICHARD H JAHNS

DOUGLAS H. KQIILTON

and

C EXCJLMD NZXLINGMN

zesun d the stand as rebuttal witnesses for and on behalf

of the Applicant and, having been previously duly sworn,

vera exmnined and testified further as follows:

bK. NORTON: ?L~s. Bowers, the way ve'd like
to proceed, on this is, va're not going to take a great deal

of the Board's time. G ology was discussed in the beginning

and I guess it's only appropriat at the.end.

« ~ ««r«r«t \
~ re « ~ r « ~ 4r ~ ~

r «,
~ %P

r a ~

~ r"

~ rr
r,I

p~r5 ~

The vay I would like to proceed, airs» Bowers,-

is to ask a few gvestions about the test9~ny they heard

from Dx'. Silver, GrM a and Gso on.

DIaKCT EMORY NATION

M'IR» NORTON

Q Y~r. Hamilton, you were hare, vere you not, for
a"-1 of the testimony of Dr. Silver and Dr. Graham and

C
~ 1

1

t)
I1
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D . Hall; is that correct?

JRB/wb13 (;attn ss Hamilton) Yes, that's txue;

And you >sere personal3.y in the 'roon. and

heard ~ t ally i that xight'?

That's xight.

ril1 right
3rd, Dr. Jahns, you have reviewed the transcripts

I t

of that testi]mony; is that correct?

~) (Nitness Jahnsf Yes, that's correct.

Q Zmd Fir Millingham4 X take it you'e a combina-

r
~ ~

r ~ 'l
1 ~
~ VO

tion of both: you heard X be3.ieve alraost all o8 it, and

what you did not. henz you reviewed in the transcriptr is
that correct?

{Nitness Nil2.ingham} - Correct.

Bz. Hamilton, rather &an ask you specific ques-

tions, Z would ask you at this time to give us a presenta«

tion, or a summarization o8 your opinions regarding those

opinions e:~ressed by Drs Graham, Silver and Hal3., if you

would. And Z understand you4re going to he using som6 slides,

~l
~

g

L

1 ~

r.

<w~c 'Mon xLG
~s

~ }

~ ~

I

"S

and Jou:-~ill also be referring —ox asking Mr,Nillingham

to answer soma questions o to nake some statements, too.

(7Jitness Ha.ailton) Yes, that4s true.
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4

flsNP9
e1MBL/'ral 1 Il

I
~ 4

(Slide.)

(Hitness Hamilton) Xf " could just briefly set

'=De s'-ace„: «ould lil~e to mme some responses to some of

&44 the comments that have been made regarding some of our

geolog"'cal opinions that we presented over the course of

this. hear'ng, and also conment on some of the'opinions that

have been presented by Dr. Graham and Dr. Hall and Dr» Silver

Zn a ':ray, ve're going to proceed geograph9.cally<.because I'd
like to essentially start, at the north end of .the area being

discussed, which is a ound the San Gregorio Fault, and that

automat'4ca3.1y taI:es me tn hhe area covered by Dr. Graham.

There's on= point. made by Dr. Silver in that area that I'd
also 4 like to cover»

And then I'lwork south as quickly as possible

to the Hosgri Pau2.t.

Hr. Hamilton, before you continue, please identify@

27

".9

you TtiouM —I believe this slide that we'e now looking

at was previously in the record, and it should be identified
as to +chere it was

~ » 4

~...

II
~ 4

4 I
II ~

4

44

~ )

)I
II
I

I ~

Yes. This firs. slide is going to be used for
~"n ral refe enco purpos;s. Z believe that th's is Joint
Inte~reIIors'";whar 13, and it was used in response to cross-

e::urination by myself earlier.
I t3 ink I'd lik to go up 4o the screen now and.

re "o co ~ ~is slide p @~ad following it UQ have some new slides

4
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that we al o want to use in &is response, and we have

copies of those that can be passed out.

HR. NORTON: Nrs. Bowers, 'm have previously

marked all of these slides —the nev ones that will be

sh"m -» and, rather thm.to interrupt the presentation,

Mr., Nilliamon All simply pass them around after they'xe

put up on the screen, giving the appropriate number to the

Reporter,g and so on e

They have already been marked> including the

copies that you vil..2. receive, as PGaE Fvhibits, sta"ting

xa'9.th Z Qlib3.< ~a6

i/

ski
~ P

4~Q

43

r

)

Il'

l

/I

l„
l ~
I

tS
)„'

~

i

The witness can refer to them as 46, et. cetera.

So, rather than ask that each one be marked as

we go along, they have all been marl<ed in consecutive order,

in the order they'e to be presented'.

(The documents referred to were

marl.ed for identixicaMon as

Applicant's Exhibits 46 through

60.}

4'RS. BOAERS: Do you have a pointer for I4r.

HQBx2.'t onr;

NR. NORTON: No have a USGS pointer in the crowd.

(X:Bughtex ~ )

(Poin~er handed to >H.tness Hami.lton.)

NXTSKSS KK~GXLTOM: X've relied on the USCS for

~ ~
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many things, and I fina that they generally come through

with atisfactor~ as"-istance.

The first s3.ide that I am going to zefex'o-

is ore Chat ve users emliez, anQ it shows the region of the

gl

ji
6

t)

San batQreas Fault and the intersection of that fault with the
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San Gzegorio Fault, 9n the area from Monterey Bay to north

of Sc53 Prancisco Bay e

~ 1 's based on wrork dona mainly hy Hoskins and

Criffiths and public.shed in their paper in 1971, and it also

incorporates som" on-land geolog9.cal data from .the published

1iterature

Cj 'v

This map covers the four .main elements of evidence

that we descrih d ear19er in response to cross-examination,

indicating why, in &e opinion of I4r.'li3.lingham and myself,

t~e felt that there vere constraints that limite'd the mazimum

slip along the San Qregorio Pault —at least during the
~ r g

~ >I last 20 million years to not. more than about 20 kilometers

of right slip distance.

Dr. Graham's di 'cuss9.on yesterday first centered

«p t
f

on &e four e3em nts of evidence hhat we had descr9.bed, and.

th=n p "oceaded on to essential3y a defense of the seven

el'~>snts of: evidence Mat he used to suggest a much Xarger

amount of right s19p on that fault.

g A
> >r ~ ~

*- ~

4
~ ~

'«..

. ~

So Hae first of the —we3.1, ta simply revie~ what.

hose foN elm~nts of evidence that we felt limited the

pQ=-si&ility Qf slip areal they %>Mreg first@ t3xe GRLS'cence of
a Oligocene-Zoster P~ocone basalt sequenc underlying the

b.'onterey'ormation and younger rocks that e:d.st in the Santa

C "u''.cuntains and in the offshore outer Santa Cr.1z Basin

ass:.'a ally erectly across the San Gregorio Pau" t < as





dicated on this lide.

The second of those elements of evidence ™- and

Z ~@lit Gdd: -.~ld also p~e absence of such rockies»ear po'nt

Reyeo e-™ tile second of tl ose elements of evidence hap to

C
i'i

"1

1

$ I
ii

lt

ao with the distinctive gravity anomaly pattern in the area

that falls from San::rancisco Bay south G".ong the trace of

che fGlllt~

'~ne third had to do wi& the essential lack of

Gny deviation 0f tile Nonterey 8 Tlbmarine canyon coming OQt 0f
Monterey Bay Gnd e "tending directly across hhe San Gregorio

-Gult.

Zmd ~ale fov~~di of those elements had to do with
t'e existence ox a distinctive Gccenulation o" sedimentary

rocli:s of Upper Miocene age in the mea immediately west of
We Sar Pa@it, whi~l has been indicated as the possible

fi
~ i

/ ~

southerly eztensian of the San Gregorio Pault,. across from

a source terrain that has the dis~~xctive sama set of rocks

in 2.t s

-" TQ sped first to the iAG'a ter of thte distinctive

is ~

C ~

'I

3~a;:ez M.nc ue basal that Or. Graham made several points
=110Qt, Z cLlxn".. G~GJBB the Dost significant one Was simply

;1o;~n by m "- slide, which is that We basalts do erist
~ 1 ihe Gree e t of the San Gregorio Paul and in the area
Pe.".= Of its old Hley BG11 c Pz9.8t in the area-41here these

root;s east of tL~e fault purportedly woa2.d have to have been
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moved had this v=zy lazg amount of offset been an actual

xact ~

I

Dz+ Graham made Several other po3.nts e One of

them had to o '.with 'che xathez widespzead distribution of

+16 e r'op~8 a4 other po" Q' ~

Xt's tzu chat there are basalts like this, fox

e::ample„ at Point 3"ena. However, at Point 'Arena they'e

called the Xve'~son .0/salt and they'ze in a rather somewhat

Qif".ezenf. equence of zorws thm e:cist in either the area

of Ben Xomond Mountain o- the outer Santa Czu"* Basin, and

Geese rocks exist at points farcher south, actually beyond

Lnis map area.

Aga~~, 4'ignificant thing X feel is that they

r, ysf: e~ ,

I"ti
I

I)
~ )

'3 i

are presen in the Cavo areas that are claimed as be9.ng offset,

in a non offset re3.ationship a

D .. Graham made a couple of other points. One

of them was diat hheze vere basalts thought, to be unlMe

II >

i

those in the mojcntains that were located immediate3y west

og th San Gz go~ io Fault on land. I mapped one of those

ba0~;'in ahau'„l971, and it appea-s to be actually intruded

~ C into ~~".c fault plain, and it s quite unlike the widespread

ossential3y deposito of volcanic rocks thac are, X feel, the

corzalati-"e features.

he odor point Rat Dr. Graham made was that

there w~~" a suggestion ~~Mat the rocks in the Santa Cruz





:1Ql 6

,!}

Ic

5 II

ltountains area came from a single eruptive source, and they

.Z~wmod an~ay fram a m~~imum thi"Me'ss at a particular point
C

H.exing an(3 Blat) theref03.8g you «ÃouMQ.'t'~~'aspect these rocks

to, hav scmo relationship to ones located farther assay.

X mould just call upon the general geologic

QituB'cion g Tr81ere it s '4 rare occurrence g I thiIQc g to fxnd

j
IC

one single volcanic eruptive center at any place. Xf you

Cons J.t er J.i/e the Maunt LcLsssn area. or Mount Shasta in

!0

Cal"'fornia, ox Cbe racRs in the areas farther north in the

vo3.cauic province of ~Gee Cascades, they'e generally a

sequence of volcaInaes that are fairly closely grouped in

Og

space, ~~~d cert~'nly they'e na farther apart in those areas

-chan in J e ~a'-o areas J~at we'e xeferring to he're.

One last point about Dr. Grahaia's testimony was

that he zemar1ced on the unreliaoility of relying on only Mo

I ~

IC

Il
I C

I

siz-inca bore holes. Xn fact, these tvo si"-inch bore
holes'over

an area that has been quite thoroughly mamined by

~ seismic reflection profiling, its stratigraphy is veil knom,
4 a"..8 X vou2a svJrit that". Chose two bare holes'assing through

essentially an..intac:c basin sequence, really give a much

bette~ idea o +hat Che stratigraphy should be than in the

COCCI

~ I
I

.'isruptad ract c~hat one can see in the narra'trip oz'\ ~

qrauu6 ac'-uallj adjacent to the fault.
The second paint 44at Dr. Graham made had'to do

1I

gx'av. ty p ~tern in this aria, and hi.s point @as that
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the gravity is essentially non-diagnostic so rar as ming
an evaluation of the ault. offset goes.

This, of course, 's scn~ewhat in contrast to one

of the points &at he relied upon„ which was Dr. Silver''s

.opinion published earlier thaC a gravity high in this area

sihs coxrela'cive wi~Z one located south of Monterey Bay as

one of the points of evidence suppo ting the large offset.

X'd 3.ike, however, to now turn to Mr. Hi3.lingham

to give a Qi"cussio'f -'Ne gravity work that was actually

done h "e,'nd what its significance really should he.

BY MR+ HORTOH:

Q Yw. Hamilton, befoxe you do that, was it. Dr.

Gxib?GDl thpt said "(Bat M+e gravity data isn t much good

because, X think he said, "One bullseye looks like another

bullseye." X t3>i'd: that was &e expression.

')H.tness Hamilton) X believe that he used Mat

l7 i word„"Ron-unique solutions" was the phrase that l wrote

do~In, hut X think he elaborated on tha" some.

7

7

Q And in fact, one of his seven matching points

vere= sa, <heoretical bullseyes of Dr. Silver's, isn't that

r='ghtP

'7'es. although i hel9eve in his deposition that

4. w'
f

Ji
JJ 7

actually Dr. Graham said that he zxd Dr. Dickinson had

sb(M'iiJhat zeloca "ed QLe assumed gravity high that Dr o Silver

used cn Q~e east. side of the fault. So they made that

~ I ~ J ~
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readjustment ta change Dr. Silver's 90 J ilometers oz-'offset

to agree with their proposed ll0 ki3.ometers oE offset. E.'hat

csrtai zll» Has QDG QL their Ooints ~

i~LB. MXSCBMZR: X'm going to object. to that.
X'm going to as!c what ~he last part of that answer which

refers to language in the deposition he struc!:, on the

HR. NORTON: l agree. Re should not have any

refe-e ce to ~le Qeposi ion, and T.'3.3. rephrase the question.

BY MR MOP.TON:

Have you ever heard Dr. 'Graben say that they

moved Dr. Silver's bullseyes to conform rom 90 to 115, at
an» time?

(Hitness Hamilton) Z. believe that point was made

auring th depositions.

No no. Excuse iae. Have you ever heard him say

that, yes ar noP

Nell, X haven't reviewed the degosit9.on recently,
so X'm going to have to not be able to respond to that
d'ectly e

{Eaugh'Ke~ ~ 3

Q Po. My t;mastodon is: Have you heard him say, at
an~ place, whewiar it bs in a deposition or on the street or
h-re in this hearing room, or anyplace else, have you heard

him say thatP
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'i A I"st/ le. PZZXSC~~. R: I MirA this has been asked and

of Qeposit9.ons in d3c agz'&e1QGQt be4%Men coQilsel e

2 ansHi~rede )fe're ge'Lting 9.nto use of the depositiont it 8

quite clem from tins :->itness 'esiiLony, and that's an

r. II inappropr9.ate use of the deposi tion ~ TL1e deposi'H.on should
..I'

'.> not be %35ered intQ evidence 9.n th9.8 day< «shich is simply

a way to sidostep and subvert the rules governing the use

t)

,Q The afore, I request that the pxior mention of
Dr. Graham'8 testimony be smic3'en, and that thex'e no

Euzt218r Dviestions on t25i 8 e

~ ~ Dr. Graham is not here to respond to questions

about t hat may or may not'av'een said 9.n She deposition.

NR. PORTO'7: Excuse ma, Hrs. Bo~rezs. X just
totally disagree with that.

Z agree debat it'8 probably not a proper use to

":6;

e> ~ j

pg 1p

l

ii

put into evidenco::shat he said in the deposition, but 9.f

this ~ziuess heard him say something,- he c rtain1y can use

that fo " rebut~ml. And Mat'8 been done, my gosh, I dchn't

knmv hole mately times vn've had one witness say, veil.~ so-and™so

told ale ~ 2.Q fact g all of Dr ~ Silver 8 that wo re talking
about, '".he Heber and Magcey stUoties, and they-sai8< Well,

i ta3'-:ed viCk 'er and Nebez Cold me Dis —lots of
evidence like that has coLie 3.n.

C ~

j v
~ h

Bo:z, if D". <~ahm has said something in Nr.

Hzailton's presence, Mr'. Ham3.1ton Can certainly relate what



e

?
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iee2. l0 he said e

Th fact'hat it occurred in a deposition is
incidental to We fact that. Dr. Graham said this in Mr.

Bamiltcn's presence. And on that basis, he can say it.
How, if he can't recall <shat he said, then he

can't recall +hat h said, and I would agree that ve cannot

7

j
sit here and read the deposition, and that's not what Z'm

trying to do.

V& PLHXSCBREHR: Hell>

KRS. BGNEBS: Hell, the vitness ansvered that

he hadn't reviewed the deposition. That answer, Co me,

meam~ no recall, waless he vere to revie;w that deposition.

gs that correct p E'~ ~ Hamilton?

l'UKSESS H>2$ZLTOB: Relic items my present, recollectic

that X did hear Dr. Graham say
that.'R.

HOR'"OH: Zmd what you don't recall is xvhether

it was at the deposition or at. some other place, is that

O correct?

II p

~ ~

1 ~

I ~

PXTiPdSS HP24lTiTOM." That's tan'e, yes.

ivy, PLHLSC~t"~„.R 'ell~ g th~: that confl
-:.-'Ph hi =arlioz tes immy, and X would request that all
oz tha 'e r'"forences he s~c

l.;

~ g

~ 5

~ ~

Dr. G"aham v@s hera yesterday. Zf there was

going to be c-Oss-ezam<nation of Dr. Graham an tL~e statements

he ~~De in the deposition, it should have been. done at that
~,)
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This is unreliab3eA evidence, and X don t think
~ Bat "a".i=f3. p to pe.'iit ~ 'le App ~ .~.cant to proceed 2 n this
?\1~Mr is to permit 'him to c2.early subvert the rlxL68

governing the use of the deposition.

MBB HONORS «fz StcLG~GX'g does the Sta'ff ha

a position on ChisP

E4R. STS&MBERQ: There Qoesn" appear to he much

disagreement BOGS'TGQn the 3ppkicant and Qle Xntervenors

rGgac Qing the proper or improper Use of '810 deposition g and

'i9 ri'I

!
( ~

'3 I-

cn that issue the Stafx agrees.

Xf Pw. P2eischaker wishes co have s equal- the

prev3.ous comments of &is @itness, then it seems ho the

Staxf erat App1icant is ™ee, with a c3.ean slate, ho ask

-Jle creation again ahd to e1icit responses from this witness

that:ronald not run afou3. of the prabtem Mat Zntervenozs

raise

So we can't hav it hoch ways; . He can't have

$ A5

I,

:5

the —if .cue questions and answers are struck, and then

not a3.3.ow Rppiican"" to ask in more proper form and tae

K'.~;ess to answer ttlose QalQ8 q'Qestions a

PP~9. SO;>EBS: Do you mant to respond to that,
""L". Horton?

i~iR. EOiRKQ?~s That's hasical1y srhat I said in
I'll

A

d; fze==nt po Qs. X agreo that. ".<e can't sit here and read'
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Dz. Graham's depcsition, and chat vasn't the in@mt at all.
Xt vaa simp'ty thac 7L'~. Hamilton said he believed he heard

3

4
jl

tI

:f he hadn't used chose three words, there

'8ouldn t hpave Been any 003ection i

Dz. QzMwn say"., and, unfortunately he said;, "...in h9.s

depc83 tiop ~

'e'
noc using the deposition. Me'ze using

Dr. Hamilton's memory of vhat he heard Or. Graham say.-

MRS. BO~~~~BS: The motion co strigose io granted,

and you can begin again.

BY 51R MORTON."

0 b~. Hamilton, did you hear Dr. Graham, at any

tice in zecenc months, say hov ~e used che gravit.„= offsets

of Dr. Silvex'? Yes or no?

(89. s Hamilton) Xt's my present recollection

that X did.

M.l zigh.c. And vhat did he say?

Xt's my recollection that he said that he and

~ N

~ r

~hrr

T

I)
1

\
I

I,

f'

I

II-.

li

l"
' ~

Dz. Dickinson made essentially another choice of vhere to

place che pzes~med matching gravity high in the area around

Dig .Suz vi~h the gravity high that's associated vith the

Pig~on Point high, in ozd r to get a ore compatible amount

of of-sot vith the other features that vere heing nmtched

ale: os s che S an Gxegorio Paul t
i>~8 as understand it?cz. Mil3.ingham is going

to discuss some of Bat gravity data, is that correct?
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.'el 13
(Witness Mi3.lingham) Correct.

f f f

All right, please. proceed.

Before actually beginning with the data, X'd XMe

to zecgMB f 'che Boa' 8 indu3.gence for a Minute g and T. 8 3.~Me

I to ruat outline some.of the fu3 damentals of the gravity

interpretation procedures so that you can. perhaps-better

understand His term "~~ biguity" which has popped up many

tiltles in relalt'~ on to His ~

~AS. BGiRRS: Xf this is going to take a few
I

minutes, let's have .&o 3.ights on. This business of sitting
in a paztial3y darkened room .

t
t

PiX'PASS ÃZLXXMGH~iI: Pirst of all,'s has been

brought out many times in this hearing, there is an intrinsic
art3aig&ty in.gravity interpretation for the following reason:

The source of a gravity field'epends upon two

parar ete s:

f)
I

~8

~
'f

The geometry of that sourc , and the density of
the material making up that, source.

f

So that the resulting gravity field is the product

oX L~o things,- and wo can vary eiDer one of those two things

in a QQ"KQle~sntaR:y fQSI3ion and still get the'~~ end

ffrFQducto

f4
f ~

If'l
Fortunately, 'n a nozraa2. geo3ogic cizcmastance,

the gecnmt~ is constrained. be have some basic ideas from

~~"e past several hundred years of geologic erploration as

> ~

~ ~
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wej 1@

to what subsurface structures tend to look like.
2

5

G

I

II

'I
\4
CC

fl
jt

Xn ~De case of the offshore area here we have

fault boundaries for most of Our basins y so Ne can actually
*

put a good deal of constraint on one of the variables in our

gravity equation. That removes a lot of -.the ambxguity.

So, though there is always a bit of residual

uncertainty in the exact source, the shape of the source or

3

8 '

the density, we can make some general comments which have

very littl mcbiguity in them a" all. And the Rinds of

comments that we'l be making here today fall in that

category. Pe're making generalizations on the sources of
the gravity fields "hat we can state with a very high

CD degree of confidence.

C&1 He have the first slide%'

CJ (Slide.)

BZ HR MORTOH:

Lsccuse me, N". Hillingham. P&i3.e you'e getting

l;
I
IC

IP

-II ~

up there and getting started, X will identify this as.,

2'~yglicant's Exhibit 46. The. copies that are being passed

out are so marked. elms each new slide Chat goes,ug will be

consecPQH.vely nlÃ&ercd g from 46 p and 1'4E ~ Ni3.1i8Jllso?l Mill
pass .~i cm out as he's doing with this one.

FC
f ~

C

NHS. BONHRS: Before Ke. Ri3.1ingham starts,
perhaps ~. record would he made a little more clear by

chec+iillg with Nx~ H~~lton





You were concentrating on those two hatched areas

on that s3.ide, weren't you?
U

HiKBFGS EK~iXLTGM: Yes, that's true. Those are

&e areas meant to represent the'Oligocene-Xower Hiocene

has @its ~

HR. NORXQM: These are colored s3.ides, and they

are colored in the record. They would be the brown hatched

are~~". 7. guess there aze no other hatched areas, in any

van I' Jut they aze Qrczdn

HX~J:lKSS RXLXIXMGHAN Here we see a gzav5. cy map

of M>e California coasta3. area from approximately the

latitude o- San Francisco Bay at. the mctreme north.end of

the slide< all the Yppp down to the latitude of Estezo Bay

at ~he southern end of the slide.

3:n an east;west extent, ve're going from the

Pac+fic ocean to an on-land area, with the shoreline falling

zt

Pl

I

:z

.'!

IU, ~
~ U"~

. jz
I i

jl
~ .

roughly on a diagonal passing xzom the norUnrestern or upp'er

left-hanD corner o"" the slide„down to the-southeastern

poztion of Me slide.

Ue hm~e acme coloration on the slide. The

zedd9.ai or oz.~~pish mlozs represent gravity highs, and the

darker, greenish-blue co"azs represent grav'ty loss.

The area of most interest is in the vicinity of

a. po. located at the intersection ox 3.atitude 37 and

longitude 3.22. This is approximately the northern edge of
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wel lo
Monterey Bay.

'his slide is sheen to give an overview of the

.n: ire gravity. field„- and in ju t a minute we'Xl see two

oth z slides which show an xpansion of the a~~a just

men tio12e Q ~

The;northernmost gravity low, the northernmost

dark green band, represents the southern extension of. the

offshore Bodega Basin. ~Zt is a gravity low because it'
)

8 'ile.ed uy with sedimentary rocks which have less density,

andy there foze, less of a gravi hational attraction g thcQl

granitic or Pranciscan crustal rocks that occur in
t

other areas ~
I

e,
Love

So these seQiments within the basin generate the

Once we pass the shoreLine, which is indicated as

a faint e6 line, we cross into a small onshore e>rtansion of

il that basin sandwiched between the Ziante and Pilarcitos faults.

How, going south of this gravity. Lcw, we come

to o long northw st. t-ending gravity high. This gravity high

consist of the,Pallon Pidge, which is, for the most part,
a gzanit'c high, and thon imma8iately offshore -- it'
comz"nly identified as the Pigeon Point high, and onshore as

the Ben Lcmond granite.

4
g

This is a gravity hig~3.ecause i:t's an area without

~".e low-density sediments. Zt consists of dense materials;
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wel 17
&erefore, gravity n gh.

So the south of that, we come to another low. This

lov is a very major structural feature in California. Xt is

callec". Um outer S~~zta Cruz basin. Xt is another one of

these offshore depressions that has been filled in viD
sedim nts; ergo, the low.

Xt has an onshore extension which continues through

HQQ erey Say g and links up 'Nith the Salinas Valley, a na jor

geomorphic feature Qf California that also is a Sedimentary

basin filled up with low-density sediments.

The remainder of the coloration or. the slide will
not be referenc d< zn this discus «,on

Can we have the next slide'P

(Slide. } (ibpp13.cant's Exhibit 47) .
'I

8ov, here we have an expansion of that area ve

jus-. mentioned, centered upon latitude 37, longitude 1?2.

Here ~e can plainly see in more detail the

st~cture of the gravity lans and highs. The iowa and highs

of concern here have bean shaded a light gray.

The v-ry broad straight line crossing the slide

is a ~~hematic representation of t>e San Gregorio Paul.t. It'
.We b""t straightline representation that: could fit to the

~ '
~ (I,

a. tual ~aco o". &e fault, and in just, a minute you'l see
I

:8'y 3.t is a straight ~ne

."L. Graham, or Dr. Graham yesterday said that you

a
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really can't tel1 t¹ difference between one bullseye and

another+

3J'ell, thai-. mgh+ be ~rue in some circunstances,

but X think we wou" d all admit that if Cvo bullseyes were

exactly the same size and had some other unique features about

them, we might consider that they were moze related than if
they were greatly different size and had absolutely no

features that >rare identical.

Here we nave -- although they'e not actually

bullseyes, but they ar contour lines, and X think as we go

Ui"ough this discussion we'l see they have a great deal of
»r
!t» sim'3.arity to one anothez.

~)
First of all, let's take the gravity low associated

with the southern eztonsion of the Bodega Basin. Re see it
ez ending down from the noz<dmsest. corner of this sUde. Xt

is the first of the light gray colozed zones that we encounter

coming fzcm We norLQ of the slide southward.

We see the axis of the gravity low, roughly

parallel to, or rouerh3y coincident. with, the e o milligal
grav.'.ty anomaly Une, and see that there is an extension of

it on the oyez side of the fault.
Xf wa look at the dashed line here —backing

up fo= a second, the contour intervals on this map are

"0 vi.llig ."s —a milligal simply being a unit of gravity

Keasu: - d the d shed lines Lsp Csent 5 Rilligal Tines
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wel 19
h~e can sea the axis of the offshore Bodega Basin

coming down here, and then on = we hop the San Gzegorrio Pault

we s™e the 5-milligal line. matching very nicely w9.th the

5-milligal line on the othox side.

So we have a gravity low, and the amplitude of the

low on .either side of PAe fault is nearly the same.

How tha , in itself, could be a coincidence .

But let's go on.

Just south of this low we have a gravity high,

a very pronounced high. Xf we count the contour lines, we'e

i1

4 p

up to the l0, 20, 30-milliga2. line, and we see'that the high

peaks out'at 35 zailligals.

How, we see an indentation which is partially
covered by the dark line —perhaps we could go back to the

previous slide ~

(SU.de.) (iRpplicant's Exhibit 46.)

Looking again, va~ near the —well, gush

slightly nor"'4 of the intersection of latitude 137 and

~ i<
~ V

I
el
~ )

~ i

I"

long itnQe

'M'1R HORTO23:

EHcuse 'F~e i thiQR it s latitude 37@ not l37o

A {tlimess Bi2.linghmm} Eanxse me. You'e correct.

-:atitude 37, Long> cude l22, we again see our gravity high

coring through here, and perhaps we can see that there is
an indentation in that. high. Xf axe consider the high to be

g4

~ ~
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b'~3. 0

continuous across the fault zone, there's a small notch at
the north side and a small notch at the s'outh side, which

approzimately followers the trace of the fault.

ji
~

~

'"'Back to J.e other slide.

(Slide.) (applicant s 3.zhibit 47)

Okay. Here we see ~hat again. This notch is
caus d by fracturing of the rocks within the fault zone

itself. Go v=". see the fault zone manifest very plainly.
The fracturJ.ng of the rocks 3owers their density,

and, therefore, lovers the gravitational attr'action in that

C ~

area o

Now, let's take a 1cck at the anplitude of the

!3 high and d}e shape of the high. Xt comes up to 35 milligals.
le've jumped the fault, md ve're on the other side, and

we'e at 35 milligals.
Rs soo" as ve get out of that notch, that zone

~ <+
~ 4'

)
tpIi

4

CC

'1

of depressed gravity, ve're back up at. 3S milligals for the

high.

The 20-milligal line matches right straight across

m~ e faul' 20 milligals matches ZO milligals..
~8013. g nos QQ bullseyes are beginning to take on

a lot of "iu'~3.arity. The amplitudes are the same, the form

as they approach on side of the fault appears to be very
i+i " to ~he fo~ as:~a approach tn™ oWer side of the

fRQ*t ~

i lt
~ g
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Now, going down, leaving this h gh, this gravity

high, going down to the n~c gravity low farther to the

souds, we again have the same kind of .,match. 'Ne find that

Use plus 10-milligal Line lines up very nicely .with che plus.

10 on the other side of Se fault.
The. low does, m~ deed, poin directly across 'the

fault into another lour. 'Ne can see ~be zero milligal lines
are looking very closely at one. anocher, .and, again, our

hull eyes aro taking on a bit of similarity.
The map1itude af all three of the package we

have here —Z almost'hesitaie to use tha" word —but'we

have a low —now I'm speaking of the area to the Left of
.&e fault; to the west of the fault -» we have low, high,

The fi-st low has a similar amplitude adjacent

to the fault as &e low, high, Low pattern to the east of
d:e fauX,t.

The high a similar amplitude to the high to the

st of the fault
The next low, <o @Ac west of tho fault, similar

amplitude and shape to the low to the east of the fault
So, our bullseyes have a good bit of similarity,

so rauch similarity &at one becomes -» you 'Jhow, it becomes

almost„ in a g ologic sense, invoking far too much coincidence

no+ to e~mect C4ani to be related
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slel 22 Ca~ we s e a~e next slide?

(83.ide. } (Applicant's Exhibit 4S.)

Z::cuse me. Before you discuss Mat, the last
slide ice were LooJcing Qt is Applicant s Elj;Btibit 47 and this

is Applican~'s Exhibit 48.

A 5'he reason the San Gzegozio ault was drama as

a bzoad straight line was simply so that we could cut the

previous slide along that. line. And that's what has been

done here.

t)' siDlply took Q pair of scissors g cut [Sown f918
<s
(>

c ntez of the 3.ine, and then began sliding the eastern

portion of tha slide northwazd, looking for a better
C

jj alighnewt or, a, better match than we previously had.

, A~.tez we have moved the eastern side in a
I' ~

norther ste=ly direction, approximately ten k9:3.omehers, we

:=ind that wa get a very excellent match of the ano~ly
DQ't'i GZQS ~

Xf we go co the northernmost of. the features we'va

been concerned mid, tho first gravity Low that we encounter,

mrs. g southward across U>e slide, are see the 5-miLH.gal line
lcoki.ng directly at 5 milligals; we "ee that. the shape of
'"i"= pat.'.ezn on the east makes a vezJ logical continuation

ji
A

S)

Ij

of -~he pattern that. -'1e have seen developed on the vest.
7~ikewise g 'when we go to the south to our graniMc

hig ~ -.d om~-" gravity high, wG see the pattern of anomalies
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v?81 23

2

3

interrupted only by the notch caused by the fracturing of

the ro->s in the San Gregorio Pault zona itself. Xt continues

dizectly across, 35 'looking at, 39. 30 looking at 30.

20 looking at 20. The pattern to the vest making a very

logicc 1 continuation With the pattern '4 0 the easto

And, again, as ve go to the southexrunost of our

anomalies, the outer Santa Cruz basin, we see,.again, a vezy
\

striking match, in .form and in amplitude of -&e anomalies on

»J
» GiMGr SiQe of our fault Cone ~

~ ~

Por this to be coincidence is geologically
»l »

1»p

and geophysically unreasonable.

Ghat ve have done is moved the San Gregorio Pault

10 kilometers to the northwest to reconstruct what we beUeve

»I

~?as &e cmnfiguration of the fault one in a time span that
mould mi~e us back approzimately 12 m$.11ion years, in making

this final roconstruction.

»

4

So, 12 nd.llicn yeax's ago the patterns matche'd
»

beautifullyq on either side of the fault, as they should have.

~ »»

P; Jh
~ 4**

~ »

I

''md today, after Me creation of the fault, after slippage

of -be fault, we can account for no more than 10 kilometers.

Z+ ue tzy to push this to the nor~Avast any

farther„ va lose the matching, ve lose the pattezns. The

matches become 51uch worse ~

~ ».»0

So in my gaud~~;. nt this 3', high, low sequence

ma~:es a.very unique and vezy definitive line across the
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San Gregorio Fault zonei

- Quite'iterally; a:-extbook example of matching

gravity Da"~'~~ms t:>at ve~~g definicively ixidicates that there

has been no more than= 10 kilometers of total displacement

on the San Gregorio Pau2.c zone in me last approximately

l2 million years.

Th~~I". you, Y~~. Ni3.3.ingham.

30

~ 4

II ~

r IA«

l«
I,

~ ~

ti

Re're back to lie. Hamilton no+, and X believe

Pu. H~~.leon villdiscuss the Monterey Bay basm~ , and X

b lieve the na""t, slide villbe E:&ib3.4. 49.

(Slide. } (Applicant.'s Er&ibit. 49.)

A . {Ni~.ess Ni3.lingham) Th9.s is similar to an

illust.'ation chas was used previously, but tate have used the

AC@

reli

~"

li

I

same bachyzetric base which illustrates Qe subsea contours

amd sho~ s the location,'f the hont~rey submarine canyon.

To it v:e have added red lines indicating the trace of the

San Gregorio Fault,.

So Wis is a standard published.bathymetric chart.

on t~hich has been superimposed the geologic location of the

San Gregoz'ion

Z-8 firs~: like to juste respond to Oz. Graham's

cc".om nt: of —Z

one gul 3 y 3 Qoks

1

believe ha said something to Hm effect. %hah

ve y Kuch like anodlex' 'I

t

I

I..d

I

i
I

subma inc c~yon has, as I think I mentioned

during previous testimony, about. &e dimensf.ons of the Grand

~ \
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Canyon. The pWlished discussions of it. shov that it
probably originated hack in EL<ocene time, more than 10 million

years ago. Feat is in a public tion by a couple of

researchers named Stark ~d Howard, published in the

¹ological Society of Z~erica bulletin, and that also seems

tn he the view ta3 en by Dr. Qreen, to whom reference ~as

made yesterday as being the prime researcher in She Monterey

Bay region.

Xn addition to aranting to reemphasize that this

..ea ure is not just. another gully, hut, rather, is a very

prime geological feature. in the @hole California coastal

regioni X alsO %anted to touch on 6 couple of other points

made about i5

Pirst, it +as noted that Dr. Green had the

opinion 'that Were was deviation of the canyon'+here it is.
crossed by the San Gregorio Fault. Zmd that's true. Xt

Goos ~

Hadelon
H.s.

i ~



t



I
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Okay.

.There aze C~zo points about, Dx. Gxeen's coraments
1

about >is siCuation whee the Honteray Canyon goes across the

4
II

)j
/ i

f4

j:

San-Gregorio fault Cha'c X d'like Co make:

One is LhaC the actual deviaCion of the canyon

:,"ould indicaCe lef+ lateral.,movement raC|3ez Chm right lateral

mov&39 Jl L Tive ca13von svixlgs out and is fazther. north at the

point liest of the fault Chan it is ac CLe point east of'he
fault by a fee kilome'cezs.

s ~
~"

~ s

>)

I

f
"I

The OWE point Chat Dr. Green makes '9.s Chat. the
s

devi.ation on Kba canvon apparently resulted from pzeferen-

Cial azo. ion along the veD:en~ zona on Che fault rather than

frock actual fault offset of the canyon.

Noir the other point egazding Dr Green is Chat.

iC is his thesis chat was cen".ainly correctly sta ed by Dr

Graben Chat Dz. Grew believes that Che dewnst"earn continua-

t>ion of this canyon has been "uccessively offsec Co points

rs>t (I«$
~ ~ )
I

~
'

'

~ I

I>

s ~
>( ') ~

R

~ I ~

~ ()

successively fa~ar north by righC slip along Che San

Gregorio fCult@ and that the canyon ChaC poll se& located

nozMvzesC of See presonC acbwsion of rinte ey Canyon cu.'UahaC-

.'ag n9+4 &see cion. C~~rcn hera in the upper nozthues~ part, of
e"-r.=-zn 'represent earlier do~mstream conhinuations of this

8 Ils3~s-~"inc CanyOn ~

Z's T'SRQ my vie~r mpzessed duri. g emlier CesCimony

~(
Cha-- in fact M™me are not dovashzeam contin~~tions of the 1Aain
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mpb2

r)
4

'I

1]

lj

EE

ca yon, and the reasons for '8 at were several, among them

being iixat t!xe canyon itself is a very 1azge feature which

conMnu s on out int'o the sub-sea plane along its present

course, and in 'addition that &e canyons that 1ie farther

north of Bee main canyon, includ~<g Ascencion C~yon, are

much highez Man the dep~~ of the canyon at'the point where

i'. is intersected, by the f ult. 'And further that, they appear

to no actua'j1y c"ntinue to the fault zone as you vou1d expect:

if ~Bey were previous downstram continuations of Ne exist.-

ng Lng. Rain canyon a

Since Vivat time when X made that eaz1iez testi-
mony Z have examined some more data, including a seiwaic

-e lc "tion line ~ Xt's line 4 from 1eg 1 of the USGS BART3 P"T

survey of 1972. That 1ine goes across the head of Ascencion

E g

)Eg

i

\ ~ g

>'

"1
~ 4

I

1

EE
I

iJ

E

H ~

Canyon haze and then traverses Mis area upstr am fzom these

canyon heads and goes on across tne San Gregorio fau1t

VEow the theory as Dz. Green expresses it. is that.

tnere should bs varied extensions of these canyons extending

up to the fault, zone. Lad in fact. this seismic line shows

.~cat ~:.a'r.'s not the case, that.'Ascancion Canyon at this point
is assw»tially no deeper in the pa"-t. than 9:c is zight new

X' - no - much larger featu Q that was subse+uent1v buried

azd partia3.3y raszcavated< ~d there aze no buried canyons

ia this grouj:d here where the other canyons Rat are proposed

ps intermediate downstream courses are



r~



mp03

z

~ y
.4

{j

~ I
{s

7

SQ I feel that the evidence 3.8 Quite good that
in fact w aze seeing.the ma'~ ~~yon continue across the

faul~. as board> Me present aud past .princip 1 expression of

Honterey Canyon: aud that the theory that the caayons farther

north a-.e oxfset 's simply noi. valid giv~~ the geologic facts.

Oue.other point made regarding Or, Green'8 ideas

of the 'tota1 offse~ is one chat X Uunlc should be brought, up

l
v { ~

V>
I

heres

>~d if X could have the vieugraph, i would like
io

I
to show a map that's from Dz Green's open file zepoxt.

(Slide. )

~:. ~

V

vs

This is Applicant'8 ~~ obit 50o

The map that X'm now showing is Figure 40

from Dr. Green's open file report on Monterey Bay, which I
believe is referenced in our " stimony. And this is a map

showing the regional fault pattern as Dr. Green interpret
, it to bee

~ V

VV

..~0 j!)
s« ~

V
~ ~

I 'V ~

I

'i
i

~ ~ ~

sj .

:-" !3

bud fox your reference, the azea. covered 'extends

fxom around Point Su- at the southeast to Point 2tzena at the
nor&wast. And the coastline as indicated by a dark line is"
~~ov terry Bay in vga loiter thizd and San Pzancisco Bayo ~d
the co~~ so of the San Gregorio fault is shcren as a dark line
o'ctcud3.ng acxoss No~cezsy Bay End then )oiuing the San Axldzeas

fau1t nQBr 801inas Bo~c of San France.sco~

3,3.so ou'is map is another'ine which can be seen
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extending from slightly ~test of aha San Gregorio fault south

of Montexey- Bay and continuing on, in the ground offshore

f om San Pzancisco bay', several kilometers distance, m<ending-

wel3.:rest of Point Hayes, and eventually heading back toward

the Sm Ahdzeas fault north of Point Axena.

Noir it's Dx. Green's theory~ as expressed in his

/)

l.g

Ll

t
Lt

'pm .file xepczt, tI~-"t @e ev:&wee as he sees it.does indi-
cate ll0 kilometers of offset at. submarine canyons a3ong faul

in the L"ontaxey Bay region. But Z think it's of interest

to no e that. | e accomplishes this f xst by assigning about

60 kilometers'o~ eff et of the rocks that are younger than

about te million years age on the San Gregorio fault. So

he's nor taking rocks —oz he's taking this canyon from

Nonce=sy Bay and he's shifting it up to Ascencion Canyon—

~which.as 'X just -inishcd expiating> Z believe is not a valid

rm

g)4

I C~~

/C

tg

l

interpretation of the data.

An~~tayI chat's +hat he says. And that ray he

g.".ts about 60 'kilometers of right offset of rocks that axe

eguival~~t in age to the youngex'art of the group of rocks

w.a.t Dz. Gx~~ma would move from the Santa Cxus riountains to

,j

I ~

PQ" nt Ries ~

But d e oi.hez 40 or so kilometers of offset that

Dr. Gz.~~ gets is accomplished by moving along the Ascencion

~ i f .u'Lt in a time prior to about ten million yea s ago. And

his avidenco for hhat is to take is to te3-e the distance from
~ ~

1i I





Ascencion Canyon which "'s about rare or'ess opposite Me

bwo Huevo area md shifting that, 'up to Pioneer Canyon which

is approzi~~~te2,y opposite. the Gold~ax Gati. Bo that if Dr.

Gxean's theory were the one to apply, we could see.that the

earliex episode of uov~~ t .hhat is required to add up to his

towa3. of, 110 ki3.ox~ters of pxoposed righ'c, offset vrould not

take the rocks that one sees in the Santa C uz area any''ere

near Po<~e Hayes. And these rocks would be presumably offset

along a faul'- nov lying soma 20 k9.3ometers offshore and would

be carried well into the offshore region far desi;- of Point;

Beyos.

So Were's ztsally, except in the final nuutber, ve

liM"e correspondence between the offset proposed by Dr. Green

and it~at proposed by Dzs. Graham and Dic'"inson.

II
j

r
gr

'Zhat's all X have on the Monterey Canyon pointo
\

I~M. HOMOS: Mrs. Boxers,could we perhaps take a

f3.ve minute bre~~'c or a. ten minute 'break at this time2 Xt's

tan o'cloak.

I'M. BQLlEBS: PMe

(Recess.)

ms. F,a;<-=RS: Me'd like to begin.

I ~ I

~ I

(Slide )

HXTMHGS L'92KZLKH: For ~aha final one ox Ne points

~ I, r ~ r

*I

thing, Dr„Qr~~fk~~R Qi scussed ln elating Qo the foux po&tts +lag

wa had indicated we felt constra'd, .che amount of lateral
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mpb 6 slip t'sat might have happ~ed on the San Gregorio fault
du ing -Ze Mscgene time had to do with the geologic. relation-

s~qigs . l ag con be se~~n at Hprr~ ane poiit in Qe )pig Sur

arrm sou& of lCon¹ray Bay and in tile southeast corner o'

'elis reference Di&Qe

Xn that area, if you'l recall, we found that a

distinctive upp ~ Miocen= breccia consis~~g of materials

P
f ~

derived from lithologically idmxtical rock on the eas side

of Me Sexra Hi2.1 fault which outcrops at Hurricane Point

wa. presant. And we presented the opinion that we felt that

this was another constraining factor which limited the amount

of lateral slip -aha'ouM take place along a fault that
w'ould ~~tend down ~le coast from the recognised San Gzegnrio

fault.

1Q

EV

No-v Dr. Grahaza's argument was that in fact there

are places along the San Audreas fault whore one finds slivers
of rock ~&a'. are at an inMxmediate point from a source

somawhare else, but &at other 1~~ds of evidence would show

~ '1

Orat actm,3,ly Wa teal displaced along the fault was

gr=a=er &an ~hat Mat would exist at the cash. intermediate

poin- . lad he suggested Chat wh91e our point might be quite

1j

)
~

1(

1 ~

t'n

iupo~mt one if mesa rocIcs rea13.y were iu.''place vest

of Mu Sexr Hill fault at Point Sur~ that mayba this is only

an ='-e of a Fault wedge solar to the point that he cited<

1'IhLc.l v.'as the cfQMzv near XPVM~ on CTQ San ZdldrPALS faulte
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mpb7 ~ He ~ci.oned Mah- various people have mapped

faults in. ground that lies vest.. of We Serra 'Hill fau3.t, in
C

Vp

MQ Big Bur area»

Z d ~) Qs a like to make tE'To points about 'Blat o

One is t'eat. the Serra 'Hill fauM. is generally

recognized to be the maw boundary beUeeen the'xysta3.line
t

roc.'ying nord>eas'c of che Sur fault system in the Big Sur

area and UM Franciscan rockis and some overlying sed~
rocks thai lie souzhvesh of We faulh in that, area.

The faults that. are mapped mes- of We Serra Hill
fe.ult. all lie essentially saith~~ the Franciscan roc1cs. So

they don'. senora to have the charaeharis"ics of area faul)".

s ivers tha-';rould be viDin Nis fault zone> but, rather they

c> ~e subsidiary fau 2 ts Pith~~ Ul& general Pranc9.s call ~rain
thaC lies Ro he souW3fesi: of the Sur faults zone.,

Aud one O'Qx~~ point is that. there's another

opinion cshich vould sugge'st, tha5 that, rea3.1y is the main

t=ac of aha fault~ and Mat is an opinion expressed by Dr»

Q
«3

I
I

Sa

r ~

i:
rf~')

)l
~ «

) ~ d
) II

~ <«r

«.)

Pli Silver on page 1.2-4 of his vrithen teshimony, ~~ Mat
Dr» Si" fez'lrQKQ t3)aR»

"hoodson in "973 presents a bottom gravity
m.a offsiiore of the Poin~ Sur area sho:~~ing a

3.inear grc v9>$ gradicL~a't, cz«'~d< ~g from offshore

Poi~c, Xabo sou&ward "o M e area of Hurricane

Po3 )t » -he HELD t ace of Ule San Qregorio fau3.«

«)
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plpb Q from i.ha map of ~ ..'Buchanan, Banks and others

tre~ds into th's gradient at its northezn end

:I

sou+Mwest of Point Lobo. Prom this gzav9.ty

xkap &e most likely course of the IMLZL fau3.t

trace continu=s to the Hurricane Point area "

So we concur with Dr Silver s'pinion that this

is indeed the most likely course of the main trace of any

southward ~hsnsion of 'the Sm Gregorio fault, and it is

into that area that we encovater this condition which I thM
Dr. Graham agreed rrould repzesen'- a considerable constraint

to the amoun'f 3.at '-al movement that might occur in this

~ 4

Ci

area because zocks from the czyswlline terrain to the nozth-

ea.t aze pres>-"zt in the sedimentaxy terrain to the southwest

BY MR» NORTON

Q ~Sr. Hamilton, could you identify the figure,that
you'xe been eferring to and the portion of the figure on the

eztz~ve Lo~rez right-hand corners

.es

r

~ ~

I

1
II

~ (
1

'

1)
1

1 ~

{Hitness Hamilton) Yes»

Z've been speaking about the area at the southeast

coxner o me 3.ower right-hand corner of the map identified
as near Point Sur in the image: and this„is the figure that'
i":oKzt:ntemenors') 4ibit nmNez 18»

Okay.

Z "rou'd like roar to just go on to comnsut on

s~~M o- Me points Ulat Dr» Gz~+Qm has cited in support of his
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m059 theory that 110 kilometozs of lateral offset has taken place

ou 4~a. Sau Gregorio fau" t.
Could Z have 'd e u~t iu the sequence of 'slides,

please?

(Slide.)

This umph mAibit vill be Applicant's Ex>ibit 51.

This is a zegional map which has' title on it.
identifying it as "Maps Shc~r~<g Hagnetic ~ts'usity aud Major

Pau3.ts iu the Coastal Region Between Point A=ena and Pigeon

Point, California"

This map e"tends, as indicated in the title, from

i'9
1i ~

Pigeon Pa'ut along We coast. pas- San Praucisco Hay, past

Point Rayes a d Bodega Bead, and ou to Point Arena at the

CO

I

ii
IP
I ~

'rCi

~1

p ~

~ t
~ j
i ~

«D
i ~

upper left north't"Qst corner»

Shovu on the map aze the coastline,'a series of
13.ack lines which represent lines of equal. magnetic intensity,
end red lines vhich i. dicate the location of the major faults,
including the San Rndreas fault extending diagonally'from

upps left to lover right across the map, the San Gregozio

faulty branching sollm~?Tfard from 'hhe SPM ABdras ne'er Boliuasy
I

ccming across OQ3.QQQ near Pigeon Point g aud the Pilarcitos
fault, shc~rn aa another set of lines ruing out to join the

San Gragorio fault offsho-e from the Golden Gate and running

QRCJC to '+8 Saut= Cru" Mollntains thee
(Zudicatiag.)
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During'arlier 'cestimony in response t:o cross-

t~ caminac 3.on T.,made &8 point thaR a318 PilazcitQs faulR

Hell; 3.:3t'e backup SQZ a Komt~ncv

Z~'s tJxa first. of Dz Graham's point+ of correla-

tion of proposed offset. Seawards that, %at Pilazcitas Saul

represent,ing Sate bcun~- bedew. Pzanciscm rocks io the

noz"chcast. end granitic rocks to the southwest: is a very

Qnus11M+ and ve~ Mligus 2.ccat ion of gran'.Mc rocks ~~ sxcuse

Kep of Pzanciscan zocks lping soUM"»Test'f. V?G San 3xldzeas

fault:. Zaxd ha proposes that. 'chis boun~~ corresponding to

aha.h Pila-c'tos fau3.v. has beML offset. to the -area between

Bodega Head, wi.eze granitic rocks crise res~ of. the San

ZLQdreas fauld and tnt region around nortl1 of PoM Ross where

a terrain including rocks aze iaherpret d as possibly heing

Pza"ciscan near Black Poin~ a:cists west. Of the San Aadzaas

So Vxe o-oposed offsez vou3.d be from some region

+hara We P9.larch':-as fault. is vest of San Pzancisco to

somerrheza bot:ween Bodega Head and Port: Ross

The point Mat we mada.in ouz carll.az testimony

was Blate 'Rkezs is a di8>incULve magnehxc pattern associat Qd

:s.-'h i'.1at Pi3.a ci~os Saul'. which has no cozzRmponding appar

e"c ~ in De area bahrein Bodega He"d and Pon". Ross. And also

tl"e rocks t>a a>e idaahi+'ied as poss~~ly of Pranciscan

in Ms vicinitj naaz Black; PDin~ aza cxtzemelv magnet:ic in
chazactez. a d no co™responding high of magnetic rocks li3m @ha
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mpbll ezists over.a wide area near.the region of the Pilazcitos

faulc o

Or. Graham's points vera that the Franciscan

rock is very diverse in its character. Zt"s sometimes even

called a melange because of the fact that theze are different

iI
I<

h
I ~

~ ~

units mixed tagehher,'and that's qaite true Faweve , in the

areas that we aze looking at, the gravity signature essen-

ially cexLd tc sM)oth .Ous and ave age thcL properties of the

Pr~ciscw rock over a rathaz vide area of occu rance So

7'

i

I'~l»

t
:7

~ $

<s

w "ze seeing a,kind of an average character ox che Franciscan

rock throughout the area across the Pilarcitos fault and

betwemx chat and V'e San Krdreas faul,

e,,
77 7 ~

V Wnen ~ia go up to Jm area north of Port Ross

we'ze seeing something ~Grat is vexg very distinctive magnet.-

7'
77

ically. Xt forms a bulls-eye, to use Mat term, of which
1

ere is no real counCerpa~ in th).s area here of much higher

Imagnetic intensity Clan anything in the rocks that puzpoztecLLy

are offset from this region north of Port Ross
7

The, oM:er point .cLiat Dr.'Graham made was that.

in the m~ppinj o".* Hoskw~s and Gziffi&s, Rat he felt that

~ ~ ~

r>

'r

»I
I 7

tt

IC

II
~l

7g

May h d shown fault Qaat e:cisted somewhere in the area.

vast of Po~t P-ena, and that he felt that Mat nu.ght zepze-

sant ~~e fau" t 2 a8 he was looking for a corresponding to
Pi3arcitos'"-'ult ia Q9.s area. Xn fact, X've spent a

fair anovwC of time izorking with o&er seismic reflection data
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]t
'ff
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Me Brea 8 d in zevie,ling Hle Hoskins and Gr~ ffiths data f

so 'd 2.ike ""o snow'he Board what their map section looked

lfike.

Could va have 'aha maxi: Caco viavgzaph slides now,

pleaseP

ILES. 30lr7ERS: Ilr. Hamilton, X'm noi: sure that the

people in Me back of U;e room can hear you if you don~t use

«

I ~

I)

U = microphone.

llXZHHSS F>~$ XITOEl". Nell, ve411 experiment again.

?6K. BONERS: Do you think the movable mike eras

'~he problmnP

I&i,~ HORTON: Ho, X Wink it '.cas oucside inter-

e,
««'r

fez'~~ceo

(Slide.)

HR HOUGH: This viewgraph is App3icant's Exhibit

rr
« IV

«'l

«)

52 ~d Me ne:xb one mil3. ba 53.

NXTNHSS Hi~~4XXTOH: The first of the Mo via~rgraph

~
4

r'I I

r« ~
~ r

l
I

I
««

«t

"f

l «
j«

«

l «'l

slides s~hich X vill now zefer to are, X believe, the Hoskins

and Griffith. maps Mat Dr Graham eras speaking of And Mesa

v~e frof",'e sama p~er by Hoskins and Griffiths, 1971, that,

vo referenced earlier in this Res'Mme

Th map in Mis ca e shows major faults, contours

on a l'Enh.'e described b J> Hoskins and Gziff9.ths as 41M basS of
M'.Q upÃror i~'«» Qc~~~ fl Q~d X.c also sh6978 Uxe shores'.inca AQd

hh»s arf=s ~he +igur goe from J»e San Prancisco region at the
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lover southeast corner of De map <o Point Arena at the upper

noWh>sos<-. comer of t".e .map. And the map shows the San. Andre

if
If
1t

If
) ~

faug ~ in@- ca:,I »,g~ as rui~ning i"roR poin'~ g~~~~. a Jog Jn tot3az(3.

,San Francisco, and i.h brass Qxe offshore region, and ih shoes

Poin- RGyes up in here and Bodega Head.

The location of «Dci fault 8>at Dz. Gxahau and
I

Dr Dick5.nson csould pmpose is offset from Ke Pilarcitos

fau2.t. located near San Francisco. Xt would be between

9

~Q

I

jl

1

Bodega H ad and a scutherly part of the area south of Ne

San Andzeas which would correspond to Port Ross on the pxevio

slid
And LR that area hl 'dleiz di agro% Suey sho>2 a

faul<, dashed, e::tending out "- an angle of about 30 to 40

degrees to %e San Andreas, e"banding in %he westnorthvesterly

direct.on. This is Um actual map, of course, that Hoskins

~ ~

\
~ y

and Gziffi&s published, and iC's clear Mat. tJmy don't show

any fau34 in Mat area, nor do they shoe &at the structural
gxa-'n, as indicated on the contours on the surfaces of the

sed~mtaxy units there< have any orientation that vould

correspond to a fau3.t like that.
X believe m~ at; the faults that Dr~ Grabs is

I q

II I
~ )

zekezl.ing co axe U'lo faults Clat Qze in fact located Ruch

=a -'.h~r no~.h parallel m hhe coastline and near Point Arena.

~ 'r
'"h ."o aul; ~ cm bo seen ~o no~ e:<tend in the offshore region

oz e~ " -ash o8 b= m pp d in me o fshoze region farther souW

~ $
~ ~
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2

ll

ll

'll

doicn toward the reg'on where this presumed offset of the

Pilarcitos should be located. They in..fact don't even extend

"s far soum as the roclcs &at are correlated with the

;-'i

ah

(~
I

5'ranciscan, ~>hich gives risa to the.very high magnetic

Q <gnat.'re in "KQ last slideo .

So you can se teat &e map that is prepared by

Hoskins a"d Gr9.ffiths in fact does not really prov'de any

support that 3: can see for any inference that a corresponding

f ult to -'be >'ilarcitos fault should lie in this area north

CQ

( 5

of Bodega Head.

Could vza have We next s1ide2

(Slide.)

Pizc~e meg Dr~ Ham2.ltona

Bafo e you move on, can you give any indica1Cion

of Me distance between U: faults up at Point Arena that
are mapped by Hos!cins apd Griffiths and <there tie Pilarcitos

aV

P~Q

il
Is

l
1'

fauLt is g can you give us a distance?

(Slide.)

tlel1. dec Pi3.apcitos fault dcesn't actually shoe,

an h~za. But 'f Ue p"e ume %at 13.0 kilomGMs is the

dis'~~~c~ z-am ~~e Pi3.~~c~+ms ta the region ba~asema Sadega

H ad =~v~ Pert ."uws, judging by the sc la on this map he e,
~ I

I

i" lcoks l~'".e ~hat ~i~a're about 50 l~lomaCers fm.We" north

f,.o |.'"e ~est souQmr3y end of Ghee fault mapped farther north.

So .hl'.6n it Mould have to be about 165 or thereabout i
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mpbl5 kilometers of offset if that gaza indeed 'the Pi3.azcitos

2 offset2

C
Ef one used the faults as mapped by Koskins and

Griffiths as shown on 'd!e map, yes+

All right.
,(Slide.)

The next slid- 's simply a continuation of the

HosJcins and Gziffiths se ies of map that zun no~&arly

4g along Ma coast. And this map goes from the area of roughly

arced Black Point on the coast west of the San Andxaas fault
up to PLDtQ. Goxda gust south of Cape Mendicinoa And the same

Il t)
~ ~

t'do faul cs tha~ 'Nexe shown on the previous mixup are now shown

on the overlapping here as the faults lying souMv~rest of the

area ".denc ified as Point Arena on the map And it can be

se~, in fact, these faults aza either cut off or .die out.

.+itin the axaa, of mapping that iras dona farther to the north.'j
e~d supplemental to that, E have revie<wed a very

d 'c «3.ed'ollection of surveys that vere done in the area

Cg l
~ l
II "

CX'~

Il
(%

z ~ ~

around Point Arena m< which we were trying to vo'rk out the

offshore geologica3. stzuctuxa in this region And vse find
war t 'i ke -'c Qlt 516t is closest to shore as mapped by

I

Dos«-.ins and Griffi->'sq it does indeed ~J.s ~ But it can

really ha nacrd in ~>e offshore much beyond where they show'

hG fR~«' to bs m~pped+

So E think that thcxze is xeqQ.ly no geologic basis
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4qpb1 ~~

foz dzawing. any kind of conclusion tAat would zelate the two

'-'jaults shG~'Jxl 5y PioG1 ins acrid Gziff'as to a pzes~ed analoguG

of the Pilazcitas fault.
Thaw's zmlly all z have on that, point.

{Slide )

OKay +

~ 4i

~ jj

The nazt po'rt that Dz. Gzahara zefezzed to had to

do wi=b ~>a dis5zibuGion of zocks of uppez Miocene down thzoug

Plioc~me aga in ax@as including the .Santa Czus Mountains Bast

o &B San Gzegozio fault and Point Reyea west of the San

Andzeas fault aboui 110 kilmatazs fWihez nozth. And ha

mande M'B poiq" that,, I believe ~~ he phzased it, ~Mat. he

Rgz888 that 52o zoos 'beze 4'ridsspzead as (fB Have pointGd out

in tMtiMyin DecQSBzg but, diat za51ez it was thB packag

ing that was Q.B faatuze which in his mind was significant

ivy

r
~ 4

~4/ ~( r

iI

~
j

gC

It

',I j
~ P

im cozza3.a'ing West zocks in ihB Santa Czu Uountains with

oak m who Point Rsyo azaa.

Xat tnt back off foz a mo~~t to ident%.fy this
CPM< Slide figuzB ~

'2'13.S 28 '1 K=P ™
Z~Q1:Lbit 54.

8:Chibi'- 54 ~rhich sl1ovs vAa dist-ibution of uppax

'4

~
\

4-I
4

hiocw:." md Eomez PliocBno Sedi~~M~ Hocks, Coastal Nozth

C.'c=.tr'::1 Califoznia zegion Zwd this shows ~De a'"ea fzoia

Pigeon Point. zight along ~MB coast nemlp''o Capo Mendicino,
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fi1c51 7

I

.Zt includes the onshore Santa Cruz ILountains area, San

Prancisco Bay, Point Reyes, Lodega Head, and Point ca~ena

as ide-.tified aoints„. o d sho':ss ch'- San Audreas fau3:h as a

co~ cinuous R"id dashed 1120 8 <+~enc1Qg nsar3.v north south Qp

d do'vn MB a ~xs of Kke drc~ll r ng

The area colored in a solid green pattern here

is the area +here upper i6iocene and Pliocene roc?m which

correspond to Ne uppermost of the uni~m that Drs. Graham

9

'iO

Bnd Dic?~inscn are proposing ax'e offSet froiR the San'f33, Crus

i~m.t»n arm +o the Point Hayes areaa and his map and

succeeding maps .chat X'll try to au."'.c?Qy go ~tuough simply

are to give you m indication of jusc how vide pread Mesa

l1niM are ~

They Gxist in some onshore x'egions east of

Non'harey Bay in the Santa Cruz Ymuntains area and in the

|6 POin< Rsyes area and in the offshore they exist throughout

nvsch of the region of Monterey Bay on both sides of the

S~~ Grcgorio iatQCg and in Q Aide and ?Gore continuous band

in the offshore region going for a dis~ce of several hundred

A
~ ~

r ~

i ~

>5
'

I ~

)I

>I
,I

>I

~ ~
'I

kilomatsrs f"cm s;e3.l sou%; of ch9.s map area and even vel3.

un .ho bevond doe Cape Mendicino xegion

iform wadis gives you an idea of hoi~ widespread these

GQ. it A'hich '2.'e QBQDlly correlated xrom one region to another

i".Qg"on( <sh .ck hot?L happen M he on laxldg area AQd you can

see thai your propcscd possibilities of cor"elation'ange
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ip

3j

«.rom lOQ k'lon~w"ers: also left. slip, bo several hundred

kiloxe'mrs zighr. slip using &is parhicular un=:t.

HGKi slideg plGase

(Slide. )

RJEis is Applicant 0 HiMM> xc 55m

'Zha s3.ide noir being showy is identified as

7
l~

.K)istribn~mon of IU.ddle Miocene Sadm4en~ary Packs, Coastal,

O';," North ~~~al CGliforniae ADd Quis is tte second of MB
gl

9 'ackage of unihs heing proposed as -correlative ab between

'l 3 i! 'UiQ Sana a CrQG Mountain Grev. and Mls Poinh Hayes Greaa
~ ~

Aud here again we see t2xa$: all of these rocks

are —soma occur on land. Xn fac4, %ha areas being carrelatj'i
„

1I

Gdg P shGVng 2.8 QQZY8.' 61Qa3.1 one. 913.Ul a fa3.r3.y slQiL13.

area of outcrop at Poinh Beyes, Mat the rocks in question
~ ~

"cally are extremely widespread. Z~d they are located, for
~w:m~~3.e, at. all of the offshore drill holes that, exist. in
+3>e outer Sm>P- Cru" basin and Wa outer Bodega Has~~

J'nceagain wa wouM propose that; either this
un'ies souM, or. Axis unit in combinaMon with the one

she('JD 9 s '5-~ pc evi ous GlidG cue Ro+ accepCcLM.Q bases for
compar~™g offset 9 JDQ~cween one rGgiog and Bl?OCLlQx'egioxLo

Bc:ct. slMeo p3.mse'P

(Slide )

This is Applican"r's Ha~it. 56

The slide now b~~~g shcmn is idcm4i.fied as
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mpb 19 Dis ributicn of Oligocene - Lower Mi.ocene Volcanic Rocks,

Coast 1 Ho~«Cental California.

Aud this is .presenting information 'chat. was also

presented oa Join~ Xntexvanoxs'xhibit, number 18'he first
slide X sorted oU~ wiM this Koxzk2z.g. AGd this shows boy
ou cxop areas and areas indica¹d by drill holes in the

subsurface of Qe volcaniic rocks of Oligocene and lower

lQ.ocene age in Ma region be~~leen Me San Andxeas and toe

c~ I San Qregorio fatal~~ in Ka offshore region farther north.

IC
I

1

J I

~

I
lI

Aud ve can sea that. Mesc rocks auZst. in a fairly
liuv'tad area in @he Santa Cene Mountains 'hey exist at. the

botto of Uxe basin tha4 has been testified to, drill holes

'n Wa egion im. dia~aly ~mesh of M~e San Ggegorio area

offshoxa, and they are absent. iu Me series of drill holes

Mat':u.sC around Point Reyes that. are also aBseut. in ou5-

crops there»

He:% slide> please.

'Ck
I
tI

Af

'Sl de )

This is Applicanh's ~< hMiC 57 '
This is Wa last. s3.ids in this series, idenMfied

Dis~rib'l8.on o" Paleocene ScÃ~~wtaxy Rocks, Coastal

Nor(21 Ci~JR~(,ral CaliforQS.a ~

~ ~
~'k
~ 1 ~k|

his is .ehe 3.over-&use uniCs in hhe package of
; ocks ~"a~ a'-e pr-posed as correla~wve baLs'sen Ne San& Cia

ova'"ains md. ~Ale Point. Pres ar~. I~ coVexs CQ>e sama azea

1

1
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e,
mpb20 as cbe px'eceding sev. of me.ps. bwd on-it. you. can r view Me

Pal@oem.e rocks idmiified as the solid daxk blue color are,

much rmz- lirr(ited in Me.".z present dist'"ibution.'h y are

oldex wd ax'e subject. to ero ion There is a wedge of them

Ma~ l» 8 in '6184 Bc'raDCiSCO QRDXLi»rnSula+

There axe scaM"-z d ourczops which Z believe are

'7
~

generally in the same place as the outcrops of We Miocene

and upper Miocene rocks in the Santa Czus lw~ untains area.

There's a 2.ittle pa"ch of them down south of Lfontezey. There.

is a pa~eh out. at Poi» ne Reyes, and quite a widespread area

ihai= e..is"s in the bmin between Por Ross and somewhere south,

",' ox PO»nh Zwena.
4(

nLrr

4)

So once again, Cxese rocks aze fairly widespre'ad

Xt.'s of ineezesc Ma'~ ~We zocks that look most. like those ah

Poim". Reyes are actually -We ones thah are. down in the area

KC.~Q~ '~»
3, cs

4$

'

unique a'~ of occurrences in '~ust. the +wo places cia d, as

I

r j
~ \

<t
r
4)

offset for one anot here

of Point. Lobo there, and the ones that. are up in Me Gualala

area are whoso which ax'e correlated with the Eagle Rest Peak

source train across the San Kudreas Sault, as giving revidence
r

Soz tl:o 3.arga post.-Cretaceous slip on She San Andreas~
S

Buh again, these zo~ka occur ah a number of
',. diffezcnh pla es, and seem to no'" define a pard.cularly
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,~/ »3.
ls Hc delon

(Slide)

The last point that X4m going to address has

to Qo with one of thegoint of the proposed series of

correlative offset f atur s. And to address that point X

have a slide.

HR. NORTON.. Applicant's Exhibit 58o

BY NRo NORTON:

Please go on.

(Witness Hami3.ton) It's identified as

g

"Content of Potassium Peld par in Franciscan and other

1'ieso~ioic Sandstonesg Coastal Central California+

This map is derived from a professional paper

publication by, I believe, Bailey, Irwin and Jones. Xt

covers a widespreaQ region along the coast from Point

Conception up to Point Arena, Point Conception to the
lower'G

)~$

I"

1

right and Poitn Arena at the upper left.
Xt shows a series of faults along the coast,

including the San Gregorio. I" shows the San Andreas

~ Q
fault e.:tending diagonally across the map And it shows

areas that are identifieQ as Franc scan terrane by Bailey,

~ P
~ a ~

Xzwin and Jones~

There are numorous dots indicated on this map,

aid he dots are shown in the key as being of three deaf»

.:e=ent colors, which are black, blue and red. That may be

~..ifficult to s-e, but I hope it will show up better on the
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"eroz copies of this slide that Me passed out.

Nhat the slide shoes is that— Nell, let me

back off to say that s~hat is claimed is that rocks in the

Point Sur region—

Pzcuse me,'Ir. Hamilton~ Nhat is claimed by~shorn%'ne

of the points used as evidence for large

o'.fset of the San Gregorio fault is that, as claimed by

Drs. Graham and Dickinson, is that sandstone rocks in the

Point Sur egion have a relatively high content of potash

feldspar, and that rocks in the Pranciscan tezrane east, of
fault Qo not in genez'al shoe that high content of

««««

potash feldspar, but that ocks in the Cambria region

located farther southeast gust north of Estero Bay also

have a high content of potash feldspar.

This map presents the published results of a

great. many samplings of th potash feldspaz'ontent of

rocks that are either identified as .Franciscan or rocks

of about the same age.~ So this shovs that 'ndeed there

I
~ {

r r

~ «

4

are red dots in the. Point Sur area cor esponding to the

position taken by Drs. Graham and Dickinson.

Hovever it shotcs tha4 while there are a good

many blue dots shaving looser potash feldspar content, there
a.:e some red ones, ~'iud ng some fairly close to and east

of the cou'-se of a presumed fault trace emending southvard

Cg

I
I
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i

n

.rom Point Sur. Th re are a good many red dots at inter-
mediate points near Po»nt Lopez and Cape San Nartin. And

'inally the~ e certainly are red dots in the area around

Cambria.

I
~
'

q

There are two points to be made from this: One

is that. "he rocks atPoint Sur are not uniauely correlative
'n

'the basis of potash feldspar with rocks in the Cambria

region: hut, rather, they could equally we2.l be correlative

with rocks at many intermediate points lying east of a

presumed fault path mtending between the two regions.

The second point is one that is made in the

recent Open Pile Report 79-385 by Seiders, vihich points out

that the rocks at Point Sur are lithologically rather dif-
ferent from the rock- at Cambria, that. the rocks at

CaMi ria ln particular axe characterized by a very massive

j7

~n

lrli

lg

thick-bedded sequence

while they do include

of sandstone while those at Point Sur,

sandstone also include melange-like

give the same. aspect as the rocks near Cambria.

fea'res that are structurally quite disturbed and do not

' A

~ <

1
I

g ~

I ~
I

I
,l

So we feel. also that, this point does not lend

any k»~d of strong support to inferr'ng large lateral off-
set from one point to another along a fault along the

ccast»

Excuse me, lir. Hamilton. You referred to a

rac<nt rcport. Xs that the report that the Xntervenors
I ~

~ j

st

IJ
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mar!:ed as, X believe, Joint Xntervenors 109, by Se9.ders'P

X can't testi "y to that number.

Ho, it ~irasn't 109. 109 'zas the abstracto X

can't re."iiember what Lhe number was.

X can't testify to the number. But my recol-

lection of the testimony 'is that it s the same report.

Joint. Xntervenors'- 110, USGS Open Pile Report,

79-385 by Seid-rs.

~,
"' Yes, that's the one.

Did Sei.ders'eport in fact state that the

rocks, as claimed by Go~am and Dickinson to be offset

from Cambl a ~ were in fact different rocks? X mean, while

'&ey did have the feld par content, other rocks 9n there

were different than those found at Cambria?

That's my recollection, yes.

Q Have you relied-«reviewed that reports Have

you reviewed it in detai2.P

Yes, X have.

A2.1 '~ight.

Xs that USGS Open P9.le Report supportive of a

115 k'lometer offset on the San Gregorio»San Smieon-Hosqr9.

fault zcnel

Mo, it is not.

Xs it supportive of an 80 to 95 kilometer

offsets
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:fo, that's not his conclusion.

All right

Shat is the conclusion of that. r port'P

~ The conclusion seems to be that—

NR. PLPXSCIRKHR: Objection. Because—

~~ithd aw the objection.

HXTHESS E:CLTOM: The report concludes that

there is evidence that supports a mazimum of about 35

f
1

I

I

\

3:ilometers of offset on the Hosgri. fault.
BY 2'ORTOK:

0
h

Does that report tr a" the publications, or

the alleged support in the publications oz Graham and

Dic3t:inson, both their earlier paper and their paper con-

tained in CDN-137 and Dr. Hall''aper of 1975 and his

~ /' later paper in CDh-1377

sd

r

~ ~

f
l

';l

I

C I

l)

I ~j

il

) w

l,

I

A -(Witness Hamilton) Xt's chiefly concerned with

some of t3".e same lines of evidence that Or. Ha3.1 considered.

But it does also address some of the points of evidence-

not y13. of them —that Drs. Graham and Dickinson brought

for&.
X a3;e it it does not treat, for e."ample,

gravity and ae omagnetic data, things li3co that'P Xt simply

l-rec ts the stra l igrap31ic

T'at ~ correct

I

t'
~

Please go ahead.





Could Z have thh next slide,. please?

<S3.ide)

Hzcuse me, Dr. Hamilton, Z have one more

Question+

Xn your review of tha USCS Open Pile report

do you. feel tha"- the facts,, or evidence stated, therein

are corroborative of the stratigraphic evidence that you

have.presented'2

Yes X feel that th t.'s the case.

HR. NORTON: Pws. Bowers, that report, OSGS

Open Pi3.e R port 78-385, Joint Intervenors':&D~ 9.t 110,

we would ask chat that be admi~ted into evidence at this

p02.nt in thee e

I

There've been a great number of artie" es and

open file reports on this question by non-appears.ng wit-
nessas admitted into evidence. And we wouM at this time

ask that this be admitted into evidence.

NR. PLEXSCIM~R: Hell X object to that
There are a couple of problems we have e9.th this report.

Pirst of alig 3.t s an open ile ieporto But@

as the front page ays, the repas% "s preliminary and has
J

not been ed'ted oz reviewed for con ozmity with Geological

Sur v'ey standards g~ 1Q nomenclature o

Secondl y r iG s appa ent from the report that it
is a draft report. The footnotes are interspersed throughout
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the te3at+

Thirdly, more impoztantly, an adequate founda-

: ion caruso'. be m=de with thi ~ritness. ETe cannot cross-

examine th's witness, Z think, as ve would like to,

because he's not the author of this report.

Finally, as ve indicated yesterday, Dr. Hall

~1as here, he eras prepared to make a point-by-point in detai'1

rebuttal. AM~ that time the Board indicated that it
<ranted merelv a summary from Dr. Hall.

Dr. Hall had perhaps thirty type-written'pages

of d tailed testimony to address this paper point-by-point.

ZLDd %8 kept him here all day yesterday'oo

0) But, in any case, the point. is that at that

t:v.. tho Board indicated it vould rather have a brief sum-

ma~~ ~

«n
$ u

So that ore feel that bringing this preliminary

report into the record at this time does not permit
us'dequateopportunity to cross-examine the. author. And,

secondly, it's unfair, because Dr. Hall was here and the

r6 ~

kk rk

~ k

k'k

1
4k
k\
kk

k
k

|k
k

f6

jkk

6

k6

board had indicated they +anted Dr. Hall to make his remar'S,,

to limit hi= zomazks to a succinct summary statement @hen

i:e ~vas, 'n fact, p'epazed for an 'n detail po'nt-by-point

page-by-page rebuttal.

V~K. BOP"PBs Hots many pages did you say he had

o type-vritten conments2
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EGA. HOUGH: Pe said, thirty, Krs. Bowers, and

'wiB/!<b8 2 he held vp a couple of pages.

NRo PHXSC8iLKR~ 7, will amend that overstatement

by counsel. There -.~ere mayrhe sw:teen pages, X think, that

Z saw, chat s;ere typewritten, single«spaced.

5$ o NORTON: Pzs Bowers, am X correct that when

Vie. Pleischakez h M up a stack of papers saying that he

haP. thirty pages of co~mrents, that, that stack of pap rs

was not inde=8, the
commntsV'R.

LEXSCHitKHB: X don't Mow what difference

that makes. The answer to the question is yes, they are

ot the co~~ -nts These are questions that were 'crritten

out, not the coaz~nts Dr. Graham had prepared. —excusa meg
'I

that Dro Hal3. had prepared,

X2 we need more evidence on that X could testify
~iat he had maps out in his car, he had nine or ten abstracts

in here g he had oil trac i SQxvBys o Ee was prepared to go e

5R LL7ORYOB: Nell, ¹"s. Bowers, the problem we

had with Dr. Ball 485 that Rx. Ple3.schaker marked 'into
~v3 QGPce ~ ~~ ense gie ~ marked for identification, ~ the SeiQers

1

~ p -", ~cd then he aakad h~~ what he agreed.-ox disagreed

BOUC o Znd the Board said, Nell we Qon't want a word-by-

cord, 3.ine-by-line refutation of the paper. That .hasn'

been dorm with any'paper that has been submitted by anybody>
I

~ ~ oir relied upon by anybody in these proceedings. Xf it did,
4
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Ch=-se proceedings would go on for years.

Ne have literally thousands of pages of~ you

can call them —most're not papers: but they are 'reports

and are very sin'-lar-'.to papers, X don't quite understand

why Joint Xnterv~noz's marked that for identification and

then asked-Cheer wi~ess questions about it gf they didnot

rant it in'the record; X mean, all they had to do was

ceain silent about it.
Cion.

But they marked iC fo- identifica-

Our geolo'gists have reviewed that paper, as
Iliterally Qosens of other papers> papers by'Gr'ee'ri'hat were

relied on by Dr Graham in his testimony yeste'rday. There've

been —X could sit and go through Um te~, o', the transcrip
r ~ >

an'Q narae literally dozens of such articles, many of which

have haen relied upono

Th8.s happens to he one Chat was just z'aleased.

Xt happens to be relevant to these proc edings. X don'

understand o o o I

I

7'ell, X do understand why the Xntervenors don',

want it into evi¹nce, because it's contrary t'o their theory.

3~at it is another piece of evidence diat X think

this Board ought co reviewo

H Seic'.are is st<txag in the audience and X'm

sure ve could cloar up any of Mr. Pleischaker's foundational

oh'd ons. Nr, Seidezs could he swo~~, X suppose, arid say
2
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yes, he prepared this paper; yes, he's the one that- went,

out in the field and wa3.ked the hi13.s and. valleys and mapped

tZ:e .-"..!~s, and ice."";ed a'- th= roc!cs," and, yes, indeed, that s

t".e paper he wrote, and :t says what it says.

X don't think that's necessary. Xt hasn't been

necessary with many nf the other papers that have been sub-

r~tted in evidence here. CDÃ-3.37 contains a lot of papers..

BLGt s in evidence o

PTMXGCH'GKR: Ho, it isn'.
MHo NORTON: X believe CON-3.37 is in evi¹nce.

~.et me check Tuj'isco

Zncidenta3.ly, X wou3.d move, if Hr. Ple9.schakar

is successful in Keeping the Seiders report out of evidence,

X wou3.d nave to strQ:e abso3.utely every single word of

Dr, Ha3.2.'s efumWn of that paper. That4s unbelievable.

Ee sets up a stravr ~i, has his witness refut it, and then

tries to heap out the straw man. I can't be1ieve it,
CM. PXBXSCHiGKR: X really have nothing in

addition to say; e:tcept that my reco13.ecthn is that Or,Hal3.

~iles v,.'h~>FQ and he had hiG presentation prepared g and 3.9.FiLited

his rc.:ari:s to a ww~ brief refutation of this paper, which

was very GL<sMcL~J in fozme

'he r a"on why he had such an in-Qetai2:, in-depth

refutation is because the papor, the rationahof >e paper
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is bui. t up bv comparina stratigraphic sections in the

Carabria-&~wrzo Bay. area, the San Si~on area, and the Point Sa1

azaa. Bad thor are appzo.:imately ten or eleven rock types

or om~atiars 'n each that have been compazed. And he was

pz~pa..ed -o deal vari.<M every sing3.e conmazison because he

has ~zapped that area in detail. He has studied that area

in detailo Bud he vas pzepazec: to go and demonstrate that

he correlations chat have been made in this paper are not,

correct~

Thac's aLL X hav to say.

IKS. 80$ VBS: Did you "ind +hat you ~sere

3.00~" MLg fory K~+

Ooz'.ton�.'K.

NORTON: X'm not su e whether CDIRT-137 is in
avidame or noto I 'be19eve, if it's not, then evidently soma

P

of the arcic1es are not in evidence, of their witriesses.

X don't believe tha Dx ~ Hall's a~~icle in COED-137 was ever

maz~iwed as a separate e~3ibit; X'm not sure it may 'ave beeno
h

Hz, Hami3.ton is shaking his head yes, 'so X assume

iQ, %fas RazRep Qs QvMGnceo

HXTHPSS HKRXLTOiT! believe Dz'. Hal '.s and

also D-. G chaw's and Dic,inson's gapers from'th'aC«are in
QviQPwce o

NR. MORTON: Na also ha~~ GeologicaL.Smarmy

Circular 672 in e>idence, of cou~e. X don't see

use authors oP. that over here co testify about that. Xt's
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YiR XXXSQFQR- Xt v.".s moved in by the appli.can l.

>KG'o BOIPrHS. Hr. Staenberg, does the Staff

hax~~ h position on t>lis maMerP

«~L~o SKMHBBRGe Z2 KBEizo"..y servesg UG d" d not.

engage "ll the i ebate over 'm1e Gexders pRQer at'the t'.ice

Zn'ter'trc410. %as presenting its rendu'Cta3. ca sea However g

s"riRes u" ~wis mozwivg debat much of the discussion tha"

just gene on seellm "0 be ~i:ssing the n:ark,'ara ve are

having soiae difficu'ty under tending "he basis once again

of Zntervenors obJecliono

Pe agreed and also not Qnusual3yt v3.c 1 chR

Gpp. 2.CGQtt~ hQlFing s"olen our AU~.der~ because H:e olw, nt

waai X T'RQ1'ted to Dia3ce Was 'Blat Xlltertenor brought'n. the

Se<Qors paper~'o Xt Sic~.Q not previ ousky been brought in'to

~ Ae proceedingo Xt brought it in 80 Clat i,a coul.8 .R.loci%

t. do-'iw4„- so Mant. it. 'could refute i.h, Hovevex', it did not

cco>rp3.'sh bringing'he en ire paper in, and therefore iv:s

%~'itness 'xiasn t QM e 'i 0 go throUf<A R lPÃozious point 5y

poiTlt rz'.Qtation. But it. does not. scen inapprop'rie-'e to
'i ~e S R~.~ z<l" s u.ore ng 3.c. applLGP'Qiwishes i 0 b~". Dg 'i.n ddt
Dsago - oocc.v";se "t believes it O'RQxlo's '+De points i'- M~n s 5 0

'I

JJGke oil c.6Ãuthlal i Iia'i it GhoQ ' 58 denied 'Ghat OGportunityo

'2Qav of. coua se cross ra se pe3."ilats tte Ql'ester.on

04;i)le hler 'q'.he ~iq'i"e:. QenOr,'laS SOi7Q OPPort~il3.+~i o 9~>nce ~~n+S
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is a n tr paper, to bring 'n additional cross«examination or

"ebuttal testirruny. -. But i" doesn't seem inappropriate to
1

us for app '.QGV1 to be entitled to bring in a paper '.Vhich it
goi»9 «re-y upon~ xt's going to use as supporting its

case. Xt s not coming out of lef'ield the -.cay the

Xn'QBLvenors v7anted g < thxough the back door t 0 bring in 8eiders

paper, only "o refute it when it had not p„eviously been

introduced into the. proceeding.

«~'9 e l. ECRTGNL. g Mrs o Bopers y X find nov p, for
P

example, a paper bz'ought in by Joint Zntevzenozs,to sub-

stantiate a point, called "Geophysical. Assessment'f Pea1c

9ccelerations ~'ulletin of he Seismological Society of
~-erica'»., 1976~ Hanks and Johnson, Joint Xntervenors

=-zi:ibi~ 47, identified December 15th and put into evidence
I y -p

December lGW. And Z don't rem mber seeing Dr,. Hanks and

Dr. Johnson here to: support that. Xt was relied upon by

their witnessas.-

~~1R. PLETSCKQKR: StemaM.Smith was the first
one to refer to that;

i'. WOE-;TON: End wino marked the paper'nd put

it into evidenceP 2 Stsvart Smith relied upon it. and thai's
> iy you put it into evidence„ then ~ 'm putting this'nto
".».vi~2~..ce becaus. D ."Hall brought. it up-.

thaQ. paper,

.c~o PLZXSCHZKBR: Ne marked it, but you moved

But t'sat isn't the issue before the Board.
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HR. SZMNBHRG: Ne're getting a little far
afield net'ra

(The Board conferring)

M«. BORH': :Jell, first we'd 3.ike to say

the Board certainly had no intention to keep Dr. EIall from

iilaPing his points on the Seiders paper. But what we did .

say is that we don'0 want to bczyou in, but we don't think
it's necessary fo you to go down on a line-by-line basis

in revie<ring tD>e paper.

Her tt~e think Joint, Xntervenors'.3.0 should be

aQ~tted in evidence. But Applicant's witnesses are held

to that sante constraint. Ãe don't want a.line-by-line,
but there can he a brief s~~-ry reference to it.

NR. NORTON: 21rs. Bowers, we have no intention
I

of going line-by-line.. X think we'e said a3.1 we'e going

to say. Xt is supportive of Dr. Hamilton's position and

it's a further piece of evidence that he relies upon now

for his position. Xt didn't come out unti3. several weeks

ago, so it was not availvMe to him before that time. But

is supportive of lis posl ton g it is another piece of
in'"Conation he relies on.

(Wharaupon tt docuaant rafarraa to,
heretofore marked for identification
as Joint Xntervenors'xhibit 110;

sras received in evidence.)
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BY HRo HORTON:

X believe at this time, Hr. Hamilton, you

~ jc

vere going tomve on to another area of discussion vith
Applicant ' Hzhibit 5 9 , s hich is the slide px'esently on

. "he screen .

A 'Nitness Hamilton} Yes . $fe have nov moved

dosage the coast, to the ar a of San Simeon . And this is.

O I, .the area vhere the San Sw~ ~~on fault outcrops on land,
t

g '.I where the on-3.and geology has been mapped by Dr. Ha3.1,f'I

>Deere a good deal of other work has been done. And it's an
I>

4

.i)

~p !I

area where a couple of different points, I think, have been

made either in direct contentions or in some of the sub-

sequ nt discussion.

The map before you covers the on-shore and

off-sho e area near the region of San Simeon. San Simeon

itself is indicated at a point tovard the lover southeast

corner~ or right, corner of the map Ragged Point is tovard

the northvest, or up'per left, corner. Point Piedras Blancas

is at an intermediate point along the coastline.

Shotim on the map are the mapped txace of the

8-"n S +eon fault, and.:;.a.,series. of faults that branch from

it in a more vest r1y diraction.
'L

Also shown on the map are the corresponding

1=;t tude parts of the Hosgri fault as ve have mapped them

from various ?rinds of offshore techniques. And these are
,C

}
~
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shown as heavy red lines in both cases.

Xn addition, X've shown generalized geologic
I

units identified by different colors. X won't go through

„~
all of them; except to say that the basement rock units,

the old rocks, are shown either as two different shades of

dark green: representing the Franciscan formation which

partly exists on both sides of the San Simeon fault: in
this area, or rocks called ophiolites abou which there has

been much discussion in the past, ident9.fied by purple

colors, and serpentine identified by sort of a magenta

color. The ophiolites and the serpentines exist in a

fault-boun¹d slices in some parts of the area west of

cj

~~e San Simeon fault.
Younger rock"units that are present and axe

significant to the d9.scussion include the rocks of the

Lospe fo~iation, shown as a k9nd of light tan colox in
h upper middle part of the drawing, rocks of the monterey

and Sisquoc fom~ations, shown as a light blue color near

Point San S'meon, and rocks of approximately corresponding

age to either tho l~mnterey and younger rocks, or to Upper

Pliocene and pleistocene rocks, shown as a yellow color in
the offshore.

The third kind of data shown on th9.s map is
indicated by the contou" lines. These 3ines represent lines

'g I

of equal magnetic 9".tensity, and they are taken fx'om the
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a romagnetic survey that was ~ by the US Geological Surve

anQ ~he California Division of Nines and Geology.

The sources of the distribution of units and

e locations of faults on lani is fxom Dr. Gall's mapping,

which " have generalizod and simplified, but, which correspond

to his published map of the onland geology near San Simeon

~hnQ the offshore geology is from the maps that, are

presented in our Qi-ect -estimony anQ in the PSAR.

How there are two points that I want to zcaRe

-~ith this Craving. The first has to Qo v»th the possible

connection that is inferred by Dr. Silver fox the EIosgri

zault 'i 0 the Saxi 82.meon fault~

X think it, is generally ag eed that. 'if there is
a connection between the Hosgri fau1t and the San Simeon

f ult it should happen near, or south from the Point San

Simeon ~gion.

Now Dr Silvery on page le 2 5 of his %Jr'ten

testimony, writes as follows: Xt' section 3. l. 3 of his

testimony, entitleQ "Connection between the San Simeon

and Hosgri fault sones."

"The San Simeon fault cane projects

Sou'5Ã8arQ into a Zone of shallow water where

Buchanan"Banks anQ others indicate no seisr~c

" fleet'on data is available. Good aeromagnetic

Q ta is available, howev x'. The San Simeon ault
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3'rojects southvard along a magnetic high of the

same strike. The Hosgri, where mapped to the

south projects nozthvard along the upper vest

flank of this magnetic high. Xf followed to the

coast it vould intersoct a segment of the San

Simeon fault zone as seen on the aeromagnetic

map, and vould be vithin 1 to 2 kilometers of the

main trace of the San
Simeon.'nd

then he goes on to say:

Definitive seismic reflection data

5

are lacking in this area, but the aeromagnetic

data provide a guide to the possible location

of the fault zone in this area."
'kay.To shov vhat the data foi trhis looks like

nov; the San Simeon fault is mapped on land'quite clearly

4

Q r

~ I
I

I ~

in the mea shvon by the zed line, and it can be projected

to th southeast. i>z.d it follows along. Xf you run up this
series of contours hera, they are progressively higher

values. So the San Simeon fault does indeed follow along

a magnetic high as ind'cat d by Dr. Silver.

The Hosgzi fau"t as it is traced by good seismic

reflection data from the southeast does in dact follov
along the flank, th vest flank of a magnetic gradient that.

.m~s dovn fzcm this magnetic high. And that is quite veil
I'
I

Ii

9P

defined to a point in the offshore a fev kilometers south of





San Simeon.

Now Dr. Silver goes on to say that if
pro~ected northward the Hosgri fault wouM vm on lail
near the San Shaaon fault at a point 1 or 2 kilometers to

tlgA tgest

The point Z want to maLa is, if we make the

projection we find that the San Simeon —the Hosgri

fault: would project to a place along the shoreline that

does indeed lie a few kilometers west of the San Simeon
lfault. This is an area that. has beenvary carefully mapped,

both by myself and my associates and also by Dz. HalL,

and it's an a ea where there are vezy good exposures right
along the scacli f with more scattered exposures inland

N 'L
fA

There is no major fault appearing in this area. There is
'I

no di.zuption of the geologic units that extend from right
noh to the San Simeon fault going out across this area.

There is also no pattern in the branching faults that would

permit sara kind of a branch connection from th~ SanSimeon

fault to tzansier to the Hosgri fault.
So the point simply is that if one takes the

contention that Dr. Silvez describes in his written

testin:ony and you ranmaze 't with the data: you do not

get a connection between the two faults. You, instead, find

)83 separated@ as cfe have claimed p by an intact mass of
P an isc~~ bedrock th" t has several kilometers'ridth and

f ~
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lies between the two.

<Rile thi map is up, X wanted to make 'a couple

of other points. One of them has to do with the actual

purpose for which we chiefly went in to map the faults in
this region when we fi st started doing that about fLve

years ago; that was that we w5 ze chiefly concerned with the

'ssue, Z chink, that ishefore the Boazd, and that has to

5

r
g a ~

j~
5i
-"

5

:1
rg

~
'$

P % ~5v

do with earthauake potential of faults. So we vere looking

to see where the faults were, and, in particular, what,
a

their zelati'on'ships were with zairly young deposits. And

so we were look'ng to see whether these faults would

cut terrace deposits, by how much, and with what sense of
mv m nts, and what their re3.ationships were, to indicate
what the recency of movement. and, the amount of recent.

moveamnt might have been.

Xn connection with that we made essentially an

inc1~=by-inch traverse around the peziphezy of the coastline.

He also made a carefu3. examination of the inland area.

Azd in the course of that, we identified the two places

5 ~

which have been 1 think fairly conclusively shown to be
a

offsets of uplifted mazine terraces.'oth of them are

r,

aS

rl

along this westerlyi='anch that extends westward from the

San Simeon fault, one in the area, the upland, area east. of
Piedras Blanca and one b"tween Point Sierra nevada and

iedras Blancas where that fault intersects the shoreline.
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Ij
Zmd we were, I'm afraid, less definitive in some of our

stratigraphic identifications, so that in fact in this
-. ea of Zurassic aBd C .e aceol 8 Qedimenta .y roc' ve did

1n fact Eis ideI!tify that as younger !4iccene age roc'
Kid Dr. Hall has suzce point d U!at out to me, probably

more'than

two years ago. And we now certainly agree with and

CQ

1)

I

accept his interpxetat'on of'hat.
I th'~k it do sn't really have significant

wit:! respect either to age of movement or to correlation

of units between here and Point Sal. Nonetheless w cex

~ r rLI Gainly agree with him. Z!nd I think that it was somewhat

misleading to imply that ve <vere somehow or other trying

r .1

fV

l
1

I
I

Iv

to conceal that earlier mis-identification that we had

made of the rocks in this area.

One other point: Dr. Hall showed us one of his
(

slid s yesterday, I third: that it was Joint
Xntervenors'xhibit

Uo. l03, a photograph of the fault where about

twelve inches of displacement of hr'e l25,000 year old

~t

~ - l~l

~ ~

r

l,

I

I
I

I

II

ti

l!

II
I

;II
II
~

'I

~ f

:t

terrace e:.ists a" aboui the point I'e indicated on this
r

map e
'4

Q 1~zc!-se mo, PL. Hamilton I'm not sure preci.sely
~ ~

what you sa"d; but you said he shoved a photograph which

indicated about twelve inches. of displacement. Sere you

-'erring to the photograph where I b lieve there was a

bvnch of people standing: .'~eluding yourself, and N-.Seiders

~ ~

ll
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-RB/teb222 Mo, that.s not ihe photograph. The particular
photograph that you'ra peaking of, X think, was in
another area. However I was in that photograph that X4m

speMing of. T&re were t>ro figures in the left middle

distance of the picture. And shown in the photograph was

a view of the seacliff edith che marine terrace.

9 My point is, though, in looking at that photo-

-graph you cannot see a twelve-inch offset in that photo-

CQ graph; is that correct?

f 3
~ I

That's true. Xt shosrs the area.

All right.
The photograph didn't show the twelve-inch

offset, is vrhat I'm t~ging to get at.
A 'Yes. X stand corrected on that.

All right.
Zt Snows dLe area where the twelve lnch offset

can be measured, and has been, hy myse1f and Dr. Hall.

Q All right
))r 4) gt

1}

1

A The point Z wanted to make with that was that
t»a zea"on Dz. Hall had m in the photograph was that ve had

3ust guided h" 8 to t lat placeo ffe had previously mapped the

f ults and pointed out these t:ro offsets which <re had al-
-"any located. And those are still the only two definitive

.'";fsets thai ar ~go>e in this gaea here.
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The last point that X vant to refer to in this

map here is that from the color pattern you can see that

~ J
I

Py
I
~ 4

pI
~ III

~ g

II
~ if

~ ~

7 )f

C~

I

PQ

there axe r"ther distinctively different slices of rock

types tha I K«ist v3.thin the s3.ices of fau3.ts branching 0ff
from the San S"'aeon fault. And', in general, they are

anciscan rocks overlain by Monterey formation southvest
1

of the a;ost south'er3.y slice. Then there is ophiolite

overlain by Jurassic sha3e. Zaxd then there is ophiolite

ov rlain by Lospe Sonaation. ~Md then there is just

ophiolitee

jI

I ~

4 ~

R Q
~J ~

g I

So ve do in fact, instead of having a single

package o+ rocks: if you vill> ve have fault-bounded

~3.ices that separate both different basement rock types

d diff rant basermnt reck types overlain by different,

younger Tertiary rock« types.

Could ve go on to the nezt slide, please'2

(Slide)

M4. klORTON: P«cuse me For identification

this is Rpp3.icant's HznMit 60.

O'F tLR~ HORTOM:

T'Pould you identify this, please7

(N.'tness Hmailton) This <rill be my last s3ide.

't s a slide shoving Nratigraph sections tha exist vest. of.

San Simeon fault in the San Simeon-Piedras Blancas
) ~

'l

area, ~ad stratigraph sections near Point Sal.
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For the record, 3: want to correct a misspel3ing
l

hat e~usts he=a. X didn't catch this drafting error;

but in the 3.or~er righthand corner, at the base of the sec-

tion that reads "Leoris Head-Point Sal Ridge," the word

reading "Leoris" should, r ad "Lions," "Lions Head-Point Sal

Gn &w left side of this collection of strati

graphic sections X have three sections represented. 2tnd

those correspond to the rocks that are actually found within

the fault slices that exist in the San Simeon-Piedras

Blancas area. And as w proc ed in the same sequence that

Z referred to Uxem in discussing the map, in the most.

south":westerly axea one has the Franciscan formation. That

is ov zlain by 74onterey formation. The first is indicated
\

by the color green, the second is colored dark blue

That in tuzn .is over3.ain by Pismo or Sisqucc formation

sandstone. 2nd inc3uded within the Monterey formation

is the kind of thin-bedded chert that is typical of the

llontcrey fo~ation in most al3. places where it's found.

Z~.P.. includ=d within that are two massive che"t lenses

'=iat e"'ist at one point along the seacoast, about ha3:f a.mile

north of Point San Simeon. Tha" is th extent that X have

b-en able to ascertain that really massive chert exists

there. These lenses are respectively about ten inches and

about two feet in thickness Each dies out along stx'ike to
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zero thickness ':rithin a distance of tens of feet.

Fault-bounded arith this part of the section

is a section along the next, fault which consists of

ophiolite basement rock overlain by Jurassic shale with

some che~~, which Z believe is typically a greenish color,

3;ocat d right at the base o" t¹ Jurassic shale
section'eyond

that, farther north, there is, again,
0

ophiolite bedrock here overlain, instead of by Jurassic

shale„by tho Xospe fomcation of !rhich photographs have been

shorn> previously. Xt's a very distinctive looking ock

consisting of rough angular blocks of ~'.— derived frm the

sau.e phiolite-rock type in a finer grain matrix that appears

to have been formed as a mud floss or debris flow or a talus

Rind of accumulation.

So these are the rocks that actually exist
'

l6
at San Sir. on and in the Piedras Blancas area. as they have

been a~~pped on Dr. Hall's published map of the:area.

On the right side of this figure X have, again,

n,~" ~
~ V

t< o stratigraphic columns. The one on the right vrhich

shou'd read "Xions Head-Point Sal Bridge" is one that is
' ~

T

~
~

aken from a publication by !Voodring and Bramlett, their
UGGG Professional Paper 222. That shows a general sequence

of rocks ranging froid oph'olite in the basement to a section

of '-he T~ospe fomation that's about 3000 Eeet thick to

r ~
Point Sa." fQrIQatioil to Honterey oxii(ation to Sisquoc
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formation, and their section goes on up to younger units

even, including the Pozen and Cariaga formations.

A3.so shown in a short-r sect'on'rom another

pa~~ of the Point Sal 'Ridge area called Cora3.illos Canyon

by them. There you have an ophiolite basement rocl:

overlain by zanciscan ™~ by Jurassic shale, and this
overlain again by a type of Lospe formation which is rather

different from that which e-ists in the Lions Head area

but looks somewhat more like that which rests directly on

the ophiolite near San Simeon.

The points here aze partly o actually pzesent

an 9.11ustration that sho~is what the sections look like that

are being compared between these two locations when one

sees the overall avaunt of reck that is present, and partly
to commit on some ra her specific paWs of these forma-

tions as briefly as X can.

First) the Tospe formation, which in the basal

part. consists of generally quite well bedded sandstone with

inharlayered sections of g nerally rounded .fragments of

both ophiolice and Franciscan debris, contrasting with the

generally vz>added basaL pari: of the section near San

HoTfevezq inc Qded within the Lospa foxmation at,
l

S 5.'Mi~oL? ~

Point Sal is an i-pper section a nearly 2000 feet thickness,

and this 8 ct" on includes p first, a massive to thick bedded

gray sandstone, and ove- that. an even thicker section of
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chipsiferzous gray-green mudstone of which there is no

trace in any of the rocks at San Simeon.

Now a point that has been made about these

rocks is that. you can certahly take a photograph in each

place and you can find a piece of one that looks very much

like the c"her because they do contain similar kinds of,
'I

claots derived from the una rlying soil or hasem nt rock.

ATlother'point is t lat'uff sills~ tuffaceous

rocks are present in both areas, and land slides are present

in both areas. B~wd X think it is significant to note

«haze the tuff sills aze and where the land slides are

located. Because the land slide in the case of San Simeon

l3 is identified as the rocks right at the vezy base of the

section, just over the ophiolite. And that is rock which

X 6aink might better be characterized as a mud flow deposit

4!an a l"nd slide. But that's a matter of interpretation.

But at Point Sal what is identified as a land

~ Q slide in fact exists far up in this sandstone regime that

exists only at Point Sal, not at San Sim on.

So you'.re looking at vezy different pazts of the!

~ 4

.;9

I

~ q~ '

jl 'l
Ca

\

lI
!i

sect'on and very different hos™ rocks.

To inse t geologic interpretation again+ X

feel ~!at the rocks called land slide at P'o'int Sal are

in fact not a 3.~~ slidp Dul p zptherg are a type of

intrusive body that is related to the location of the



~ '
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tuffaceous rock's which also exist in a very different. part

of the section, again not p-'esent at. all at Ban Simeon.

So those are just so!rn of the points that can

,be made.

One can have, in fact, as Hz. Pleischaker has

3.nd3.catedn probe!QJ.y thirty pox37tsa or thirty pages of 5tems

Gf argument about che section here. But if you take the

rocks as they are mapped, they come out, in a set. of sections
I

chat 3.ook as those on the left side of this figureo And

the mapped~ or published record shows a section that looks

liÃa that, on .the right side of the figure. And it's my

judgrr~nt that they offer no substantial basis for compari-

son; that if any concLusion can be drawn it is that the

rocks s~ere not originally part of a contiguous package.

Q 'xcuse nm, Or. Hamilton. X take 9.t, then,

that what. we'e looking. at. on the 3eft side of the slide

the three rock formations a "o those found at, San Simeon

within the different sp3.ays of the faulting at San Simeonf

A Zhat's true.

And that on the right, is what one finds at,

Point Sal'P

Tl;.at s true ~

ihl3. right.
And X cake it,, then, that in summing up a13. of

this description, t'!at you are saying that the packages axe
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1

„~P.B/vQ>29 2

5 'f
l

l

7'I

Q

* I.
9

dissimilar," is that corract2

'Eh<at 's, the Hall Point Sal-San Simeon claimed

offset," isthat corrects

Zes, that's t~e.
Zmd would you describe these as complete

packages2

A The only part of the package that is missing

that Z have not ic~entified here would be the rock which

RO

J

you might make an altogecher separate section for, which

is the piece of Cariaga fomation —or, rater, the piece

oG rock that Dr. Hall eoMelates w9.W the Caxiaga forma-

4l

tion, which has dimensions &at are roughly similar to
r

that of 'the Hearing Hoard's table,. maybe twenty feet, long,

C'
»J

say, that exists <Iithin the San Simeon fault cone at.

S'an Simeon, and which is. proposed as being correlative

with rock that >Fouls he far at the top of this section on

the far right side of the figure and located several Rilo-

meters to the east from where these rocks are mapped near

Point Sal.

~ 'I~ WQ 'NGB p»
P ~l fat 3'0 'I .r»

~ cr
~ » r

1

r ~

c".0
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2g'ig r. So, t'~en, »ou mould say that in the complete

packaging 0't "y are dissimi3.arP

That 8 Ky con clusi on g yes ~

Does chat conclude your portion of this test3saony2

ZG Lt do s

i%11 right ~ Hoi'1 g X Mould like to ask Dz ~ Jahns

7 " a couple 0f Questions ~

Dz. JaHrs, Ekx. Ple9.schd~cez a cpzest9.on of Dr. Hall-
X h lieve i"'s in the transcript dated Pohrua~ 13, at page

r< Sy

Tet ma find it for you, and read t¹ question.

Excuse m. Z started on the bottom of page 9556.

X'll read you &e question, and then X'll read you the

"Q %here's hem consid rWle testhaony regarding

, 5'le possibility oz the lack of possibility —strike

~ ~

There's he~m considerable testimony conr'.arning

-.~~ .I

'I
!j
~ \

1<

I)

1

II
Iq
C

S

," C

che difficulty of accoxnodating sQp in the Transverse

ges g ight lateral slip of the nature of 60 to 80, to
'I

100 kilometers in the Trmasverse Ranges. And one of8

the problem, oz one of u~e difficulties that have

he~ raised is dxe gecnatry of the region, which has

asezl desczLberL, „ thin~".r +~y Dr. ~ahns as a ~, and

that A georaa" ry o" Qxs region pzeven'ts Jle kind of
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right lateral slip that you have postulated in your

article. Do you have an opinion on that, ma"ter2

Res, X have an opinion.

What is that opinion2"

I ~

1)

I

The answer is —and i vi3.1 read tha'sher, and

there are &>re questions and answers that follaw that that

you have revievsed, Dr. Z~~s, hut X don't Ch9.nk they go to

k
II )
) ~

hat question. One cau3.c" argue that they Qo.

Xn any event, you have read., X eke it, this
section of: the manscript Zo33aving), is that right2

K j~H.tness Jahns3 Ye's, X have.

9 J)nd cRidn't ve in fact discuss it, and you under-

(5

)7

:v"

l j
k7

tE

N( \

~,

~ 5

st 0 @hat the questions and answers are that A)3.3,cw this
X +ant you o keep those in mind also in response to my

question, because it couM he argued that that's a further
answer. So 1ce p those questions and ansve s that fo3,1cw

mis 'n mind when "asponding to my question.

Yesg X shall+

The answer to ~bat question ~m:

'Nell, i2 ve 3ooh at Picpw~e 107, ~ce don't reality
see a T Mat vou3+1 be betve~ the Trar.sverse

RX1geg g in tha~ Q.QU~G Sec~ and south oF the

letters L s e ~

a. Q i" says "-P"'hu th'M. that's a typo. Xt's L-S for
k

r .

~ g

~ C
P

i'~$ ~oxpoc Golvr ng )"i&%it

~ e a~~d near the circle With a 8 above itt %which
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ze -ez- to Buelton, and:ce don'4 sea, actually,

a T. Ne see a nezging in, as @as desczibea by

Payne md others in the abstract..."

'I

)"I

« I

~= tl
'i

and he ~;as referring t:o &e abstract of the Pugro report

theze ~ Z bel ieve

"...traversing a cross-section and coming into

3.and at an ang3.e., But in order to zea3.1y

8

0 fi
iJ

'.0 f

appreciate the geometry of. the Transverse Ranges,

I &~ induc it's necessary to discuss the formation

of the pul3.-apart basin, because in large measure

1 r«

~-

~ I

y:
f ~

«t

the formation of the pull-apart basin gives us

an idea as to th Mme of movement along the

San 8~~GOQ Hosgzi Pault

Al3. right, X'll have several questions. Pixst,

of all, you heard all of Dr. Ha3.1's testimony and cross-

e ccM~ina02.on hc.rep laid you notP

Yes, X did.
I;n'V g ~ And vas it, not his testimony that the movement.

~ I on die San Gregcrio-Gm Simeon-Eosgri Fault "one occurred

folio,.<,.i.g the formation of the puX,3.-ap~
basin2'hu:-

certainly is my u>dezstm89ng.
I

IK. =~~~ZGCHPMP.: I'6 3.ice to object to this
I

mac.e o«f pzccaeding,'hereby &~r. Morton restates Dz. Hall'

r
C «

~ g

I

I

c.'es ~ imoÃyi Dz Haled. 0 tes c.iRQQy is in the

p~~poses of rebuttal, anQ Or. Jahns. has x.ea aasczipt
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and +as here during the testimony.
t

Xt seams to me that. the proper >say to=p'xoceed ia

)g

~; !g

~l
~ r)-

6;.l

n I!

to as'; 0' Zahnfi %he~>er he ag Ges 'With thQ opinion 'given

bv Dz. Hal1; and if sc„~shy, and if not, ~shy not. Ne don'

'have to go thiolugh 8:is zeatat.ment of Dr. HaII's o'pinion,

wfnich ia in blac3'nd +hi,te iz 'Qm record.

2K. NGRTOM: Hra. Bowers, it's very difficult for
me to ash, EDe ~<itness f ha agrees with the teat~4ny un3.ess

X aay;shat Y~e ".estimony waa.

HR. P~~EZSCH?4M~R:- The t testimony~ i'. in the record,

2H!. ?30RTQM: ~~d that'e Qhy Z'm reading it.
YR. PLEXSCMK~P,: You'xe not reading it. You

vere xephza"9ng it.'t scam to me that »-

2HS.'BO'VBS: Were you x ading it vexbatim2

C

l
~ <

~ ' A ~ Pr

2',. MORT'OZ: X .~as reading verbatirn,obviously,

for a ishiIo, and then Z asked him about the timing. And

that m'as gone into in a great many pIacea,. aa to the timing.

X don't thint'. there'a anybody in this room, even

Mr. PIeischaLer, ~rho is saying X'm mi stating that. X can

go find it in 4> t=anacript md read it on a number of
r r 1

)

$ ~

1

'V

C caa ro Se

But that's '0:e context of my cp:sation, is the

xwm2.'rg g Rpd thi.s c"<~'vs~ex'o

Htr fr
I ~

MR PXsBXBC~ZZR Nell it is inappropriate for

1 ~



~A
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2 .:-Torton to recast Or. Ha3.1's "estimony. Xt's in there.
I
1

There are -- X don'- l:now —50, 100 pages of explanations,
j

perhaps y Qs to "isa.J he believes f 'lc~'t the g@ciQetwf and the

tie~ling 0f poveliQant in the Transverse Ranges . accQEKcdates the
~ o slip that. he"s posculatad.

Z. don't km':.whether Or. Zahns agrees or

disagr=es vith that, but certainly he can state his opinion

and give all of me reasons,'rithout having Mr. Norton

paraphrase Dr. Hal2.'s testimany.
- I&. NOR™GH: Mrs. Bowens, that's an absurd

objection. X don't Understand the basis for it. Ray X

hea" a legal basis for Mr. Pleischaker's objection, rather

wean a speech'as to hem he >rould like to proceed2

HR. PLBXS~WXR: The objection goes to the foxu

of the Q28883 Cn'v

c3

ig
~ y

tj
1-

I~

Ri

~ 1
~ j
~ ~

~
)

JA. NOZcT021: Vivat's the basis2 Form is a generic

catG'gory oC QbJectione Nay X hear Q specific basis for an

objection to ay cuestion so X can respond to it2
r

b2. P~>XSCHKZH: The form of the quest9.on —the
I

basis "'s hh. t. Dr. Ha12.'s e ~3.anation of the pull-apart basin

takes ap 10 or 15 —X dam'C En'ow nmny pages„and Tir.

Dorian, by: rephrasinq it, >Aav, in the course of that

(-&phrasing! 0 'e testipong' misstate Dr a Hall 8 opinion o

II-
~ ~
~

g

Ã2. b',OR OHs &L~a. Bove=.s< +heather X —if X

ai sC te Jxe evidence, then there is an objection called,
I'L





4~M ~ 4 JL ! ~ I ~

l

'~763. 6 ~ "Object, missta~es Paces in evidence," or "assuaes" S-acts not

in evidence g 'ctQa11y a

Xf mat's the basis af the objection, X subbed.t

~'.o th 33oarQ Mat Z have not misstated the facts in evidence.

l have stated 'Rem corzec. ly that Dr Ball stated thar the

movem &0 on dse Hosgri occurred after xorzation of the

pQX1 apart. strlxct'L4 e g.

and i" me +ant a c~.tation in the Manscript,

X'Xl g~.ve it to you very quickly.

YiP~ WiXSCEL~R'ine i

MtS. BGF~EB8: Nr. StaenhsrgP

HB. SZMBMRQ: AupXicau may wish to do that,

~ 8

LQ5 i4 isn t rcQ3.ly necessary e

l

Mx. Pleischakez; is. incorrect. Xndeed, he says

that +&era are many, many,.many pages o8 testimony hy Dx.

Kali, ~8 ther@ xea3.1y is no vay to, ~eithout paraphrasing

some .asp- ct oZ Ae testimony- about..c;hich Applicant wishes

to as'vestions, 2'or them to as'pec3.f3.c .and discrete

questions.
Mj

>I
y'C

1"
r,<

c'~

~ 1l

I,'l

~ ~

ba- is

one p~ace~

So it is wino' basis~ Mls ob)ection is Hi&o'Qt.

EAi. NQRYCiV: Nake., Has. Boc~ars, X Sound it in
X Jv.st opened to it

"Do you have an opinion as to the timing oX

tnis zovese~a a»ng tee Eosgri Paul~'P"





This is at page 9578.

9318Ver~

"Yes, Z Brink that ba ed on the Pliocene rocks

in the 8~~ Simeon, area c&d the dissimilarity of

those Pliocene roc!cs with any rocks on .shore.

nearb~', the similarity oZ'hose roc?cs [kith rocks

in the Santa Maria Basin area, the similarity
of" Pie fascia from that particular area, ouggest

to me that the movement may ha;..e been'prior «-

I'm sorry —folio>ring the formatioh of the basin

and sometime after 5 mi2.lion years."

SIR.- PXZZSCMZER."Okay, ve can proceed, point hy

~ 4'3 point+

MRS'GHERS You re vithdraNing your obgectiong

is that corre c ~?

MR. PJ'P,".SCKQ&R: As to this particular question.

BY MR MORTON

All right. Dr. Zahns, I'e read the answer as to
his m~laining airway your problem wi& +hat you described as

the T.

!l
'I ~

Eg

c~D

I4

)1Ii
i ~

Do you feel that the ansver that is contained

there cn page 9557 and the folloving quest9.ons and answers

of Dr. Hall, in any ~ay e~pla'n away the geometric problems

GLa.t you DG<je?

(Nitness Zahnsj Ho, Z don'. Prankly, the answer
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vel 8

~l

Qoesn't match the question. X don't ~elieve that the

anmsezs X heard or read in the transcript aze truly zespons-

ive t,o M"- question t3.at Pw. P3.eischaEcer add~essed to Or.

1

it
t ~

i'-

Hal3.

Now,,7e'ze going to shoe on the screen Applicant's

L'>~ibit 43, which is Dr. Ha2.1's, or Joint
Xntervenozs'riginal

ezbibit 107, crhich was referred to in the answer.

g

4 Q

It
I t

A

\

t3

fD

r
14

fi

t
.- l

,t

>nd the reason it's PCS's Exhibit 43 is because ve had -Dr.

Ha13, mv3ce san, markings on it. (Slide.3

Rat me asEc you: Did vou hear Dz. Graham's

answer to my question yesterday regarding tho movement of

8 land mass ease of BUQlton and north cf the XQHlpoc-Soling

Paul into the so-ca led pie wedge, which is the Y of 4e
Xompoc-Solvang Pault? Did you hear my question and his

ans~rez to my question about hew could it geologically move

3>ere'id you hear that?

Yes g X Bid+

Q Did you feel that that answer answered the

~ 8

r- ~

~r

I
t ~

l ~

qua Mon of ho~< it moved there?

A ~No, noc really. X vou3.d interpret it more as an
t

nMerm", similar to Me attempt. &at aevoral of us made ~ho

t R~ze invo2.'PGQ in listening to understand O'Blat Dr ~ Hall 91as

driving at.

9 3.11 ri h . Cond.ck you as a —X guess the Dean

of 5>e Ceo1egists at these proceedings —ezplain to me

e~

l.
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how you can raove a Xand mass, which Dr. Hal,l cias indicated

by tIIe arrow marred "P", which 's east. of Buelton, 'across

the Hosazi Pault into that pie-'shaped wedge in the list
fi.'ve million years'z for any period'of t3$le2 'Xs - chat

:phys'cally or geologically possible2
J

-A 4'ell, on the face of it, it's physically 'and

geologically quite impasse~ le.
The problem here being dealt v'ith was the

neces ity. "or Dr. HQl to derive this material from the

basin area shorn here in the cross-hatched are-, and

identified as to posicion, hy "P".

Xn order to do that, he indicated it. on this
hase as that point. eTell, unfortunately, that po'nt is
then on the wrong side of the fault.

So, in ozdaz to accomplish the geometric restoratio
about which he was being ques"ioned, he would have to have

point "P" on the south side of the fault, rather than on

the north, or basinal side.

9 Xf he had it on the,'south side of the fault, where,

incid ntally, 'n his zesponse he initially put it and then

ch~g~M his mind and said, no, it has to be in the basin so

it has'o ho north of the Lcmpac-Solvang Pauli:—
xL Yes

—if it were. on the south aide,'s there any

~8ljfsical or geologic 'way to get it across the LoIQpoc Solvang
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Fault into the pieV

You can'5 very we13. get it, across a fault. You

c~'t, in oyez words, skip or leap-frog from one side of

the-fault ta the other.. Xt's a geometric impossibility.

Q All righi

Now, this, is the figure that Dr. Sall refers to

in zespon..e to iver. Pleischaker's question, wM.ch I just

asked you about, as to, can you ex~1~~ Dz. Zahns'roblem

wi.d the T. Z~zd i.his is the figure he says ezplains that.

How, lcobing at that figure, it's indicated where

the Point Gal-8~a Simeon offset is, of, we now find, 50 to

80 ki3.ometers~ and you heard the testimony where X has

remained constant sine the formation of +We basin, is there

any way you can ezplain how that offset couM ocm by

looking at that figure, Or.
zahns2'o.

Ho way.

Do you still have all those geometrical problems

tha~ you h'ad "xe first few days ~re vere here in these
rf

hearings bacJ= in December'P

A Yes. X roust say, indeed-X do. And to make things

p=.-haps a l."; ~e clearer, it. may have been that Dr. Ball
d.".Qn't fully u'.xdezstand what X had in mind in rezez ing to
">e inverted T. That ~was only a frame of simple reference

in order to r~~>a clearer the geometric difficulties that X

was having in applying his theory to +hat's Known about. the
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geology of this region.

IOi040

And simply to review in a few words the stem of

.he :. would correspond, for reference, to the Hosgx3. Pault,

zona offshore on thi" map, and the head of the T, which

would he at 8>e bottom ox the diagram, because it's inverted,

arould be the nore%. edg. of ~me Transverse Ranges, a'56 that

Me T, is distorted, or that there is geome+mic complication

a'r. the junction of its cap and its stem is really incidental.

Xt s only a frame of reference.

Zi3 l z'ighc +

- Would you agree that Dr. Hall has the same

aaox tric problems you do when you watched him 'trying to

show whe-e ~We existing land that's in the pie today
came'rom?

Res. And this is an understandable thing,

Sec~use Dz. Hall has made, X &inI~, a very important

contwibution in style of thirQcing when he emphasizes the

Ag)

I»

hr Ie

~ LI
~
)lg

+sr

role of par&ages in attempting to maIce correlations and moke

interpretations.

Xt s far more impressive if one can correlate

imly packages of two or Brest or more units across a

=-av. t, foz ezample, as he has attempted to do.

Phat's particularly true if the packages are,

~ i
: nd" 5Q, ident'cal.

X chin> one of &e,p-oblems with the very
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interesting theory of the kind that Dr. Hall has proposed

is that r~e tend not. to ~Mink of it 9n terms of a package,.

wh9.ch 9. really 9,s ~
*

Xn other words, when we examine the theory

critical2tg, or v¹n ~isa esca"».ne its applicationsr va look at

two or p rhaps three factors at that time. Pe don t look

QLX of 03%Q 'nterrelated factors i

Xn this instmce, we must look, 9.t seems to ma,

at at least five of;Aese factors, and they are simply these:

A fault, tne Hosgri', along which there's been

right sl9p. Tha"'s factor number one.

Right s1ip along the Hosgri amunting to 80

kilom tars. That's point "'~io.

Paccor. three is right slip of 80 kilometers during

the past 'five mill9.on y ars. That's point three.

The other W~o factors a-e very important, but

we can't do much about them, because they'e there, and me

can'0 change czhat we know about them.

These Qze!

. irst, the geo3.ogre s9.tuat9.on on e9.ther side of

the Hosgri north of ~he Transverse Ranges; and

Second: the geologic situation o either side

of the nor~D edge of C 2ransvar e Ranges.

Poc,', my point, and M~ e reason for my making a

v~:~J- unusual —unusual in the sense that it was pretty
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!

l0~042,

doggone definite —statement in earlier testimony, that the
r

'eometry of the. northern Transverse. Ranges is fatal to the

Hall theory g is simply tied up 3.n the package approach ~

cT
~ r Xf we at~pt to place these five factors in a

package, we ca~ot ~]zap up the package. That's what it
anoints. Because at least one of those factors is incompatibl-

~sith the others.

X chink I can show that in g'Qst a fGv minutes with

another diagz~~, 'f we could put Figure 0 back on the sc een

20 from the Applicant4s original direct geologic testimony.

Q This was Figure 8 f~m the prepared testimony of

yourself and Mr. Hamilton, is that cozzect2

Zesg Ul6t'8 correct+

, iSlide.)

Now, the problem T.'d like to indicate here in

proper scale and in the contort of all five of Mesc factors,

a d these five factors don't represent all the ones that aza

pextm~ ent, but they do. zepresent the ones most pertinent., to
I

) 4 ~

4A'g

~
I

~"

l
I=

$ i
H~ r

A

t''

~ >

the problems he-e.

Xt's simply this matter-

R fe'zing to the figure her, which is Figure 8,

we 'can see plotted on it. the Hosgri Fault offshore, and

coming to an end ":n the offshore area. Ne can, if we wish,

assume fo= purgos s oF; argument here, that it doesn'. end.

The evidence Goes not suggest that. But we can assume th at





I
~

~
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i'oesn't and,'ard, instead, makes a landfall, as Dr. Hall
~ ~

I

indic"-ted, and somehow joins up vwth some of the typical

T ansvezse Rages breaks.

But »n terms of this theory, we are stuck with

certain things, and one of Geese is the combination of, in

n

e face, getting rid of 80 kilometers worth of crust on the

east. side of the Ecsg i Pault. and noxth of'the Transverse

Ranges g during the, past five million years ~

This is the reason why X don't regard Dr. Hall'

mower to Mr. Pleischakez's question as xesponsive', because

ig

?le zef rzed evei~thing to the pull-apart basin in this

general area of the curved breaks at the nozth end of the

'Zraxlsvezse Panges GQ either Bide Gf the present coast o

- Be referred to Uxat basin as a Rind'f
ex@3.anation, and yet ~Ma basin, by his cd testimony —and

with good evid nce —was developed samet9me 'n 'the period

let's say 7 million to 17 mi3.19.on years ago.

But the problem we aze addxessing is whaC has

~ I
b an happening dur9.ng the past, five mil19.on years: a time

in a=vol euite di<Eerent from the one involved in the basin.

Go Z suggest we look a'a that last five m9.11ion

Qe ~~0 g and ask ourselves how >Pe can possibly ge c rid of
I

~ ~

'I

GQ kVoxen:ezs of czus" —and to get z'd of it is 9.n quotes,

.~cause we don't get rid of it, really, but we must account !

foz i8. I.'e-can focus on the crust no'rth of the Transverse





-Ranges and east of the Hosgri, or we can flip the problem

around and consider that pare of the system. stationary with
E4 ',c,

relative movement on tile opposite side of Me Ho. gr'ig in

'Nh> ck case we h crIG kind of 6 mirz'or image g dpnamically

looking at it, where we have to effect some movement in
r<

r)

--.the opposite direction on the opposite side'of the Hosgri.

How we can focus on what amounts to the impossibil-

8 Ij i .y, rec lling that the comments made by several people,

including Dr. Hall, about the Santa Maria Basin, ho~rever
t

it was formed, are really not pertinent hex'e, because that

am@ation occurred prior to the time interval we'e consider-

iZ3g ~

That tize interval, incidentally, is the one

that's really pertinent,to the basic subject. of these

hearings, which involved matters of engineexing and geology,

and so on, that depend largely on the more immediate geologic

pash~

fu

g

All right. Bet's focus, for tne sake

of'implicity,on tDle 1'1oe~ of ground north of the Transverse

~ r 'f
I5

II

I

Ranges, and to get things in proper scale, 1st me just
"cale o f he'e approximately 80 f:ilometers with the pointer.

Z'll taJce it right off the scale, and it's about this

(indicating} on &e pointer.

Xf we Scale this off fzcm the north edge of the

Transverse Ranges, we em> see hexe, just to give ourselves
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sl,
{I
3r

a physical idea. of what'nvolved, that we'e talking about

a length of coast line essentially equivalent to the distance

.between Paint Conception and lfozro Bay. That's a lot, of

gxoundo

So we have o do something with that. ground.

during the last five million years, as dictated by the theory.

Clearly, the Hosgri Paul.t, or any other fault for
debat matter, does not pass through the Transverse Ranges 'n

the marner that the San Aadreas does farther east. So we

can't get rid of it by 1ateral movement of Chat Rind.

Noreov r: none of the reference features with

eas'-nest trend in the T ansverse Ranges reflect that kind

of 1ac eral movement ~

Xt h"s been suggested by Dr. Ha11 —and very

~\ I
IJr',)

I

~* r
I,~ i I ll

{l
I

lj

jl

reasonably so, in my view -- that some movement of the kind

we'e tallcing abou'c could be accommodated by crustal shorten-

ing in isa Transverse Ranges. Xn other words, by folding and

by thrust faulti»g.

But. Chat, at most, can account for only a small

percentage of the total requirement for two Rinds og reasons:

Xn the first place, Chere's a primary constraint,

the cru-t is on2.y so thick. And the'thickness of the cru t.

in this part of the world is 'only cn the order of 20 mi3es„-

~-.d Hat's a fairly generous estimate.

'Xn the. second plasm, Chere is no 'major difference





'PG3. > 7
.in the mnount of shortening or the general style. of:folding

3

. and thrust fQulting in the Tzansve se Ranges on opposite
A

", sider, east. oz vest, of'he southward projection of.'the

Hosgzi Pault.

He t?ould certainly expect —indeed, demand' some

11la J ox': diffQzencg ' v7e v?eze cx~13 Qg to account foz selective

,7 'south@a d. miqzation of a huge mass. of crust.'on the east side

of the fault. versu's the wrest. There should he a cozrespond-

i-g diffezenc ix much or all of that vere taken up by

shortening in here.

No+, it's interesting to point out on this score

that thaC kind of. thing does appear on opposite sides of
the San Andzea'. Pault, so that some of us have actually made

estimates of ho+ much of the San Andzeas type slip has been

ab orbed, so to.speak, in the Transverse Ranges by this -.

Rind of crustal shozta??ing.

But perhaps dce biggest difficulty of all is the

fact that. if one tL~inks in .terms of turning the corner, so
'o speak, and assuming foz the moment that She crust is
aid?er sufficiently flezible 'or sufficiently broken up so

~7M

that it can negotiate that sharp bend —which, incidentally f
Cis canside"-Nly sharper than the big bend of the San Andreas—

~ ~

I(

~
1

~ ~

Excuse m , Dr. Zahns, for interrupting.
Surely.

You'e considered turning tire bend, but let me ask
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v:el 18 you .this question:
~'I
4

'n

Doesn't Dr. 'Ha3.1's statement that X on Applicant's

H". %mt =.3 has not moved ax.y appreciable @stance in the

last xive million years dispe1 that possibility, under his

MeozyP
44

- Zt wouM certain"y seem tc:

'g . '. mean if Z , the rocks at. X , wh'ich is at. the1

yC shoulder of the basin, haven't moved appreciably in the last

+ive mi11ion years, then you can"~ account for the 80

kilometers of offset hy turning the corner, so to speaks

Xs that corxectP

'~hat's ragout
I

Okay. But plebe proceed with &at hypothesis, in

any event ~

F11 right

iC

$8'(

C

I

)1, )
d. I

The major problem which X think, hy implication,

has been recogni ed by Dr. Hall and his comment that you

just quoted, le. Norton, is a case in point here, is that

eve~thing ~~e know and can reasonably infqr about the east-

west. fau3,ts on the north side of the Transverse Ranges ease

Q~ the pro3ection of the Hosgri PGQ1tg indicac es that during

CI

4C

r

I
I

r.".i)

il

the la t five million years the predominant sense of movement,

has ba=.n thrusting a"Q cleft-ha".d s1ip not right-hand slip.
So me s nse of rmraement along tuese faults -- and

F1 s is a matto14 oz just data input —is opposite to what
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I

~rould be required if ve attmupted to dissipate any of this

inferred Hosgri movement via eastward migration o" the ground

north of tile Transverse Ranges.

Sc in effect s«e a "e alrmst left arith the

possibility —and here tee almost have to grab at stravs-
of getting rid of soma of'"=his crust, either by shoving it
dorrntvard into the mantle beneath the crust:as an active plate

boun'dary —uhich X think any geologist familiar with this

region would consider absurd on the face of it, because

there is no active plate bounda~~ here, the only one is the

San Andreas, mh9.ch is a boundary of a tota13y different
kind —ox, conceivably, ve couM shove it up in th:e air,
a la &e Himalaya Mountains in Asia, and get rid of the

excess by erosion

This. also is untenable, because >re're dealing

<G
across the north part of the Transverse Ranges in that region

N Yh rocks f vi~h stratigraphic units that are roughly the

sai".e general level.

So there is no evidence of profound vertical
adjusmnants of Me kind thit t~ou3.d be required.

l".'y conclusion, therefoxe, is that if ve examined

this theory as a package »« vh9.ch ve should do if ve expect
"o derive a crit'cal vieu of «t, either in terms of
aggravation oz rejection, if c>e examine all the pertinent,

fi\
~ 4

I

f". toss, t3'are is at, least one and more likely taro of the

I'

!7
~ )
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1O,O4~'ive

that I indicated that are fundamentally incompatible,

either-ve must conclude that theze has been markedly~ less
2

II

accumulated slip along the Hosgr9. system, or ve must conclude

that du~ slip of the kind suggested has occurred oVer a much

P ~ greater length of time~ far; far faruiez back in tim'e than

five million years, or both.
' And this is stated strictly in texms of the Rinds

of evidence X've indicated here and does not 'cons9.der the
t

many other Rinds of ev9.dence that have been c9.ted by several

pa ties, including the Applicant's geologists, on direct
] ]
~ » 'estimony.

This 9.s one reason, frankly, why it has been our

conclusion ~cat the Hosgri ends offshore, and that, further,
De southeasterly dizect9.on through dissipation

To do this, one can accommodate 10 R9.lometers, or

p rhaps at the very most, 20. But certainly nothing

approaching 80.

MRS. POWERS: 5L~. Morton, X think we'ze going to
n~* ~

]have ta break foz lunch.

A

I 'h

~ t

] 0

~ ~

bra a:" fcr lultch ~

5LR. NORTON.: X thiv~~ that concludes ouz rebuttal
"'rith the geology panol, vrhich is a very appropriate place to

4 ''
ri

l
~ » me zoom.

&]iM. 8091BRS: Ne see K~. 'Dev" ne in the hack of
Mr. Bright has a question of ~lanate.on on a
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we3. 21.
1 legend on the front of the Seiders paper. Perhaps we could

I>ave you on the stand for just half a- second.

(Geology panel witnesses temporarily excused.)

The record will show that Mr. Devine has previously

bean sc.'orn.

~4<hereupon r
(

JAILS P —,DHViHE

~~as called as a wi~waess on behalf of the Boa d, and, having

b eh previously duly sworn, was examined and testified
fu"ther- as follows:

EZMIXNATiQN BY THE BOARD

BY MR BRXGHTx

Q X'm merely interested in what ~&is disclaimer

actually means. Z don't want '.to interpret it myself. I
want the USGS to interpret it for "me.

MR. STAENBEBG: IIr. Devine, could you '.please

~ C

read that disclaimer into the record? ~

J

Ãl&IESS DEVXI<E: The statement .X've been asked

to read is as follcrA's r~

1

r( r

~ J

~ J

~ ~

)C

I)

J ~

JI
J J
f ~

'(((

Cg

'C

'\

C',

"'This report is preliminary. Xt has not

.Lean edited oz reviewed for conformity with

th Geological Survey standa-ds and nomen-

clature ~

This otatement, or ones very close to it,
frequent3.y show up on papers p oduced bJJ researchers for the
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Geological Survey ta indicate that it. has not gone tlmough

the standard. total and complete review process of the Survey,

w?.ich f .aruently ge."s referred to hy people as a major

szuv>ling b3.oc?r. to prevent the puhli'cation of data that

people ar interested in.
So that..ponderous procoss has not been applied

to this paper at this stage. So it, has not been.reviewed

by all th" colleagues and gone through the standard review

zocess that's necessary for a final publication of the

Ceological Surveys

BZ Mt BRXGHT:

Does this me~, then, that. the paper does not

represent the USGS position on whatever it
contains'es,

that's true. But, X think it, tates mora than

~>at to answer Ae question, Dr. Bright.

l

I4

That is that very few publications of the Survey

represent Axe —quote -™ Survey position —unquote.-

The Geological Survey is a research organisation,

and im scientists publish the papers with their names on

it, as their research. And in most cases, it does not

necessarily z present d>o Survey position.

lg

14

ll

So &at'o not unusual. However, letters such as

the ones we submit to ~De Huclear Regulatory Commission,

signed by the D'r n".or hi;"-elf, Qo, inde d, represent the

Smvey position. So there is a considerable difference in

~ ~
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that.

Would thi's disclaimer indicate that the paper had

not received peer review?

Not necessarily. Xt m ans it's not received the

complete rev3.6w that goes into a final puMication of the

Survey as a profess" onal paper that the Survey '«'sould have a

For example„ this could have had —and X don'

know for sure the status of this paper specifical"y -» hut

this could have had soma peer review by this stage, but not

Me con'piete review, including editorial review, that would

be requ9.z d for: Wis to. he published without this statement

on it.
j3 MRS. HONORS= Mz. Devine, do you pl~~ to he here

after lunch at 1:00 o'lock, or are you leavingP

WXTHHSS DEVXiK: X can be here.

HR. BRXGHT: X think that's all X have.

r ~ MlS. BONBRS: Welk, there may be questions by

the parties.

CROSS-EZc$ $XIPATXON OB BOARD QMrSTXOZS

««

op.";n file report that has an au Juror's name on it that does

SY 2'ORTON:

Q . X ta.'.e it, then, that any paper that's a USGS
\

not n'.e c that it's the USCS position2

A That's correct.
~«

0 Zn other words, ~~e only thing h1at's a USGS

I

I
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position is that which is signed by. the Director of USGS'P

ZL By an6 large, that's corr'ect. There may be some

ezceptions. 3-t ce tainly, by and large, that's corr'ect.

9 iWQ when this paper goes through the process ana

is publishea aa a final USGS open file report, it still won'

be the USGS position, it'l just be the position of the

author of chat paperP

~ ~

(I

That's corr'ecC. Ne frequently have papers on the

s~we subject wi'ch conflicing conclusions.

24R. 23ORTOM: Thank you.

r ~

]~r

&AS. BOWEPB: Let me check with'he parties.
Kr. PleischakexP

YiR. 'LHXS~ZKR: T. don't have any questions.

i~iRS, LONERS: Hr. StaenbergP

HR. STAEHBERG: Polled.ng Applicant's questions,

Staff no~el has Qo questions ~

MPS. BOHHBB: Thank you very much, Mr.. Devine.

That's Mhat you get for coming into the back of
tho zoo:u.

~ 1
I

(Laugh- er.)
sse e2ccuseQ~)

ui13. recess for lunchp and reconvene at l:00

~ '

t.

o clock a

(ilhe eupon p aa 12 f05 p Ro the hearing !<zLs

recesseQ< to r"conv ne at l:00 p.m., this same day.)

~ ~
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,0) n {1:15 p'o)
O~p. ps z'~~ >JG. Ãea<U to 'esuIae

fh t"><reupo» ~

RXCHRBD H. JiYM%8,

DQIJG3:AS H o HP2 "IX~TOMg h

,P

and
s

C ~ RXCHABD <'VOLT.P.OH''1

h

h

.I

res~sec'i '=ha s--and as m"blesses on behalf OC the =".pp3.icaat

?0 ,s."MB, hav's 1g been pz'eviously dulp'E'TorII g w~~e eYaGQ.ned and

tesvi.f l.ed '2~+3?ez as fo '0~88!

TQN. 2OHHIK: X thinls first Isle should go back

'r a. 2eU IM.nlltss, to thQ, g~ex;ic safety issQe Questiono

Pe .had a» oppox'cunited at the lm>'eh@on bzec3c to

consider t?Ie matter bexoz Qs, and also to z vie@ the appeal

boiM-"8 deci83.on in Hozt.I KsInae

l7 Ke think s I "t rze appeal hoard * decisic'oes not

Iaanda'-e an evic'.enLiazy heazilIg, but on the other hand, it
I.:r3:68 it peUQ~SQibl8 llndex'ertain GiÃGQIistB&ceso AlicL so

':shat tr. in.t:cad to do i.; to ca,re-ully zevi"=m the ubmittal

bv Yn.a 8 -a"c, and by the eIId of nm>' macle. issue aw order.

P.-.d —;alai: o.".der;I'~3.1 set out the v:=.y ~re intend to,.roceed.

.-~ ds of. course, ~here are "= veral options. One

'p (s
;Iou.id b.= ~a-.'. Ice say the afraid vit are sa'ti'8'zic+ozy.- i:he

'hr3.~1 K» s-.loft'i gal ~ .'-?Ie pa. s'sp ox coux'sess TTould have an

s ~
h

'h
/ ~ h hhh
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oppoz-unity to comment.. had chen: of coux'se, another option:

we ii>igivh de.cezmine tPat. &ere should be an 'evidentiary heaz- ~

3 ng o '3Q'c we 'ust don 'a feel vie re 3.n a posi i ion 'to IARke VMC

decB.s3.on Qn "«1 v'G hc~vQ Uxe enc 3.;.e f*3.e 3.n front, of Qs axld

have ¹n oppo&un ', tP' 0 care Qll~r consider

Aud a'" the same time, if ve do dete~~ e Mat.

Oeze should b an evid~wi:iazy hearing, 37e wi13.', of course,

i~'dic "-te MhA» pl ace - cg'le location ~

c

And I migh~~ also say, while X'm on the record,

r7e'ze in our eight week of i!>is segment of &e Diablo Canyon

hearing„ this segmm;: dealing w'im seismic issues. And

3;hoyle 37e have had a fe'.w people from time tjo time izom &e

geneza3 public b- hera in che hearing zoom, Mere have only

been a fe37 izom '~ime to Mme. ~

There has no~ been the continued 1'ocal 9~barest.

l2e4: sometimes prevails 'n some h~~~rings So there hasn'.

be~m,a ~"eat. sho37 of par~icipation as aud'ence by local
people. ~md, Uxat.'s one thing thah might, well influence our

V~inzing if 37e do feel tha~= ~were has tc be an evidentiary

ha<~zing as xaz as location +

7'R, T.">~H13CpalG."R: X just. ~7ant. to say one t~ing:

X agree;7ith the Dowed"'s co33nting oi nu~ahezs.

L3Q "j X also wa~t ~o pow~.< out. that. Q,eze is almost a3.ways--

;!.sn 'r» vodRv p
'Z KQ~ii it,' 'c xe iirs c dav ™been av.

one Co .hhree repress.~~troves fxom the l4others fox Peace
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he=e

'~~sad there is almost always one frieze, because
I

timey come up and report to me and as'f they can do any-

H ing. A d'.that s allo

'"3~ e +I'lORTOg) e t"tell I would l>ke to as usual g

W

htz. Pleischakez and, I see the world trough different eyes.

'And I"wou3.'d agree that during the,course of a day maybe'ne
""'f

his clients is hex'Q foz a short period of timeo Out I
don'8 think there has been a situation where- the clients

have been here all day 'ong on any occasion.

E'ER. 1"L>~SCAG"R: Nell, okay. Just one response:

That's wrong. It has been the case al~aost without

exception u~ until this last reconvening Mat th Mothers

for." Peace have as a matter of pr ctice assigned. one person

to be in this hearing zoom all day to assist. us in whatever

we needed, and we could always +urn around. and count on that

p 'rson to assist us 'n taskso

So Mere was almost as a matter of standard

Q+p rat't Qg procedure one pezson
herc'PB.

BO~PBS'Iell< w just zeported what we'e
observ'RQ r

Ho<r can '.se res<me '::here we were'?

iE. i~01ZOIl: lfe3.3.: we can resune, but we have a

$ 3.:t.ght in'".azzuption ~

Xt this -urn Ne 'are going to file with the Board





/
- a.mation, and X will turn over to lw. Purbush War. uiotion.

4

Z'll,pass. the mike ~d let him make his presentation..
I ~

MR'"UBBUSI5- Mrs Bowers, vr" have here a motion
" 'I

which we i'~~~'6 ho file with the Board for. a license author-

izing low power te. ting of Unit nU~Aber 1~
I

trow 7. wa ic to give- you the background of why

;we.'re,making th's. request; Ãe actually feel compelled to

.~~ke it at this -xae because ouz survey and estimate of our

resources fQz this summer +loricate that if we have a normal

rain year g Mater yecLrg for the zest of this seasong anc!

we can work out an azrangemmxt with the CVP -'- that's 'che

Cm'~al Valley'Project —on the amount of gower that will
be availW3.e from that project, we will have a 7.5 percent.

cushion, if you will, or. margin on ouz peak day reauizements
'4

during the months of July md Z~ugust'with the facilities
that be 'avea

Efe've also b en told from the peop3e in the

,
Nor %we t, Pacific Northwest, that we should not expect any

e::cess energy from them, surplus energy frora theta this year

inasmuch as they have had a very dry water year. And the

.=-. ezgy chat b>ey pz'ovide comes to us from i "dzoelectric

gQneratioIl~
\

Now that just has to Qo with Me capacity avail-
;..ble:=o 'us. But chere i a growing concern that we have

'~is:~ -'..he fuel to supply th planets we have, nazne3„y our
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ch rmal plants, ouz fossil fuel plants, may not be'orth-

coming in the- month aheado

To give you some id a of our needs, our esti-
mate of our fossil fuel reguir~ents this year are the

eauivalent of 35 million barrels of os.. A considerable

axraunt of that can be mad'e up of gas: natural gas when

natural gas i. available. The rest; of it has to be provided

by oil.
Ne h".va long term contracts with what we consider

to be very zel'able major suppliers, one of the lazgest of

which tells us that they can give us —and we have contracts,

But their delivery comtaita>ents after June aze something

which they cannot estate at ~-.e present. time

Now the effect of the Xraniaw oil situation is

of course what's causing this problem, coupled„with one thing

h>ore. This 'has been a very very cold winter in the entize

northern hemispher , Western. Europe as well as the United,

Stat ". As a conseauence, befoze the Xranian pzoblaa came

to pass m:Q becmne as acute as it is today, Merc! was a

shovel"cga of oil which bagan in the month of December. And

it was ver„diff'cult for us to get firm coieniuaents from

our suppliers at ~~>at time, and we understated i-~'s a very

eight Situation throughout the world

T. w with this i ac3.ground, it's ne essazy foz us/

T. be ieve: tc ac~uit our responsibility to our customers to
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mob g be in a position to glace the Diablo Power Plant in.'opera-

won as soon as possible upon> hopefully, a favoraole deci-

sic~ 'om this 4'oar ".

i1ow there is a delay ~ naturally g after we have

an operas,ng license because of the 'necessity of having low

pc"ier testing. How wha-- we would like to be able to do ~would

be to be able a..o } ave comple'ced ~Uxat by'he time we receive

8 ~xe hoped for license.

$

0'ow there are problevwwith a motion of this
na'cure, namely in terms of 'cime„The burden on ~Me Board,

and ~le burden where it falls most heavily would be on the

Staff of the Comrmssion.

Now we do not make this motion with any Mought
!

tha'c it would in any way change &,e course of events and

activities of the Staff from what it would be'in the'absence

27

of os: making the motion. Xn o&er words, all of those duties

wnich they mus'- perform in o'rder to be in a position to plait
us to implement. an operating license when received, we would

hope would go forward ~~6 would not, in any way be affected

by this motion.

iMd only after Mmy have completed those functions

would they turn their thoughts to ~>ie factors which are

23 raquired in order to p rmiL us to do the low power —to
~'.a '.he fuel loadi~g ~~0 h9a low power operatxon.

I;1o".r X ass ~e th t. '7r. P2.eischa.'cer has the rules
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mpb7 with him and crill make up his own decision on '6'hat the

coax'se of conduct should be for the Xntervenors. X am

obviously 17):"~kiQ~Q 4 plea <0 everyone y includinp t Qe

Xntervenors, tI3at tI3is is a sensible course for us to take.

One thought >>mich X t>ink should be very clear-

ly stated g anQ 'Rial 2.s A%3-s e

That this presents no risk in any way. Xt Irould

present add.tional hurdens to us if Me did not receive

a 13.cense~ But ii 'does 'not present any danger or r3.sk to

any fee. lity or th public in any 4'1av ~

Before X proceedg X K~?Quid like to have SOIile

response "rom the Staff and th Xntervenors to this, because

naturally what -&ey have to say will have some bearing on
t

.what X have to say in terms of I~hat my request is on the

i5 "implementation of thSM Hlotion e

'MRS. BO~Q;BS: Z~.; you r any, Mr. Plei chaker',

to respondP

T8
L4%. PLBXSC?iAiCER: Can X have ohe moment'P

(Pause.)

fiR. PIHXSCP~i&YR: Xf Nr. Eetchen vants to respond
I

e y JQ- J3z g ne

a'R ~ ("TCH" t. Mo r Ctla=.lks ~

(Paush.)

BRED). ~'O'.T4"PS". Vw. P3.eischaker; if you'd like to
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0)
+1R. PET"XSCF~R: Ho. X like surprises. Xt

keeps-:na in practice.

Let me deal vitb same procedural quesci:ons

~ha~ occur to me firs: and than get. dan ta Axe,'sub'stance -«

to the response substantively

This is the fi,zst tire X've had an opportunity

to see this mot'on, and X think that under the rules, given

the important issues tha» are raised by a. motion or" this

nature> that <re ought to have, as the rules provide, five

$ 0 days to respond. And X would respond in writing.

X 'think .the 22nd of Pebzuary mould be the five

day that the rulGS 4'Jould

l1B. KETCH: Excuse me.

Xt s now +en days.

&D~,. PLHXSCHAKi;R:. VTe13., ten days to espond to

th2.s c[uestiona

And X da think that azceptiona3. —this is an

Cg

exceptional zet3uest becau"e in a sense it requests Mat the
= Poard issue the p~~it to the hpp3.icant to operate this plant

~ p rha~s in advance of it making its definitive f":nding of

Gavel '~e

So Rat the first problen X'm having is that

?3 X cd NPking a rocuest 0 be permitted to respond in (Writing

if t!"e Poard cfishes to consid-r this motion further, and

25 that ter be given Me fu13. time permitted under the rules
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mpbg T1l& second thing is that X think that the motion

on its face is insuxficient. The motion is supported. by

several stat~Mients by Nr. Purbush But deere is'no affi;
davit attr ched in suppori~ of the motiono

II

'k~z. Furbu h has stated M.at tue company is facing

essentially two problems, one of them having to do with

-reserve cape. city and the oWer having'o do'with- the un-

availability of fuel ror its oUxez generating xacilities,
mainly oil-fired, perhaps and coa3:-fired facilities.

X think a a minimum .chat there should be affi-
dav ts from peop3.e:who have primary responsibilities within
tAe company that establish a. ecozd, a factual record, fo

i~lis 13oazd to make R decis ion on e

T.'m particularly concerned about that because

When %le wlithdze;1 ~dlis question of reserve capacity in.

2.6 connection with the application for. an interira operating

f7 license, X knovr tint at that time the California Energy

Commission had a very different view of this company's

x'eserve capacity than the company portrayed. So that X

believe Eat at a minimum there should be affidavits.
dna per+Laps upon vie<'ing i.hose affidavits and

'=ice long discussion;rith kno~Q.edgeable people, me might

request a hearing ~o d termine irhether there is a sufficient
f=ctual '.asis -.o grani .Qv kind of mceptionhl zelier that.

is requested ir this motion.
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mpb10 inally, substantively,.without-looking 'in

Qemil into this: wi-'"xout even researching in the law, the

most fundamental problem X se here goes back wo. a cardinal
1

principle of thektomic Hnergy Act, and that is that plants

willnot operate —applica ions .or operating licenses will
h

not be granted by licensing Boards. unless and until that,
't.

licensing. board has made a. definitive finding of safetyo

This Board has before it an issue that goes

$ 0

right to We core of safety: the adeauacy of the'seismic

d sign o'f the facility. And until proposed findings of

fact and conclusions of law nave been written and submitted,

and until the Board has had an opportunity to consider those,

v~8 until the Board has writt~~ a reasoned decision, I do not

believe ~hat any authorization should be given to the

App icant that would permit it to -let this plant go critical
Once Vxe plant goes critical it creates

enormous problems for modifications, which is one of the

l,8 issues that is closely tied to the adequacy of the seisauc

s ign 0f K+e fRcilicy

"..0 So that in a minimum is - well, thai.'s an out-

lire of my response. >md X simply close by saying tha

before -~h-. Board roaches any decision on this matter, that

we would like to have the time permitted by the rules to

x spond in wri~::.ng to this ~:5tion.

HB. PUBBUSH: Hxs. Mvrers, Z would have to say
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mpbll j thaC X disagree wi~m some of the statemaxhs H~. Pleischaker
I

.has ma'Qe. But X ~eke '4 he is stating thaC he ivould oppose

'che Kot~ on»

And if ~~i'.'s the case then X wani= to have the

record very clear on this point.: that; X made the statements

6
V

7'."

X"ve, made as'the reason for our filing the motion e.™ the

moiion doesn'~ require us to give a12..H~e reasons X gave.

Phd. was the reason why we are filing the motion which in

and of itself stands on 'ts own feet.

'EO''5

8'uh they are facM, nevertheless And if we

Pav a period o U.me this summer when we axe unable to

mac~ the load on our system.- X think the public should

know &at, it's the fault. of the Xntervenors in hid.s case.

Xf we had U:av. plant. licensed and could glace it, into effect 1

month earlier than otherwise possible because we were not,

able Co have fuel loading and low power testing, "iC's

entirely +M ir faults because they have control of this
sxtuac ion for th3.6 reason ~

X am noh going io push this mot,ion if it.
requ'r- s a".y burden on -'.he Board. Sy that X mean any at5en-

4:ojl 'L.h Board has < 0 pl)t, co 2.4 Uh2.ch would CQke your a&en
J

i'ion away from the primary goal w have here 0f pur uing

our licensing proceeding ro an end as quicJcly as possible.

2'ox -M=~ reason i$ s quihe obvious 'Jxat under the regulation

A~a~ if there is —inasmuch as it's quite obvious under the
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regulations ™-.that if there is opposition of any. party

Hie.-Hoardrrcannot sign it ovaz'i=orthe Director of Nuclear
r

* '
1I'.earcto~'Regal'ation to make the findi11gs,, but'he Boazd

it.--'e'lf

-would-have to make. the findings and give the Intemenors

a chance-. to respond 'o them»

-K'liat 'being tl'.e case,— T. do not w'ant to pursue

tlat;s .5~at'ion at this 'time. T.'ould l,ike to have the motion, "."-

TI I

on file, but that no action b taken on it until we request

that action be taken, because X certainly don't want to—
~d. I'.m reiterating myself —add any gzeater burden to the'

r

Board whi'ch ~could 'in any way interfere with their consideza«
r

t.'on of the full record in th's casa and the consideration of

our a>~plication fcr an ope=ating license.
rf r-

But the t3.me may come in the future when i4
'r , *

* * h r

becomes -important again for us to do what we can to get
h'his. plant in a position to be able to p zform the function

for ~ahich itrwas constructed: to serve the people in our

area»,. '., '" '.

Zmd fox that reason X would say that probably

any further cohments aze >coot. Vi are not requesting that

i his be puzsued at &is tie... But Mat if we have a shortage

of electricity p Ne kDGw 'w110 8 Gt fault»

MB,. PLMXSCHAKBR: Hay Z respond to that?

2ven if T. h.=..d my prop glasses, X don"='thank
0, break i 'lem because X m not really indignant j I m gust sad
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~iat tne company feels compelled to try to make a scapegoat

, out of citizens who are ezercising their rights, rights
I

4

.clewly set out under the law, who are concerned about

safety and who 'have participated in a responsible way in

this proceeding.

And I'ra sad., that the company finds it necessary

:to try to make a scapegoat out of those citizens. The fact,

is i.+at if there weren'c a single Xn~~ enor in this proceed-

ing, if I weren't here, if ITr. Hubbard weren't here, if this

table. were gona, this Hoard would s&ll have the responsioilit~

to mme a definitive finding of safety This Hoard would

still have the respo sib'lity to hear from the Applicant

witnesses and to hear frcea the Staff witnesses; even if we

weren't here the issue ~lould mwst . and the safety ques-

MGBG would 8%ist o

So it's not the Xntervenors fault that we'e

hera. Ne're here because Congress has passed a law and

es~lished a system for resolution of these cpxestions

i<e B~'Q parti c9 pati ng in it clearly within our right&a ADci

really don't Mi~k that—
HP.. PUBDUSH: E~~s Bo(aors, X really don't w~t

to belabor the point, but that is a in'scharacterization

o the regulation. ~ mean~ it's just absolute1y wrongo

lK. «LHTScUU'-KHR: X really don't have any furMer

ccn.>en:." on this. Z r ally don't think it's worth belaboring.
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&B. PUISUSH: Nell~ I Dink you should retract,

youz*misrepreseuwtion i.o the Hoard thaC*tha~'s what, the

zeg i ''"-On provides o X IAe~'9g a4 leas ~ you h3ve an ob12.ga

cion to do "=hat.

L'R. NORTON: &L~s. Hovers> this is fascinaGing

Counsel has just. argued what Cfm law is, thai fAe law

provides tha~ even if he waxen't here the Board would have

to have the hearing on whe>ez low power testing could

commence. That is just absolu"'ely wrong

PLZZSCIBZZR: i said definitive findings of
c Q xscA+y

?6.. NORTON And you said they would have to have

an examination to n~ake defin9.i:ive findings of Safe y.

X,respectfully request. that you read the regula-

.tion befoxe you say wha~ it says, Nr. P3,eischaker, because

6;B is no'5 wl at 3:c says«

Your reporter friend gust xan out, to report to

the papex what, the law says, and I'm afzaid he's got a vexy

wzorg idea of what it, says.

j'."RS. BOCK.'RS: llell< the regulation says:

"'Prior i:o taking any aciion" —and, of course,

m'.. i" ..ref ~rzing to lmr paver test.ng:

~e non sucL TiiOtion which any para v opposes g

.c¹ Presiding Officer shall m+ke findings on &e

rn-.hte = sp. cified in Paragraph A of this Section
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mpbl5 in which there is a controversy-in the form of

an initial decision srith z'espect to the contested

activ'ty. sought to be authorized. The Dire'ctor -of

Huclear Regs~ atory Regulation will make findings

on all oUxer matters'specified in'aragraph A "

IIR. i<ORTOII: Keep reading

'IQ&. BOHr-.RS: "Xf no party opposes 'the

motion, the Pr siding Officer ~rill issue ~ order

puzsuan'- to 2.730E of this Chapter authorizing

tAe Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to

make appropriate findings on Me matters speci-

fie6 in Paragraph A of ~&is Section and, ho issue

a license foz the requested opezation."

I&. NORTOH: Yes, IIrs. Honorers, that's just our

$ 5 point:

"Xf no par'ry opposes the motions the

Presiding Officer" —being yourself —"would

issue an order pursuant to 2.730i'f Uris

j 3\
Chapter authorizing the Director of ICQcleaz

Beic:-or Regulation to ivke appropriate findings..."
So .~be opposition from &M I."leischakez indeed.

preclude.~e ~~ra a>

25

PM. PLB|:SCHLKERs X d be happy to litigate any

tir>e: any place, anywhere the ques. cion of whether that
reactor can go critical without ~~lere being a finding of
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safety made. Thah's what. X'm saying.

&K FUHBUSH:.

lb'OAJ'HS:

l;Fell
'I

Ne13., we'd like to haax fr'om the

Staff on his, and then go on to other matters.

HR. IIORTOH: Hzcuse me: I~~-s. Boat rs

As I unders and, tha- position right, now, Me

motion is not. being pursued—

'lIBS. BONHHS: That's right,
"HRo NORCON: because of Ze opposition And

I don'c see any point. of belm~oring 't furth~~ unless Me

Staff;~ants to say something for some other reason.

llR. KETCHHiI: Por posi:arity, or whatever.

X would 3.ike to figure out, the procedure.

don'5 understand it, T. don't understand the nahure of vhaC

Mxe rwtion is.
'iX writ@en mormon is filed~ Ona party in the

proceeding is heard from. I-''s no- wi~&drasrn bu-'t's put,

in some sort of liaCao to drop out. of the sky a4 some later
" ime When somethx ~ g happens

X don'-'. understand that. a5 all. So where is
i'ly

initial reaction to ii is that. it. is no~ a

I xo Per procedureo M. " 0 eith r a motion or it is Dot. a

motB.on ~

KBo ixiOBTOH: A3.1 rig1 t,
The mo.~ion was made ia hopes fioat what was
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mpbl j 2;. bGing ragussted~ low power testing g Up to one percexkt~

purpuax.t to 50.57C, if that motion were not opposed by

....:.'.r.'..".o:;: . ~:: -"ta"...: '-~Mn '-'aa- l3oard would send, it to the

5'irector ox the ?nuclear Reactor Regulation Section, who

would make .J>e appropriate findings before allowing low

power tes ~~g~-

However, m~tervanors w™ as wa unfortunately

strongly thought they would -- have opposed i". "They don'

20,

want any low power testing. Aad so there's no sensa of

taking up the Board's tie by having a hearing 'on whether

or not it sho'uld go to the Director and interfere with their
de~i ion~i'ing process on the operating license procedure.

So in essence the motion is withdrawn. Xt has

been filed, it is in the record. But wa are not pursuing

it now because tim wise it's a no win situation, and that'
1Jhat tea lntewvenors want and that' what they got.

-ED. KHTCEiHH: I don't understand that
logi,c'8

process+

20

E3ut basically if it was a motion that had no

chance of going anywhere -« I would like the record to show

that ha~~ S';af" ~ook no position one way or the other on the

motion and the motion was withdrawn. And we would reserve

our co.".ments to an appropriate china to respond to any motion

made bv a'Bv party under the rul~~ ~

Thank you.
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AIRS. HOIST'HS: >Tow can we go back to Ae

bus xn -'ss a7 han62

IK. NOMOh~ ". Yes o

LIR. PI.EXSCL~iQQ.",R: Ave we .'cearly «or cross-examinatio~,2

X" Heat. where w are2

&LRS. BOtl"RS: Res

iiR. PIZXSCKVM>B:: X have no questions on cross.

However, X would Like See record to re21ect that

tilax Qoesn L D1~w~Qg one@ X Con L have any query in GLLDQg two)

that wha they have said. isn'e interesting, ii: is interesting,
~ or, 'Aree, Meat X agree wi~W everything they-ve said,o

But ~re have no questions.

AIR. NORTON: kfe11, X -&ink that. could, have been

toM to us a D.htle bit socner„hut that's a11 r9.ght

IKS. BOWERS. Let me check wiM the Staff2

Tir Zetchen2

MR. EETCHHN: The S~~.ff has no questions

ELRS. BOlfERS: Nell, X guess X shou1d have asked

is 'two Bays ago c'TklQQ Dr. Hall was here f but Bt IAe 'ask

~~ese ~JxtResses

HZBiXisi~ZXOH BY TI~ BO&HD

3~ L~"b BOL'7HRS

'fr. '!orton —and it. was pursued again this
! o-.anima —wanted tc knzg i,gw the —auote —pie shaped

apiece of 1 an/ got -~ghere i+ is NLJQw the t|zing tha+ puzzles Hl~ <
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mpb19 ~ihy couldn't it have bern. there all .Axe timeV Nhy was there

an «ssumpt'on raade 5~at it had 'moved frora one place to

anomie-?

'LR. HORTOM: X can answer, if we can show the

'viewgzaph as to .we assumption X made.- and X hhink Dr. Hall

testified as 'to why i moved.

- MR. PLEXSCllKKHR: $fait a minute.

8. X object. X think tAat Dr. Jahns is proua'oly

qual" .ied to give +Do Board a response; and since ne's under

own and is an expert, and since '1r. Horton isn'4 under oath

and is not an expert; X think that a response would be better

$ 2 from Dr~ Jahns o

lK. HOBTQhj: Hell, excuse me.

Z .&inly Hxe question can also oe referred»- tee

answer to Jurat question could be referred to by Dr. Hall, who

did answer that question. And X can find it in the transcript.
lK. l"T.HXSCHAKER: Okay. Pine.

20

2t

2?

P3%. iNORTON: That,'. all X was trying to do.

BY LIRS ~ BQifi"IK:

Q Ne3.1, is it because the X's'iiere'P You know,

X lh just puszl&d as +0 why

i"i. LiOR9!0;i~". ifust a lhohl nt. and XIll find it. in tile
~ ranscr3.pt~

(Pause+)

(Slide )
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mpb20 1M. BQ'fdRS: Acrua3.ly tee Z's below it.,
isn c,

i'11%.
liOiX'201~". Bight..

1lrs. <lowers, ah page 9661 of Yze 'cranscript we

srere tallying about. the offset., iixa land on tt e wesr side of
ice 11osgzi .moving in a no@'~iwestezly dirac~ion, and Me

alleged offset. be<ween Point Sal, and San, Simeon Ruck uLy

Question was

"How whaC I:m having a gzeaC deal af
difficultywith is iz you move <0e land mass

jus~ sou@11 0 aha;~ %rail —blah's Ullage tire Sli

i> ~ o o
0

~ and I sras pointing t.o i~.
"'...50 to 80 ki3omateza norWeastexly,

whah happens..."

had I said "nozih~irestezly", excuse re.
~ ~ owhaQ nappens ~ 0 Qlat lagld mass

hhah's W piece of pie?"

Xn oMex words, if the ~rhole land mass moves,

the pj -'.ce of pie has Co l~ove too g is What. I was Saying+

"~L!~e-e does it go and '.rhexe does it
come f;.om'2 I mean, I j us'i; look at. tl~ai: map

and I see d~aC land uass moving flora Vie

".a, gc. circle at Point Sal 50 to 00 ~»d

fr~!-.3.y if you scale down that map it's moxe
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.; 0)
mpb21 than GO kilometers to the nor'west —what.

happens to brac 19.~tie Qistance south of

Poil"x™ Sal oz sou'th oz +die Uosgri on Tlute

west. side 0f L1~e l~osgzi2 tJhat. happens to it2
Rhea does it come from, because it comes

pleb os of your r on the Lompoc-Solvang'?

Nhexe does that. lanQ corae fzomP How do. you

G>iplaip ~eclat 2

He said,:

$ 0 "Answer: The land in tj~e pie that.

is on the wes~ s Qe of the Hosgri fault, south

of the SH —foz the Standard Uur>olQt. well--
s col[ling from tl'K~ area to the sou~dlwes+

t8

of the Hosgri fault.."

"Okay. Let, me get a microphone and

c HLG over v".th a pointer J3ecause X'hl llRv~~

trow~'~le following your answer to my ques'cion

and X'Q like to try i4 another way."

Xt, weni on again

20
""he question l'm trying Co understand

is if X mo~re His lead mass from right. haze,

73

and Z'm pointing to the west. siQe of <»e

Hosgzi fault a.~ Poin~~ Sal 50 to 80, 90

kiloma-ers in a northwesterly Qirection up

here to San Simeon, it seems to me that. this
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mpb22 land mass iaunediately south -«you know, west

of the Hosgzi and south of Point Sal has-to

move a3ong with it, okay? Ariel if you ve got.

a fault that goes out haze representing the

southez3y portion of the Y on the Lompoc-
C

Solvang, Z don't undex'stand physi'ca3.ly what

$0

happens to that land. Xt seeress to me you

would just suck ii. all out of thex'e. T. don'

unders'and physically where Uris land tha+'s

there now. caxae fro>a.

How could you show Ale with a pointer

LQaere 't cane from, .me land that exists

chere now?

"Zwswer: What Z'm saying is <iat this

piece -.novas'the 80 kilometers to the north.

1G "Question: Right.

"Answer: And what you'e asking is
where is U>is piece coming from.

Sg

~%0

" {Xndicating. )

"Ques ion: Hall, yes: Z assume it'
?l

'o" n., along with it
'&ssvez Tllac, s r3.ght ~

"Jbut zemmnber, now this—
~ PA

'Qu="stion: And v}cene does the 3.~d

Ulat's Uieze now come fzcia?





iM~ower Right+

ReIGe~i63er g now g
w~ RY this is

'eneraliseQ fault map for west-central

Ca3.i fo"'nia... "

A~d vie go ,on 'n o the discussion that X had

this inurning with Or.. 8ahns @Rout he pointeL first south of
- the Z,ompoc-Solvang and ~~en north~, and so on.

That was my auestion. Aud mat was his answer.

L~e agreed thai: when the 80 kilometers laoved nortbwesterly-
wnc=n. the land moved 80 kilometers in a norMwester3.y

direction thai, tJ~at pie had to move along'with it. And my

auestion to hilda was that Were is land there today, and

where did it come from.

%ad t!cat's what X was trying to pursue with him

that 8 what he Mas trying to ansvMr e

MRS. BO'PHRS: knell, is the —are we looking at

charting here of faults where just below X's sort of Mse

S anna marx)ara a~ca V

f4R; ilORZOi1: salon X', as Z understand it--
considerably beloved that is San+~ Barbara. But taat area

ls "~ Q 'ZrMssverse Br~>ges

Santa Bar'clara: if you follow the coast —in fact
if You look belo;r the ZY, you see "SQ" and a little circle.

i'» ~ QO)'i1'RS: 01

>fel3., T.'ll tall you the thing, X unpin)c, tnat's
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bothering me, it's been called "pie shaped" because it is.
H.'s got a fault shown above it and a fault shown bel.ow it

E

TOR;.Oll::gi~i -'=. Azd .-»e "oastline—
iR. iCBTCHP'L4: tIrs. 33owers, X think probably the

best procedure would be fo- the witnesses to answer the ques-

tions.

I don't >vean to interrupt, but iver. Horton's

czplanations are g Ust not evidence ~ AQQ Or Jalllls is very

apt. - &md: wculd just ask for that procedure.

M1%. 801KRS: Hel3., you know, maybe my proalaa

is it's hard to keep track of about 150 million years.

(Tiaughter )

1'1RS BONHRS: K'lQ is my con fusion that at an

earlier time whatever was there moved northwest, and then

much later
b1R. NOCTOÃ: i1o, that was the point of all tne

questions about wnen the fora>ati.on occurred of the pull-
apart basin, which occurred 9 to 13 inillion years ago,

according to Dr. Hall> z&d all of the hlovehlent on %le dosgri

occurred after th fornmtion of that basin.witnin tue last
fiv= ini3.lion years. That was tee gist of a~y questions.

'"his is obviously not evidence. Tais is, as X

can see 8 way 0 f Qndersv andxng wnat 'as askxgg about o

32:d g frankly; i you w"~it =0 ask Questions 0f Dr o Jahns y

please f=el free.
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X Ar.nk we'e been over it a nunber of times.

Xt'8 Just a Question Q'f understBJlding 1.t.

X obviously vs not trying to testify' can

only testify as to what X answered, and maybe Qr. Jahns can

explain it a lot better .".ban X'.ve been able to. Maybe Dr.
~

'ahnscould„explain the di3.@num, again.

l'EC Pi:HXSCl'O'ER X could also point.- out; that

having understood what +Me Board's concern is, that. X would

t}>inJ: ~>' U?e parties would a~ d ess it in the findings of

fact in addition to pursuing ii at this point with Dr. Jahns.

i}R, HOPTON: t ell, X would assume we wou3.d.

address all of the ev'dence in the findings of fact> blr.

Pleischake'r.

HPS. BOW-"RS: Nel3., le4 me throw this out:

O'I l4PBo HONORS:

Now Dr. Ha3.1 hatched that little area. There'

a draving of this ~@here he continued to hatch it.
Ho:F d'd the land below it where Z's lo'cated,

' it sUDposed to have gus} stayed gut all alongP

ILK. MORTON". 'J.'hat was the testigony of Dr. Ha13..

«LOS 3~OMBS: Hell: X guess JM.r 0f lived j)rol>16hl

Dr Pal3.. Qf course~ }3a~ eg tended the }ipsgri down and

Q~ tended it 1p ~~chard ~

i''cF in i'ii':d 'L'le pn3.y ~re tnat p' haged ~&ca

could have gpn north wnuld be prior to the Hosgri fault

0 ~la
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mpb26 ] developing Out +&i3 is going back millions of years

!K. HORTOH: Dr. Jahns, +rould you, address tnat
'aues'cion, please?

ViXTNESS ZBJ5iJS: I believe vou've identified one

of the pzobloms in a uu'-."-2!ell. 2he factor af himing is. one

in '~>vis ins~anca that in effect is a gzain of sand in the

gears oZ ttie system 'in that the timing of development of the

basw, the hatched area is reckoned at, say,
\

years ago.

7 to 17 million

20 That means, as far as th's map is concerned,

that eve~thing that's hatched,, or everything that should be

h ."ched must be somehow involved in the most recent five
m"'llion yeazs of history for the region during which tige
this majoz movement, on the Hosgri system has occurred

accord'ng to the Hall model,, and therein lies the problem.

'!6

I8

Any&ing that was formed in the way of a refer»

ence feature prior to five million years ago, 'f it lies in
ground adjacent to the Hosgri fault. must be offset in a

consistent manner if the liall madel is followed because the

QO kilometers of movement on the Hosgzi fault., according to
that model, .>as occurred duri. g Me past five mill on years.

wj4>RQ.'cl 1

l

So a y o3.d ~ featur must. he reel:cued out

g-ome"rically in <eras of how faz it's been offset and

"=!i"=.-efoza hcw far one has to move i'r. baclc to make a geometric

zes oration as of, say, five mill'on years ago.
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aY maS SOmZRS:

, Q He11 maybe this is part of 'my problem. X

" qouM~x't see why that little pie-shaped piece was getting

so much attention.

Now the hatched area, if it went, north, you

sa'id 3.7-million years ago, then som thing came from some-

place else to fi11 that in2
) )

(Nitness Zahns) Yes, guite so.

Q' 'oes Dr. Hall's theory have it'oming from the

east2
1

)

Xt would have to.

A ETell this is one zeason why,you may recall

|2

ll3

in his presentation, Dr. Ball added hash marks on the opposite

side of the fault and modified his earlier statements about

the Hosgxi fault constituting one margin, of the Santa

, Ha'cia Basin, or one shoulder, as he put, it, and-,'instead,

wound up indicating that really one doesn'8 know >That the

maximum westerly extent of the basin might have,been.

'l8

19
)I

20 II

)
J

9)

And that was partly—
(Slide)

Yes, here we are. That twas partly in response

to the problem of that little wedge.

„ So, 'n a sense, an ideal''opological solution

to the problem would be to change the position of the Hosgri

fault to something ent'rely west of places where both it
and th fault on the opposit side of that piece of pie are
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now shown»

MR. NORTON: Excuse me. Let me interrupt and

say we have put up on the Board; superimposed the same

fault map, Applicant's E~~hibit 44, where D . Hall in the

latex part of his testimony put. in the hash marks extending

the basin across the vest —across to the west side of
the Hcsgri. And it's indicated by hatch marJcs on the west

side of the Hosg i fault and into the pie area

BY MRS. BONHBS:

9 And it would he the southeige of the pie that

shows the fault was the thing that prevented the land where

Z's located from also -moving; is that what would have

prevented that? ~

B.. 0Witness Jahns) That's according to the follow

ing through of that theory, yes.

okay.

MR. NORTON: He really have no redirect, seeing

as how there vasn t any

MRS» BOWTHRS

in more questions,

cross»

Mr. Pleischaker is not. interested

Hr. Ketchen, how about you?

MR» ZETCHEN: No, Ha'am»

MRS. BONZRS: Hell, we have no further questions

for these witnesses.

KR. NORTON:. Ãe would ask, of couxse, that they
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be excused at, this time.

;ILK. KHTCHEH: The Staff has no objection.

HR. PLEISCHAIKR: Ho objection

MRS. BONERS: 'ell the witnesses can be

excused . Tabard" you,

Sou know, they just, go fxom one side of the

room to- the other, though.

le. NORTON: Po, they'xe going. home.

(Panels. excused)

&iR..NORTOPx At this time we would like to call
our last rebuttal panel, to be comprised ox Dr. Blume,

Dx' Seeds Dr. Frasier and Dr. Halik.

Tr3xereuponc

JOSH A BLU&1E

H BOLTON SEED

GERALD FINNIER

LINCOLN Eo Kg XK

were recalled as r buttal witnesses for and on behalf of

the applicant and, having been previously duly svom, were

examined and testified fuxther as follows:

: ~
Qp ~

fl

as II
a

,4

~ g

MRS. BOTHERS: The record will show, of course,

tnat they'e been previously sworn.

1$R. NORTON: Nrs. Bowers, basically we'e going

to cover three areas that we might give general heading> and
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ve will use most of the witnesses —well, that's not truest

ve'11 use most of the witnesses for Me first tvo areas,
I

the third area vill be primazf.ly one witness.
I

The first,area ve'ze going to discuss is

ground motion.. Then ve are going to —Br. Blume is going

to giv a.very short. presentation about damping, and then

'e 'vill cover true

Ue'll start out with Dr. Blume discussing ground

motion in terms of the Pacoima record and in terms of the

ffective acceleration, what has been labeled the effective

acceleration of ~ 75, but in fact, the accelerations that

could be expected at the site at the foundation, he vill
discuss those. And then I third~ he villpass it on to

Dr. Ha3.ik to do some discussion about the OXive Viev
J

Hospital and theKztero paper

DXRHCT RZMIZNATXOH

BY HRo NORTOif

Q 'Dr. Blume, could you start out with your dis

cussion regaraing the Pacoima Dam record and the free field
motions,'tc., a the site?

A (Witness Blunts) Yes.

There has bean a great. deal—

Q Fa cuse mei Dr Blume

One question E should ask of all the panel

members prior to any of this: — This is in rebuttal to
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Drs. Trifunac and Luco. And X ~rant to make sure that all of

you have 'indeed read, or have been present during, the

testimony of—X know Dr. Prazier was here for the entire

testimony of Drs. Luco and Trifunac. But the other threef
of you gentlemen, would you please-state'whether you have

or have not read,;the transcript, and the papers submitted

Dx'so Tr3.funac and Luco2

(Hitness Blume) X have read the depositions and

the transcript for the Gates, X ba3.ieve Pebruarv 0th and 9th.

Okay.

Dr..alume, the deposition 3.s~-™ Me ran into a

little bit of a problem eax$ ier before. The deposition is

rot in evidence, and you are rebutting what they saidin
their direct testimony or what they said in their sub-

mittals. And you have 'indeed read all of their submittals2

A - X have"read two days, February 8th and 9th.

Xf that's all of it, X've read it.
9 Dr. Blume, there axe submittals to the ACRS.

You have read them2

Yes. X've read all of those..

Dr. Seed2

(Witness Seed) Yes, X've read them.

And Dr >kzlik2

(Ilitnass Halik) Yes, X have

All right.
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(<<-'%ness Blume)./ 'Thexe's been a great deal

„discussion about 3..15g instrumental accelexation as shown
4'-'in USGS Circular 672 and as used in the Hosgri evaluation.

r.'lso there's been discussion of the .7Sg so-called effective

accelerati,on, that i<as used in determining, response spectra.

There is, X .should say, and X v3xink it has been
I~ I

said rainy times, a spazciGy of data in the region close to

an earthquake epicentex'r moving fault and at high magni,-

tudes. Fortunately there have been some recent additions

to this data in the form of two foreign ea=thquakes'hat

are very interesting. But X'm going to concentrate my

discussion right now on the Pacoima Dam record which has

'been discussed through all the ACBB hearings "and in this

hearing, believe.
4

How it, so happens that the record was taken

cn a rocky xidge immediately adjacent to the abutment of

a concrete dam arith water stoxed behind the dam. The rocky
'4

ridge was elevated above the dam level, it was cracked

20
during the earthqua? e, ther was some damage to the rock

it-elf, and even that alone would make one 'btb slightly
suspect &at the motion recorded on the instrument was not

recording a fling, or ~cion of broken xock mass, as much as

it was the basic earthquake energy.

Because oP. these questions many investigators

4
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have studied tho Pacoimv. Dam record, the topography around

the x gion, and they have appxoached this problem of;Xs

this a real record of trm ground mot9on, or is it. not an

amplified motion of a rocky ridge somewhat akin .to,perhaps,

measuring the motion at the top of a small building of

two or three storeys.

7 As we all Rnov, a build9ng would move more

at its roof level than it would at the base.

These studies have been reported-in DLL 12,

21

which is in the record: X think it was Amendment 50, if
X am not incoxr ct. And X'm going to today not review all
of it but merely . br9.efly summarize some of the findings

that had to do with studies by@.fferent ind9.viduals done

56

57

~> ~
j

t

2J

1 ~

,h

I5
1 ~

~ ~

h

independently, and all trying to seek the truth as what d9.d

that instrument xn.»asure at the top of that rocky ri4ge

The basis of comparison is the ratio of the

motion on the ridge to that of the rock, the bedrock that
might be the general bedrock area down in the valley below

the ridge and below the dam.

Novr a man named Booxe wrote .two reports, and in
his second x~poxt, in 19?3, he superceded or cancelled his

first report. So I'lonly refer to his second. report.
Ee came up with the fact that the rat9.o in

his opinion was 50 percent; 9n other words, the rocky ridge

was SO percent greater than the motion at the bedrock and

h)
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the floor be10w the sQQHl

3

Bouchon in 1973 made a completely independent

'tudy using topography and finite elements and other .pro-
I

cedures, and he came up with a ratio of 30 to 50 percent.

Hickey and several other authors in 1974'sing
I

shill another method, caras up with 40 to 65 percent.

Reimer in 1973 came up with, believe it or'ot,
310 percent. Xn other words, he felt the amplification

was over three times what it was at .the floor of the valley.

Blume, speaking personally and of my firm,

made a special study. And X might describe that brieflyq

Ne measured aftershocks following the main

earthquake with instrumants located both at. the."..;rocky

ridge point and dcern in the valley on the bedrock. And by

getting the records o many aftershocks, some with magni-

tudes up to 4 and over: X think we got possibly up to

4,4: and going through mathematical procedures we obtained

P h

y
~

~ 4

rg

24 ij
Ir,
II,

>t

transfer functions which we like to call little black boxes,

which gave us a ratio of 50 percent

So now if we averaged all of these ',findings

that X have mentioned we wouM come up with an average of

100 'pe cent. Xn oth words, 81m rocky ridge moved 100

parent more than it should have if it had been true bed-

rock.

Xf for any reason you wanted to throw out Heimer
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as being 310 percent, as being fax above the others, you
I

would sti11"average 48 or, shall we say in round numbers,

5'0 percent.
P ~ So taking these tvo averages of averages X

Mou2.6 find that if we included Beimer's work, the true

ground motion was .63g instead
C

as stipulated, but, as given in
vazious people, X think main3y

of 1 25g as stipulated —not

various testimonies by

Trifunac and Luco.

Xf, on the othez hand, we threw out Reimer

r
)p

entirely -- and X have no zeal basis. for doirgthat> but

if we did, hypothetically, the motion would still only be

.83g as representing true motion.

Now as a further proof of the fa3.lacy of the

basic record, X can refer to a study by Hanks and Johnson

which is sholem. as P9.gure 12(e) in the same report X referred

to, Report DLL-12. And in their figuze in which they plot

rf
~ hr

amplitude as a 3.og of the peak acceleration versus magnitude,

one point sticks out as a very anomalous point And that
h

point is Pacoima Dam, because they.did not put any correct9on

factor on themtion as recorded. A3.l, the other points they

have recorded, including magnitudes much greater than

Pacoima Dam, fall, be3.ov the9.r 2 kilobar line as shown in

figure 12(e}. X won'9, tak the time to show all these

other slMes b cause they have been shown and are 9n the
h

'

~ ~4

record+
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How since all this has happened there have been

Cwo major earthquakes which 'give further confirmation

to the fact that magnitudes —X mean, that accelerations

over lg aze quite raze, if ever they. do happen indeed;

azcept with magnification. The Rus'sian Gazli Earthquake~
ll

.which is roughly two Co two and a half kilometers fxom the
'L'

moving fault according to the latest issue of USGS on this
subject, measured .Slg in one direction and .63g in the

h

other direction. And that magnitude was.7.8 or 7.7, they

haven't quite decided yat.

Tha Tabaz earthquake in Xran quite zecently

apparently only five kilometers from Che end of the moving

fault, some say less than five, and iC was a 7.7 or 7.8

magnitude, again measured .8g

S

!

18'o
X think all of these things put together

wouM make me come to tile genaxal conclusion that the .

Pacoima racozd of 1 25 is anomalous, it is not a true

record of motion, and has been greatly overused so far in
the literature and in some of the testimony in this case.

0
h

I

Dr. Blune, in C3m Gazli., you mentioned the two

dixections as being .8 and .6, oz som thing like thaC X

believe; is that corrects

A Gazli X have as .81 and .63. Those ax'e the

Cwo horizontal dixactions.

And tho vertical in that was —P
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The vertical was over lg
All xight. And it was 3..3, X believe, was it

1

X'm not sure. "Something. like that

All right.
Dz. Halik, you mze here also during the testi-

mony of Dr leuco who discussed the Bertero paper regarding
~ 2

what the Olive View Hospital saw as a ground motion in the

San Pernando earthquake. Unfoztvmat„ly X don'thave

Dr. Luco's paper in front of me, his submittal. But the

statement, subject to someone sczeaming at me that X'm

misstating it, was that the amount of displacement, the

thirty inches of displacement at Olivo View indicated to

him that the motion at Olive View, the ground motion at

Olive View, was equal o, or nearly equal to that recorded

at the Pacoima Dam record

Do you zecall that testimony, and so on?

A ($fitness l4alik) Yes, I do.

All right..

Nell, Dr. Halik, do you'know anything about the

Olive Vi w Bertero study'?

A Yes. i'm very familiar with it. Zn fact, X

participated .in some of the work that went into the Ol-ve

View analysis.

$ T re you at— Lfeze you eeking wi.th Dr.Bertezo
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at that tim82
U

Yes. ~adiately after the San Fernando earth-
@

quake Professor Bertero took me as a research assistant.

Z was one of the people who assisted in, first of al",

surveying the damage that'id happen at the Olive View

Hospital through many, m~y trips to the s te.

Bfter that I was the one that. developed -- tooIc

the stxuctural model, developed the structural system, got.

out the structu-al 'system from &e construction drawings,.

After that. X was the one who did the first,threeMimensional

linear analys s for the dynam'c characteristics of the

structure on the main building.

X'm-t¹ one that has done all the work, zor

t¹ parking canopy on 'the Olive View Medical Center and

the warehouse, which is going to be published as soon

as Professor ~hiero finds the time to write it. X hope

scone

Aud X have also aided in the non-linear

analysis that Bx ~ Hahin conducted, and had many, many

consultations with both Professo- Bertero and Dr Mahin

during the cour e of that work since I was onthe 'team.

Q X take it, then, with your inti~i te knowledge

of the study— Kzd, incidentally, there is a xather large

report that is the basis upon which the paper is writteng
is that coxrect2
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There is more than one report. There is one
I

report on the main building that has been, published.
T

There is Br. Mahin4a thesis which talks about the Olive View

Hospital in part. There is another long report about the
I

stair towers which was wxitten by Px'ofessor Bertezo and

Rcbezt Collins. And then heze is this paper that seems to
- be the only one that Dr. Luco said he has read about the

E

03.ive View building. And there aze others that, like I
said, are in progress.

All right.
And you in fact aze mentioned in the acknow-

leam nts of the Mahin report as being one of the contri-

butors, are you not?

A Yes' a1Qo

' Only it's under the name of L Edgar, is it not?

Yes g it 1 sg

9 instead of Dr Lincoln Malik? And the reason

for that is

X vent to court since then and changed my name

to Lincoln agar Malik instead of Lincoln Edgar.

g And Malik X understand, as you told me over

coffee or souathing of stzongez substance,, was the original

family nBEQ?

Yes, it was.

So even though one can't find Lincoln Na3.9.k in

sf
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the acknowledgments, they can find Lincoln Edgar, who ia

one and the saIIle?

A Yes. Ny Ph.D., in fact, my thesis is also

published under Lincoln. Edgaro

W

8(
l

All right.
4

Nell, with this intimate knowledge you have of

the Olive View situat'on, X take it then you ag ee with

Dr. Luco's conclusions?

%To, X don4t hgree at, all. Xn fact X think, if
any%hing, the Olive View building is a very good case for

$
4 arguing against the 1.25g as being the motion that was

seen at the Olive View site, in fact X think even at the

bedrock at the place where it was measured.

And wou3.d you ec~lain the basis of that opinion?

Yes. When. we did the Olive View wo k we

had two problems. One of them was that it was, to my

'nowledge,the first tine that a structure of w™1at size

'n
'as heing analyzed so extensively to try to match damage

~ D

to the analytical result, That was one problem we had.
..4s ~

The other"pÃoblem we'ad was, What was the

gP

~ a>

.=3

««

EI

I

g o~>d motion at the Olive View site? had we did.-a lot, of
wo"k. N tried, for initance, in the canopy, the parking

canopy, we tried, if X re'member, something like twelve

different r corda, including the record at Pacodma Dam

itsylf. And we found out that in fact the Pacoima Dam did
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not predict —tha results did not show the damage that.

happened to the parking canopy, for instance. Because

what you hav „there is " very h'gh f'~aguency pulse at 1.25g

and,.it just doasn't do the type of damage that we saw. on
II

the canopy, for. instance.
4

On. the other. hand, ona of the records that
I

Or.-= Bluma mentioned,*the one that, was done'y Reimax and

Clough at the University of California at Berkeley which

'I „.

'I-P$

II P''

II4
4

I
f

) 44

Q

txied to modal the rock outcrop and the dam and the sur-

rounding rock area, and said, well if we got this record

up here on top of the xock, what would the ground motion

be at bedrock that would cause it? And they developed a

record from that, which, in the Olive View report has bean

refarzad4to as the derived Pacoima Dam motion And that

mot'on has a peak ground acceleration of .399g The 399

occurs much earlier in the record than tha 1.25g that was

recorded on top of that outcrop.

But the interesting part of the Reimar record,.
4if I can call it that, or tha derived Pacoima Dam record,

is that the ~ 399 pulse is a very long duration pulse~ it'

C.: n3

a high velocity pulse. 'And that.'s what seamed to ba

the one that gave the kind of damage that wa observed in

the field. . had that's why. the rasearchexs on the 03.ive
4

Vi <s building tended to take 'that record as being the

one most lifcely to he at bedrock
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And what's happening here is that Dr Luco I
think is misreading the paper that he quoted. The paper

does not say Chat the researchers think that 1.25g Has

experienced at the Olive View siteg in fact, X've had

discussions with them since then, as late as a week ago

Tuesday, and they still thinfc that is completely —Dr.Mahin
k

thinks that that's not true, he doesn', be3.ieve. that.

The thing is that tM~ type of building we'e

taD>:ing about at 03.ive View hospital is what's ca3.led the

moment resistant frame, at least in the first two storeys,

the ground level and the first floor, which is similar to

office buildings; hi'gh""x'ise buildings, which is very dif-
f rent from the Olive View —from the Diablo Canyon nuclear

1

power plant. which is a comp3etely different structural
~ ~ ~ i,

R I

systems

')5

Hevextheless, in moment resistant frames there

comes a time when you get ~te a mays into the inelastic

range, ?hat you deve3.op what's called a mechanismz=essenti-

a3.ly you develop hinges at the top and bottom of columns,

and @hen Wa happens, and if the acceleration pulse is
jus< continuing, then the building can be pushed fairly
ea i3y, if I can use that kind of terminology.

So c~hat happened in that building is that these

pulses, Mhieh were not that high —they didn'4 have such

high acce3erations, nevertheless, as you are rising in the
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pulse you develop the mechanism, .and because the pulse

/wb17 la ted for a long time "'t gust Rept pushing the building
(

further.and furthex and we had these large Qr9.fts.

'.0

Xf anything, the analysis —the 'argument that

they'e been trying to make, Professor Bertero and others,
((

. is fDmt they are arguing aga9nst this preoccupat9.on with
.( I (

-'. peak ground acceleration as being the only thing that
'I

people should be looking at. And they have been using the

Olive View study to say that it's not the peak ground

acceleration necessarily that is Qoing all the damage, but,

rather, in such building, high rise buildings, moment

resistant. francs, with long periods, 9.t,'s not. so much the

peCk ground. acceleration that controls the esponse as much

as the content of tne ground mothn, especially the long
(

duration pulses that might have much lower acceleration

but Qo much more damage to such buildings.

Dr. Luco seems to have concluded on his own

from this paper that you'd need 1 25g to produce the

thirteen inches of dr9.ft that developed Zn fact, 9:f he-

looked at the structure more carefully, and at the evidence,

he. would f-'nd that in fact what would really do 9.t is not

so much increasing th g levol but increasing the duration

of that pulse by just, a little bit
Zn fact, Dr. Hahin has done some work he'

wr9.ting up that he's going to publ9sh that shoves where he
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took a single degree of.-freedom structure, a model,

isimilar in its fundamental frequency to that of the Olive
'i ti
Vimr medica1 center, and he analyzed it for both the

f i

Reimer record with .4g and the Pacoima Dam record with a.

''1.25 g. But it's a high frequency pulse, as X said.
i

e Qisplacements —'he inelastic deformations on"
J

both were approximate3y the same. And in that paper he'

trying to ma1 e the argument that. it's not. just jacking up

the ground acce2eration that's going to define the damage

but, rathex, that the duration. And he found out that

even a S percent of the increase an the duration of that

pulse in the Reimer record would do much more damage and

would increase the displacements much more than jacking

'p the peak ground acceleration from . 4 to 1 . 25 , but.

using the Pacoima Dam record

So X think that Dr. Luco's conclusions axe

just a misreading of, the-'work that was done on the Olive

View.

Okay. Thank you, Dr~ Mali.'c.

Dr. 93ume, you tumed on yaur microphone, and

Z'm afraid X'm not go'ng to be able to stop you.

(lfitness Blur.e) This is very short. I just
have i:wo quick canm~ts on Olive Uiew while we'xe on the

subject.

Ho. 1, Lincoln mentioned the velacity and the

gl,
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width of pulses. X want to remind everyo'ne that the Diablo

C<.

. Canyon plant, is not subject to velocity sensitivity because.
~ = ' -"it is so sciff, it has such high frequency structu-es, that

that. plant is acceleration»sensitive rather than velocity-

sensI.CQ.ve o
t

The second point is that in. the Luco and

Trifunac testimony —perhaps just, Luco's X,'m not sure. —'.

reference is made to the fact that he stated that Olive

View Hospital ~ras designed to modern building codes. Hel3.

it was, about 1964 or '65, designed co a code then ten

years old, in that ic did not provide for ductility in

the concrete. So none of us in the profession looked upon
4

the Olive Visor Hospital as representing modern concrete

construction, nor do we even think it was extremely wel3.

designed under the code then existing.
' Nell, Dr -.-Blume, when you just spoke,

Kr. Pleischaker seems to third: it's vexy funny. Be

!
2c

r.

II

<I

< ~

evidently thought what you said about Diablo, about the

fact Chat Diablo was not,. velocity-sensitive but accelera-

tion-sensitive was very humorous and disputed all that

Dr. Ã~lik just saM. So perhaps we can elean that up for
h~m ~

Xa fact, the point of what Dr. Mali'ust said

was, was it no , 0 . Blumo, that the Bertero paper d'd not

sho<r that the Pacoima record —or that the ground motion at
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&e Olive Uiew Hospital was 1.25 but something much lowered

Xsn't. that the fact, of,the Bertero paper2

That's corx'ect.

"Thank you.

5R. HORTON: Xncidentally, Mrs. Bowexs, X have
\

found', it increasingly difficult to hold my tongue all day.

. For some reason Er; Pleischaker seems to think everything

the witnesses are saying today is hilarious. And X remember
I

his criticism of Mr, Ceer fox'aughing at himself the

,other day, and X fxankly would appreciate it if
t \

lee Fleischaker would (@lit laughing during the response of

the witnesses. X find it irritating even if the witnesses

don',.

NRS. BOWERS: Hx. Fleischaker, are you going to

cp2it
laughing2'Laughter>:

HR. W~EXSCHARER: X'm smiling X think

Hr. Norton misinterpreted my smile.

X'll txy to con'tain my mirtho

BY lIR< NORTON

9 Dro Se d, X understand that you have done some

zec nt work with the Hanks and Johnson data regarding

extrapolations g if you Trd:ll, of magnitude, distances and

accQlerations from faultSJ is that correctP

(Nitness Seed) That.'s correct.

sk
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All right~

HouM~u briefly describe ~rhat you have done

in that regards And I understand ~e have some Vu-graphs.

And perhaps before you do that ere can have Mr. Ãi1.1iamson

set up the Vu-g aph and <~e can pass out to the Boird and

the parti-s advance copies And I vill identify them now

before ve get started,

BR. NORTON: The slides that are to be shown

noir hy Br. Seed, or the Vu-graphs v9.11 be Applicant.'s

Exhibits 61, 62, 63 and 64.

And, by the @ay, I just remembered that Tf&

forgot to move into evidence the exhibits ve had marked

this morning, vhich were ~ibits 46 through 60. And these

vere the Vu™graphs and slides shove by Dr Jahns and

Mr. Hamilton and Mr. '!lillinghamo And ve mould at this time

move theminto evidence~ Hven those people have been

ezcused, the foundation for those exhibits vas laid.

HBS. BOWERS: Nx. Pleischaker?

HRo PZZIBCHAEHR: I have no objection.

HHS. BGMHRS: Mr. Ketchent

MR. I&TCHEN: No objection.

HHS BOWERS: Hell, X'GaH Hxhibits 46 through

60 are accepted into evidence,

($Qereupon the documents referred to,
Applicant's Hxhibits 46 through 60 for
identification, vere received,)
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1C2
',1RB/ pb3.

p

NORTOHs These axe 61~ 62~ 63 and 64~ four

of them thaC wi11 be shown in thaC order.

!1XTUESS SHED: Excuse me.

4 doesn't. coma as yet.

AIR. MORTON: X4m soxzy, 64 —we'xe jus'oing
r

Co use. three now ~ 64 has Co do with tauy X beU.eve

Xs Chat correcV

t'iXTNESS SEED: Yes+

(Whereupon, the documents

referred Co were marked

as Applicant's Exhibits

61, 62, and 63 for

idenhificaCion.)

MR MORTON: X'm sozxy
W

le. PLBXGCGhZEB,: Can we Cake a Can minute break

LES BOHHRS Thai es a good idea

(Recess.)

MRS ~ BOWEHS: Am we ready to begs

BY KR> HORTON

LE. f<ORPOH: Let me ask if a11 De parties have

c.
j

no M'ORTOHc Yes~

nr
j I I

li
~

~

nr> 0 Dx Seed, X be19.eve where we were was we Cook a
'C

3.9.ttle break to seC up the viiwgraph and pass ouz Exhibits

61~ 62s md 63

~ 1

~ r

IC
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MPH/mpb2 l those nOw, 61, 62, and 63?

TRt MTCLKM." Yes

liK~ ~a, XSCKQKR Zes'a

~ia. HORmOZ: All ighe.

px rm. rioRTOa:

Q Dz. Seers, perhaps I can ask a couple of questions

before you get s~~Wed.

Xt was the testimony pz9anarUy of Dr tuco that

Dr. Trifunac's regression curves predicted the Pacoima

acceleration and predicted similar high values foz the Hosgr9.

of 3,.15g in close. And it is that t'estimony, X take it,
that you are about to di'scuss in light of the data you have,

is that correct?

A pU.knees Seed3 Yes< it's.
2Q1 right+

NoiQd you please proceed?

A Befoxe X do proceed, X would like to address and

hop fully put into paxspactive ultimately one or two matters

raised in Dr. Luco's testimony on which X have a different,

~ w

point of vieM than he appears to have.

D . Xuco states on paga 8867 of the testimony

Mat the-e axe two issues tnat he finds troublesome, onet

-Wa use of an -f ec~Mve peak- acceleration by the Applicant,

and, two, tea use of .Wn tau effect in evaluating the base

motions for tNe various structures
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ORB/mph' Pirst I would like to sav that I agree with

what,X believe to be Dr. Newmaxlc's testimony that while

the cones'f an affective paid: accslsrat»on is a valid

cl. concept for use in structural design, it has not been used

and established in the design criteria in this case

It is HRC praCtice, as I undexsta d it, and I'e
sean a lot of plants and, worked on a'lot of plants which I
passed thxough +Me review by HRC, to select a conservative

earthquake from which to set ground motion design criteria.

f2

to select fox this earthquake a m~ value of peak accelera«

tion that it could produce at hhe site, and then to use this

acc lexation as the anchor point for a very conservative

response spect um shape

For a magnitude 7 5 earthquake on the dosgri

fault, Qs mean p ak acceleration developed at the site

would not bs ~expected to exceed 0 ~ 75g. Accordingly, there

is no need to introduce ths concept of an effective peak

fS acceleration since this is the value already.being used

There axe several ways by means of which 'he

I'
~ ~

~

~ ))

CiC)

selection of 0.75g can be shown to be appropriate and con-

servative. I believe Me bast evidence comes from the data

preaexr~tion of Hanks and Johnson, supplemented by the accel-

erations recorded in other recent eazMquakes and discussed

in var'ous pieces of testimony presented in these hearings.

AccoMingly, Me first figure that I wou3.d like

Ic

$ ~

~ $
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to show is a plot of Kmks and Johnson data on which, I have
r 'I

added l2 data points.

(Slide.)

These represent-3.2 additional data points which

come from six more recent earthquakes which were not avail-

able to Hanks and Johnson ah the time they presented tneir
initial plot on this fault

And would you tell us when that initial plot, was2

C> A I think the initial p3.ot was made —I have the

paper hexa< and it is dated L976~

Since then we have data from six more earth

quakes which could be added to that plot
(S19.de )

That data is shown on the second of the viewgraphs

which is now displayed .on the board below'the actual plot
shown at the topa

Bow the changes that I'e raade from the Hanks and

Johnson data to obtain the most. recant plot are tvo:

I have added the p ak horizontal accelerations

for two componen.cs fox each of five eaxthqualces, the Hanagua,

Gasli, Haghan: Baja., and Tabac earthquakes. And I have

changed two of the po~ts on the original Hanks and Johnson

plot+

The .two da a points Mat I 'have changed are

the ones that May ploted for*the Pacoima record They

qf
tie
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plo'cted tbe Paco&na record as 3..25g on their plot; and in

vie:s of the t simony that you have just. heard, and in

view of what see!ns to be the prevailing opinion among

seismolog" sts, that the more reasonable value would have

b'eon about O.Gg, 3: have plotted the Pacoima data as 0.8g

on this plot. That prov'des a somewhat 3.arger data hase

at, higher accelerations than was originally'available from

tbe Hanks and Zobnson data

:wd that is shown by tbe upper figure on the

sczeen at the pzesen.c time.

Through the data t!sat is shown .chere, I have

drawn a cunrad line. That curved line X could bava drawn

as a mean line through the data points. I didn', do that<

3: dram a line slightly aMve the mean just in the interest

of heing a little more conservative than the mean

7fhat T. would like you to notic is ~tat +A>at line

b comes essentially horizontal at magnitude 6 ~ 25 and above>

indicating, as other people have argued in. these 'pzoce~Mings f

%sat Vivat peM+ acceleracion becomes magnitude independent

st. c3ose in discances foz magnitudes greater than a'oout 6.25

Qn '~ s ploc ~

How'f we follow mat line along to magnitude

7.5, 5~a vertical scale is hae log of acceleration, and that'

un o=hunate. But X ssi3.3 .-w-"~zet that. And tbe horizontal

3.ine labeled two bars on that plot coincides with tbe line
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HBB/mpb6

',: 0)
that I have

and 7'~ at xs

drawn at about. 7.5 magnitude 'ear'<xquake.
I-

The acc ~aration. level a" that point is 0.7g

c~bove R mean value The mean> if T would tace

5

4

all ~~e data points Move magnitude about 5.5,.'would. work
I

out t o be about 0 ~ Gge
I

,So X conclude that, the actual mean value-for a

magnitude 7.5 em~~quaRe is probably about,0.6g. Then a ~
- '4

conservative value of the paean value is 0.7g. And since

it is the tacan value Mat wa normally use in establishing

design criteria for nuclear powm.plants then it is a value

of this orde- of magnitude that we should be using for the

design criteria e

I have another figure to show. That is figure
I

3, or the third of the handouts that you gust: received.

. Actually it happens to be labeled figure 4 on this „slide, but

not. in the handouts.

Let me ident'fy hhose 'very carefully for. the

"record ~
I.

Tii first one which was the graph was Exhibit 61.

The second one, which happens to be labeled Pigure 2g is
I

Applicant's ~>."Csibit 62. And now t %is third one@ which has

<he f gure ~< on it even tough the figure 4 |ias no iaeaning

ng4a>
t0 t '"8$ 6 proceedings g is

(Slide.)

in feei Appl3.cant s I">Qadi~it 63

'5

Z might note tizat all the poin'hs chai: are plotted
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on ~we Hanks and Johnson graph that Z shor>ed.previously

are all for earthaua|ces at a hypocentral distance less than

ten kilometers, and.are ther fore "ypical of me ~ind of

records ~we crould be gitting from .Me Hosgri fault at ihe

DiGblo Canyon si Ge

how on this 'particular plot, Z have done +hat
„ t

7. 'z Luco did in one of his more recent x'eports to the HRC.

He too)c the Goree strongest, records he could find. What, Z

h"v done is "aRe +Jxe four stronges recoxds Z could find.

Z can do this because we have mo -e records now than ve

had, when Dr Loco Wrote his x'aport.

They ax'0 "or dxe Haghan earthquake in 1977,

the Pacoima earthquake in 1971, the Eoyna record in 1967 f

and the Gazli earthquaj e in 1976. The magnitudes range

'from 5.5 to 7.2. And you'l notice that it's appropziate

to include the 5.5 magnitude eaz-hquake because in point of

fact although ti'e magnitude foz that is the lo<rest of tne

four records included, that the peaJ acceleration for that
"s higher than that. for any of the other records that are

r0 shown thexe.

Go aha'- Z ve done "'s pick out -'->e four strongest

horizontal component records that are avm~lable at the, present

t.Sile and averaged J>ose accelerations, and the average ox

al '.hose is 0 o (3 ~

i0o~c if the avezage 'of dze four stzongesi: is 0.8

v
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I
then the mean clearly mus be less than 0.8. And therefore

I ci, e 'chis a another example and as another simple way of
'- s1':owing that the mean acch3.eration produced by a Hosgri

ear'~hguake would be not greater than 0.75g ~which is the.
'

value heir.g used to anchor the spectrum for the design of

+Axe Diablo Canyon Plant.
f

T. conclude from these results that there is no

need to i atzoduce the concept, oz an effective peak acceleza-

'c'n in this case. The actual mean acceleration associated

l0. wich the magnitude 7.5 earthquake of the Hosgzi fault is
less tnan 0.75g. And this is hbe value used to anchor tice

spectrum in accordance with customary H1%C procedures.

Accordingly, if no effective peak acceleration

.. is evolved in the procedure, there is no r ason for Dr.

Luco to find it troublesome

Dr. Se'ed, X would like to take a iaoment to dis-

$ 7 cus" —and X'm zeally going <o .be switching from you to

or. Pzazier very quickly here —in the transition< as I
4

understand it, there are several ways to look at what. one

could expect as a mean peak acceleration at. a close in site,
less Wan ten kilometers, to a fairly large eartnguake, let'
say magnitude 5.56, -.57, .'n tha riage.

One, you could look at all the data from large

earthquakes as Qefined, say 5.5 and above, regardless oz me

distance, where all your Rata, or —excuse me, not all your
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data, but the vast majo"ity of your data would be at

disiz~t. p'oint", 1-0 kilometex's, 80 kilometers on out, ioox'e

d.an 40 kilom "ers. And that in essence is what Dr -Trifunac
F

did in his regression analysis, is that correct?

Th h's right.

Q 'llright.
Another thing to do is to do what Hanks and

Johnson and you, s3~ce hhen, or in addition to what they'e
Gone p which is sMlply loci oxlly at larg ear'Ulguakes that

are in close. And even though you have a vexy sma13. data

base, you loo1< at just that.

Zs that correct?

That s correct e

X would not total3.y agree that. we have a very

small data base now. Ne have a much larger data base than

we had, befoxe.

All x'ight.

Nhen Hanks and. Johnson did it in 1976—

They had a fair data. base

'They had a fair data base.

2nd s'nce then you have added to it, and you'e
o a'jus ed <ie Pacoima record to what you feel i'eally

was g PMd thsrefo "e feel that you have a better handle.

hat's right.
a13. igh
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i'Ji>3/iwpbl0 'f Llou3.d you have raore confidence in tnat. kind of

an'ctual data. base as 'opposed to the kind of data base that.

, '-Dr. Trifunac had, tzhic1> is the lm'qe-magnitudes far out anu

. Q
'.6

7'

then using--a -regression analys's ~o give you values in close?

A X think toe former approach, "chat is using the
'

l4anks and Johnson approach, is, a ~ itt1e jmre foolproof,than".',,",
F '

, the oU.er in that. Me,data source.-is all rom. close',in earth-

Quakes o

0 All righ.~.

Xf you used dis-ant events and then tried. to

eats'apolate a curve o near source events, then you usually

have to assume some forlQ of the relationship that vou are

goir g to pick through those events. And s'o there are a

nurse>er of assmiprions that are involved in %lie kind of'lotcin
that Hand's and Johnson,did and Wat X have just shown.

hey are fewer than those involved in the kinQ of analysis

U'aM Trif

undec

and others g incluQing myself g X might add) 'have

done

M.3. right
lloyd'1 i«s'%5 to me there is a third

approach'nd

~~bat vould be to take only records that are in close,

regardless'of rragni'~ude, and Oxen vcrk ou> a regression

analysis based on Vivat„ scaling'ut the magnitude;instead

of goi .g fax out vied.doing a regression analy is in clo"e

you «91~ all the in clos. records disregarding snagnitude in
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terms of a selection basis, and Men plotting what. you

Mould g as you increase ice magniCudeo

Hou3.d 4>ah be an approach Kyat. could -™

Thai. would ba an appxoach, bui X don't tbmk

tl ai.'s as nice an app oach as She Hanks and Johnson appxoach

because, a you can see from ice dat;a —the slide has been .

removed. Fexhaps it. could be pub ba k on, the Hanks and

Johnson plot+

(Slide.)

The peak accelerations seem 5o be iaagnitude

dependent up +o a certain poini.. End doing your third
approach would be assuming thai, Macy would be totally
magna.+ude 2.ndependenhe

All righ'"o

Aud so Z would prefex; not. 5o Qo thai if I had a

choice, and to use .Uie dai:a i%a~ Hanks and Johnson i>ave to
find ~dxe poini a~ which Wey cease to be magnitude dependent.

All right,
But. vitb that approach, which assumes magnitude

LQdepande~ ce p would it have t3ie same kited of ass umph iong

only ii s a magniiude assumption, as tne Trifunac approach,

which assumes it s dis a ance independent?

That would be correct., X believe.

3,13. zxgnt. e

So there is another way of looking at it?
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a

1

AQ6 your third approach Mhicn you sugges.reQ

3 involves an assumption. »zd Tzifunac and other people's

approaches -- X Qon't want to just Iaention Dz. Trifunac here

because there are at leas —X think I gave a lecture on

this,3.ast «seek in San P "mxcisco -«?5 cb.ffer~~t attenuation
11

la>rs of which Trifunac's is one So by no means 's he the

only person who uses the attenuation type approach.

But in all of those laws ore usually evolves

an assumption about the shap of the curve that you have to

proQuc back to close in Rst~aces to get values of close in

dis tances ~

~ The Uanks and johnson approach doesn'9 have to

mcLce chat assQBLption ~

A 1 right

7G
i'!ould you say ia a analysis of the assunption

where i"'s magnitude independent of a large number of data

$ 8 points'lose in data points would i)e in the smoe realm of

validity as would 6:e Tzifunac approach wh'ch uses distance

independent assumpc".On2

Z don't think one can answer that clearly

because ' one is making assertions the validity of the

results Jurat vou obtain dep~wd clearly on the validity of

i=:xe assu~uptioms that vou ma)'.e. Z~ad the reason we have 25

different attenuation la~ s 's that 25 different people have
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2

made 25 different assumptions. P~d they„can't all he right.
So obviously some people are going to he more

:ight '~a= . oi.~ rs; if .". may put it '>rat wav.

Q All right.
At thi.. point I would. like to turn to Dr. Prazier-

and 'ask Dr. Praiier if he has taken a look at the question

of magnitude dependence, distance dependence on accelerations

in ligh of ~c 'Zrifunac z grassion analysis, Hanks
and'ohnson

Bna".ys" 8, et ceteraa

{'iVitn ss Prasier) Yes, I have.

All right.
9ze2 ~could you please explain to ~De Board what

work you have baen doing in that area?

PD.rst I d ll.ke to re2.terato cl?az. Shen our panels

Qze seismology .panel was up, each of the merMeis were asked

something to .Hxe effect is .75g 'n your opinion a conserva-

cive nu:nber to use for pea1c acceleration at. the distances

of. Diablo Canyon, and each'o the members answered yes.

And let me extend terat,in ligh" of. the Trifunac

d Luco testimonyg extend YMat. that I know from personal

involve';..ent .;zith Jsese o+Ner panel 'aeaber that e ch of the

/ ~

~ II ~

~

)
I,

li

~a~el !!Bribers nav= 'considered i~at question from many points
of view, both regressions with distance, regressicns with

Dagni t QQe, 'ok'g at data, ave "aging al1 the large earthquake

data, all of that goes into their answer to that question.

I just want io point that out.
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I'e been quite concerned for several years,

actually, vith the proc dure oz e:rtrapolating inward from
It

distant data, and attempting mathematically io come up wt,th

answers to what we'sho'u3d expect zor ground motions within

a few kilometers of a 'major earthquake rupture.

The reason that concerns me i:s that if you takeii

the data that are used in those types of analyses and actually

change the data just arbitrarily by a factor of 2, either

s3 double it or cut it in half by a zactor of 2, all the data

within, say, I5 kilometers, it doesn't change the answers.

So what that tells me is the data out beyond

13

L5 kilomaiers is contxolling doe answer within l5 kilometers,

'f X can change all the data points inside by a factor of 2

and it doesn't change the answex to any significant degree.

That concerns Ke e

Q Ezcuse me, Dr. Prazier, let me, if X can, get you

to expand on that a little bit.
Xf I understand what you'e saying, it is that you

do your regression -- you take your data points vrithin 15

'C:

~ ",A
~ V I

~ q ~

I

~
)

o1

e." ~
g lt

kilometers say, for e~cample, in the Trifunac regression

an"".ys's, and you CW~-e all of his data points within l5
1-ilo .- iers, and let's say they gave you, as an e-ample,'75 g

as the acc-lera ion. Iou double that to l.G g. ~e you

saying O'.EGC 9 t Should Got. change Qignificantly Kxe shape of
his curve or the predi.ctionsP





That's correct. Xf he held the function, the

regression procadu es constant that he has used —and, again,

t want, to generalize,. this is tru not only or" Dr. Trifunac's

work, but o . this kind of procedure —if he holds
everything'lse

constant, the"shape of the cue, and so on, and gust
I

I

says, let the data tel1 me'what the answer is, and if you

take that data and, say, double 9.t,'which would give you

data that would zun ~Me Paco~<a Dam record up to around.2 g,
I

and so fo" th, it would change the anmrer for extrapolating

inward to~rard the fault. iL would change the answer by less

than 1 g

NHS. BOWHRS: ?~w. Norton, X may have missed this,

but it seems to me ~~hen this panel s~ced out, that you

checked with Dx. Blume, Dr. Seed, and Dr. Ra3.ek about whether

or not they had read the transcript and are familiar with

the filings, but. Z don't believe you checked w9.th Dx.

Frazkex in that regarde

NR.-HORTON: Yes, X checked with him, because he

was sitting here during the entire thing, and X as]cad him if
he ".c~, an6 he said ho wxas. Go X didn', ask him the question

S

833out roadc~ng it X thi& -28'8 done Chat too but
1

HZKRPSS PRK.",»I~: Yes, X
have.'Y

~ NORTON'.

here c

(N'itn™ss Prosier) Yes.
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2tll right. Please continue.

X ~ran+ to pzesent information long the line of

';>e P.,zl:s ".Q Johnson cwork that Dz. Seed has just presented.

The Hanks and Johnson paper include a large

number of Cata points that vere available in 1976. Soae

colleagues of n.inc have enlarged'that data'ase, and it
plots verj much as shown on the board hexe,* and have per-

formed regression ana3ysis on chat data base presented by

~'2

Dra 88ed p as tc~dt.en fFQHl ~ the Hanl~s and ITohnson paper and

added to by Or'" Seed~

Sev~~ al types of regressions vere done. The

xsgression, let rate point out, is mking the question, +hat

"mould one ex~act fox peak acceleration close to the causative

rupture as a fQs~ction of. iQQgnitud82

$3+d the answers —X'll give you the answers first
!G and @i~en ¹scribe a U.ttle bit about. fate study —the

answers aze —'ey did the regression analysis at

regni tide 6 ~ 5 axed the answers foz the mean turn out to

range bet"teen .3 g and .4 g. So X'm describing embers

Quite 6 bit 1888 than 01hat VB'Ve been takking cQ)out here+

Those regression curves are neaxly.flat. at.;.

mtagai~w~Qe 6.5, so one couM extrapolate up to magnitude 7.5

with„a friz .degree of confidence.

I l ~
~ )
l»

Q~l

lI

To fu-Jeer invostigate this regression of'e
<~w~a .of data aha.m by Dr. Seed -- and incidentally Acre vere
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appro.=imately 200 data point+ in this regression 'study, and

the regression study Ment from magnitude 4 on up, where g as

~you see here, Hawks and Johnson goes from magnitude 3 up, so

'they only went from magnitude 4 up and they had approximately

200 data points. So there is xea13y quite a bit of data.

And they tried things like asking: Xs the answer
I

ve're getting a function of, the kind of curve we'e trying
to regress againstP

'tc

They changed curves. They used log of acceleration,

qaadratic magnitude, and got an answer of just above .3 g..
They tried exponential functions, and regrehsed

on that;, and got within that range of .3 to .4.

They tried changing soil condit9.ons, looking at
hard sites separately, ox throwing out hard sites, including

r

~g more site selections, and they still got about She s'arne

numbers, in that same rage.
They took resu1ts from European earthquakes

presented by Dz. Ambraseys in a recent paper which was

- discussed hy our panel„and included that data set> which

Q 4
~ t

enlarges the data considerably g and asked the QQestion1 How

does Mat change 9.tP

C' ~ Again, it did not change it. Xt sti.ll ranged

C \
~

~l ~

h=twm .3 and .4 for a mean acceleration for magnitude 6.5.

Q X would like now to change topics, if ve could,

and I'd like to ~~ . to Dr Blume and ask Dr. Blume ix he has

~ p
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{Uel 5 read the submittals and testimonial criticisms of the use

of 7 percent structural damping as opposed to the original
~ {

5 percent damping that vere made by Drs. Tzifunac and LucoP

R {NiMess Blu»me) Res, X have.

X believe one of the criticisms vas that there

vas no data to support 7 percent structural damping in the-

concrete structure, such as the containment shell, et cetera.

Mould you care to coaaaent on that, please'P

Yes, X vould be glad to.

All through the various ACRS Subcommittee meetings

and full Committee meetings, the question of damping kept

corn"ng up, over and over again

Xt was first pointed out.-that 7 percent damping

vas in Beg. Guide 1 ~ 61, and the Seismic Committee took the

position, vali, let's prove it all over again that that'
the right number.

So ve did+

r„w ~ l
~ V

~ i

I

~ h I

r ~
{I

Various reports vere vzitten, new data vere found

that vere very recent and had not been entered befoze, and

X think report ML-S was the fizs't one on damping, and there

vere several others that follossed.

Xt was quite disappointing to me to read in the

test"mony of both Dr. Loco and Dr. Trifunac, after all the

hearings and all the discussions that we have had, they still
aren't satisfied that 7 percent damping is a valid number—
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x'1B3. 6 in fact, a conservative number, without consideration of

rad'ation damping or energy loss back into the soil.
Now, in my direct written testimony presented

here X guess it's nearly two months ago, X showed several

's3,ides from one of ouz exhibits representing tests that had

been made on concrete shear walls by the Portland Cement
L

Association. And that was gust an example se3ected to best

represent the conditions at the Diablo Canyon plant, where

tie have concrete shear walls.

Those data show very clearly that at the yield
point of the reinforcing bars, at, or near or c3ose to the

yield 'point, damping values obtained under very closely

controlled laboratory conditions, were in the order of 7, 8,

9 and 10 percent of critical, with absolutely no radiation

back into the soi3.. Xt was designed such that that could

not happen.

Other tests made in New Zealand and at U.C

Berkeley show the same type of results..

The other ACRS consultants, -and the ACBS members

M.
II

~ %4

s ~

I

C„

themselves, apparently were quite satisfied with the findings,
hut appazentl.y it did no tahe with Dr. leuco and Dr. Trifunac.,

who were still;mrried Mout it.
HR. PLEXSCHMCER: X'd like to object to that, on

the basis that the ACRS deliberations are not, to be gotten

in"o: and that, the decision of the ACRS is contained in this
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leSaes an(j it; sjbeaks ior iasel(.'.

X'd like to request that that last se'ntence be

struck«

l4B. NORTON: Ko objection to striking the last

NRB. 'BOHBRS: The last sentence will be stricken.

NXTMESS BLURB: Mow, Table 3 on page 48 of my

direct testimony -» and E'll turn to it merely for reference

hexe —is a table showing damping values obtained in various

structu es f in vax'ious mode 1s, in various reactors, and in
some bridge piers. The e vere two columns: One fo'

microlevels of stress and strain, and one fox levels of

stress and strain in the region of the yield point.

X should emphasize at this point +at undex the

extreme Hoagri loading at the plant, stresses are allowed to
go up to a yie3ii point, but. not ezceed it

The values shown in that table in the lowex

right-hand column —you don't have to tuxn to it necessarilyg

but X'll read some of them —and these axe all cases where

radiation damping is either eliminated or greatly curtailed:
7 pere nt, 10 pexcent, 8 percent, 7 to 10 p( rcent,

and up to 9
perc~~t.'ll

of these are at or above the 7 percent in
Reg. Guide 1.61 and is used for Diablo Canyon.

BY'iR iMORTOH:
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Dr. Blun.e, 1st me ask you Wis:

Xn your review of the Tr9.funac and Luco testimony

and submittals, did you find any .pl'ace in chere at all,
oshatsoever, where they disputed the results of the Portland

Cement Association shear aaLL test on the damping?

A - X found one place, X believe, under Dr. Luco's

testimony where he sort. af admitted that they were reasonable

tosts without radiation damping. But in other par s of his

testimony, and X thinh—
9 Excuse me. The question was: Did ycu find

any p3ace where they disputed the xesu1ts of that testimony?

Yes, by inference, at least.

Q Xs there anyplace in there where they were asked

abouc the results of the Portland Cement Association data?

Nexe they ever asked the question, or did they ever

specifically discuss it, othe- than by implication, saying

there was nc data? Did they specifically address, that data?

A Xn one place X believe Dr. Luco did refer to

some wall tests by PCA.

And did he di gute the results or not?

~Jot at Chat point, but he did e3sewhexe.

And how was that2

Xn saying that 7 percent was too high a value

to use for Diablo Canyon.

But he was not referring to the Portland Cement
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70)
teel 9 Association test, he was just. saying that as a general

h

proposition, is that corrects
k

A That's correct.

All r'ht.

co

~ 1 ~

Hov, my feeling is that the 7'pere nt is not
h

only a vaXid number For extreme stress, but it. could have

damping which is given no credit, a all.
So the net result of using 7 percent is

ezt. enely conservative for such an extreme earthquake.

Q

been higher

Than3c <you, Dr. Blume.

yield point. And also ve have an added bonus in radiation

;Op )3 I think now we'l move into the last subject

area, vhich io the so-called tau effect. And if I can lay
the framework for this testimony, it was my understanding

of Or. Trifunac and Dr. Luco's testimony that they felt
that the .reduction of .75 g to levels between .54 g on up

into the .64-.65 g range, as a result of'au„ vere unwarranted.

and thoze eas no basis for that due to the site specifics
of the Diablo Canyon site.

XR. PLEZSC8'GKR: Excuse me. X think the .50—
one of the spectra vas .50 for Hmrmar3c, not for this panel>

t

for Hs.mr1:.

NR. MORTOP'J: Nell, X don'0 knov'hat it makes

t I

~ g

a great de".l of difference if it's .50 or .54.: so ve ~ill
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%el 10
usa the .50. X'm not sure that anything was designed to .50

as opposed to .54, but ~ie'3.3. use .50 for .the purposes of

'&~ 8 43uestion ~ X don't nean tc quibble about four one-

hundredths of a percent

aX Za. HOaTOH:

Q First, Dr. Blume,- X would like you to describe

very bxiefly, if you would, the basis, in your opinion, for

the reduction of the response spectra fxom .75 down to the

leve3.s from .50 on back up to .75, depending on which

structure we'ra talking about —the so-called tau effect.
A (lH.tness Blume) Xes. There are various

mitigating effects of large foundations on earthquake

in~~ sity o earthquake shaking. This has been known

generally in the field of earthquake ezperts for a long,

long, time. Xt is nothing brand ne~z.

Generally, the results have been obtained by

observation of what has happened and what has not. happened„

especially to very large structures-

X t stified pxior in this hearing;that the very

large bui3dings in San Prancisco suffered very minor damage

"n most cases, and oze attribute part of this to beneficial
soil-structure effects ><9.th so-called tau effects, which

is a fairly new texm.

X a3.so macz.= reference to the analogy between ships

t sea m>d small boats, arhere the small boats bob iround and
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fee1 the motion a 3.oG moxa than a large sh'ip.

There are various ways that engineers could go
! - t

about tackling this problem On simple way, and one Nay

that has been used pretty much in the past, is to simply

reduce the whole xesponse spectrum : to some reasonable value
!

that will account for such things.

Another way is to merely reduce Bxe high-frequency

portion of the spectrum in some relate.onship to the geometry

of the foundations, the wavelengths and the various

'lO assumptions, such as that the waves may be harmonic sinusoidal

type motion of a mox'e or less steady-state condition.

A . third way is to allcw for the complexity of

dec wave pat urn, complez9.ty of the soil and rove layering,

and cracks, and whatever, that may be present in most

foundation sites, to allow for the multitude of incident

angles of approach of the waves to the foundation, not only

in the azimuMal sensa, but also in vertical angles, and to

allow for the chaotic type of motion that is not har!moni4
'I

at all ercept perhaps at the very start of the earthquake.

But when see get into the damaging pox'tions, the moron i.s

chaotic which, in my te~md.nology, i.s far from sinusoidal.

Xt a~~~ it s quite random in natura.

Nots, the method that. was selected "n our case

was imze or less the second'method, where ve made some

assumptions about We smooth waves and foundation si-e, and
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so on, and meat through some calculations and came up with

certain reductions in the high-frequency xange.
I

The method that is proposed by Ors. Trifunac and

Luco is @hat X would call a fourth method; namely, a rigorous

mat".amati al treatment of the cvhole subject. And X consider
I

this to be something that is 'n the reseax'ch stage, and.

that eien though there are soma effoxts being conducted

along these lines, they have a long- vay to gn to he proven

and polished, and that the logical procedure is to do as

eithe- Dr. Memnazk d'd, or as ve did, which aze tvo

independent methods, to ma1ce reductions in the high-'frequency

"ange.

r. ntV ~

r".0

Hhen ve did &is so-called tau reduction, ve

were conservative. We determined an equivalent length of

oundation, as compared to the length of the earth's @aves,

by tatcing the square root. of the axea of the foundation.

For example, if the area of the foundation

happ~~ ad to he 100, ve would say the Length would ba 10, and

so on. This was one way of treating circular foundations

and rectangular foundations.

vr
~ r

~Mr
V

~vie completely neglected tao mitigating factors

that would have zeduc 8 We effects even further.
Cne is the fact that these found''ons axe

contiguous, and they are very large, massive foundations,

l,i
l

I

very close to each other. There axe gast minor separations
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betveen tham. And these separations aze fi'lied with certain

i.ypes oa inelastic material g.

/

Xf ve had taken. the entire area of the plant, as

was considered very seriously at one time, ve would have had

f'ar greater reductions from the so-called effecL. Ne chose

not to do this in ozdez to be on the conservative side.

~ The oWer thing that, ve neglected was- embedment.

There is pretty fair embedment vith most of::these structures,

espec ally the containm nt and the aecilia~ structures. And

theoretically we should have made some allowances for the
/

mitigating effects of embedment also. Ve did not.

So the results as finally applied —and. ve had

to use either the Hesrnarh results or our results, whichever
/

governed, whichever created the greatex stxucture —these
4

results X consider as reasonable, useful and conservative,

and X mould put the methodology in the category of an
/

enginee i/ng equivalent loading such as is used all over the

,world in all branches of engineering, to use equivalent

1oads f such as the wind foz ce on a building .is so many

pounds per square foot,, the live load on the floor is so:

many pounds a. square fcot, and so on and so forth
There's nothing ne~s about this type of procedure.

Thank you, Dr. Blumi .

X'd li'.ce to turn Qov tb Z guessp Dx Pza'Eierg

and then Dr. Ge 0'n the sama tav. ausstion.
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wel'l4
Dr. Prasier, your name was used a number of times

by --Dr. Luco, as you will recall, having sat here, as stating

that you had done a study which shoved that all of the waves—

or mat the wages arriving at the foundation of the contain-

ment, and so on, would be vertical waves. And X believe Dr.

Luco stated that he didn't believe in tau, because:

(a) the waves would be vertical;

(b) there ~as a rocky site and there would be,

therefore, a homogenous soil as the waves came up. through

that rocky site, and that Dere mould be no tau effects

because of the site conditions, and the vertical waves seemed

to play, a very important part in his ea~lanation of that.

Did you in fact review. the conmEents he made

about what your study supposedly showed2

cs A @fitness Pra iez) Yes.

All right. Aud are you xn agreement. with the

;y
E

coraments that he made about the study, or the conclusions he

»

A Dx. Xuco actua3.ly made two different types of
et

comments.

At some times, particu3.arly early on in the

hearings, he used the words "vert"'cally einerging," and X

Chink you objected, and then X thizQc he was more careful in
»

~ ~Me use of the word.

n,
CbM

So X have mixed feelings about the way I was
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wel 15: quoteda

And then that was changed to "almost vezticalP"

Yes.

All right.
Mould you, then, describe the results 'of your

study as you feel your
study'es

~

Ne undertooi a pro3cct to answer a question that

had never been asked before. Xt had never been —it had

c0 be n asked before, it had never been dealt with before. So

X want Co put it into contezt.

Xt is definitely a research project, and the
/

question we tzere attempting to answer is:

k7

For earthquakes at various distan~ and various

depths, under various g ologic conditions, which r;.ay would

the waves be coming in2 Nhat type of waves would be coming

in at a structure, and what direction would they coma fzcm—
or from which they would come.

The results. of the study ~ T'78 used 8, vozy

sophisticated theoretical procedure to deal with this lcind

g' of question, and the resu3.ta of the study basically indicate

that all types of eaves eorm from all types of directions.
Zt wa verv interesting, and somewhat of a

surprise to ma, to find that for frequencies greater than

2 hert —vhich X'21 refer to as high frequencies —for

Cy
~ ~
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frequencies gxeater than 2 hextz, Me majority of the Maves

come in at angles steepex than 45 degxees. X call that

steeply emerging waves.

Mow, Dr. Seed has been telling engineers that

for as 3ong as X've known Dr. Seed, since X've been a

graduate student. Aad X've always'been skeptical.

X'm much less skeptical no+, that eaves, indeed,

do come in fairly steep —the high-frequency waves.

Mow, the reason fox this is fairly simple:

High-frequency waves that. try to reach a structure

running horizontally, what happens to these waves is that
they must travel in shallow regions of the earth —'hat is,
shallow meaning 3.ess than, say, 1 kilometer.

Nell, the attenuation properties of sha3.lour layers

in the earth are so severe that a 10-hertz signal can be—
the amplitude of a 10-hertz signal can be cut by -- can be

reduced by factors much greater than 2,or 3 in very short
distances, 1'ke a M~ Lomster. Xn fact, you can get factors
of 10 reduction in a Kilometer,. of those high-frequency

07av63 e

The sh'a3.3.ow regions of the earth just aren'

capable of carrying those waves vexy well, and so what the

waves do is they seam to dive down deep and travel fairly
e -ficiently where the material is more competent and able

to carry these high-frequency waves, and come up fairly
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ste ply aC the site.

How, tha +as the basic conclm~9.on of
t

P

.&'at ~:a Hid, or the basic.results that ve got.

Tet me put, that into soma findings ve

lOgl30

the roric
t

had:

7

-Pirst o2 all, tvo findings are contrary to Luco's

.QnderstGQCLPg of Hie study:

'ne is that —ve did studies varying the

distance to Che earthaaa!ce, an@ varying the depth of the

earthquake. What. ve Bound was that, more distant earthquakes
f

are jusC- as -» they satisfy the same rule, that the waves

coma in steeply. Xn fact, they'e slightly more'n that

Qi ectim; the fz.~er a@ay the earthquake, the mor steeply

&ay come in.
NMJ g thief. hears on the Holliood Storage question

f'hen Br.,Xuco vas referring ~m the Hollyvnmd Storage
''I

f'ituationin which there @as a record in the basement oX

CPS structure anti one out in ™~e parJ~~ing lots and

ff ~ ( indeed, did measure dif~erent things; namely, the one in
the hase ox the structure was considerably less, he said,

:well, that was a ve~ distant ear&quake.

Val2., the d9.st:ant earthquake, from my study,

~ ''

i".Quid iiTQica' tha~ the %Oaves Mould actually he coming

in slightly steeper than a close-in earthquake, because

Diat's the only +ay those high frequ6ncies 'can get there,

is go dowrn "here where there's an efficient travel, path .to

I ~

~ tt

~ ~
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II

(,
»(

'»

get there, and then come up fairly steeply.
/

The second thing that the results indicate that

is.a little contrary —X guess X don't need the voxd "little".

is contrary ~ the inferences of the testimony is that if you

had soft soil underneath the structure, things-~rould be

'»

(0)

diffezente

%Tell, the study 9.nd9.cates that if yu had soft

soil underneath t¹ '8".~cture, the waves would actually be

coining in steeper, not shal3.over.

fate've done some studies in which the upper layers

mere changed, the "rave speeds vere changed. And, indeed,

in these cases g they come 9.n steeper e

Nov, to put this 9.nto conte:ct, this study that

was done, first of all, X've already said it'8 the first
study of 9.ts Icind ever done. X'm very proud of the study.

Xt 98 a theoretical study. Re have horizontal-.-ideally

homogeneous horizontal layers in the earth. The real earth

doesn't look .1Qce th'at.'he"rea3. earth has a lot of

heteragene9ties in the earth. That 9.8, geo1ogic layers don'

coop rate with us theoreticians and lay themselves down

Iaorizcntally; .Rather, ve do the historical perspect9ve

of how they vere actually la9.d in there, and particularly
near faults, where they tend to be handing and folded. And

1»

1(
I'1

»

it's generally ~~~te a ~ass down the e for the theoze~&cian

to have to deal vith
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And thi.s was ~ idealised horizontal layered

systems .
g-

X think the study 9s indicatime of the gross

direction the waves come from, fair3y steeply, and X think

that the heterogeneities in the earth would tend to alter

the results from our theoretical ana3ysis.

The way in which it would alter 9.t is scatter

~be waves. Xt,'s like trying to look through a piece of

glass, and you'e got particles in the glass.; and objects

tend to look like they'e i"n p3.aces where they'e r'cally

not coming from.

So what would happy due to the heterogene9.ties

in the ear&, X thint" the waves would came in at a3.1 Rinds

of directions, and arrive at different times and from
F

different directions. Xt would make the thing.":much more

coQiDlicated a

Row, let me carry that just a little bit furthe'r,

That is where X think the theoretical anal~sis is limited.

When X a~as a graduate student, X was involved in

at="empting to measure —instrmmnt an earth dam, and do

Cheoxet9.cal calculations to e:rplain motions of an earth

dam due to se9.smic excitation.

As part of the project, X stat9oned instruments

along &e base of a very large earth dam —it'= the Port

Peclc Dam in northern Hontana —and X spaced these
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Riel 20 s

n

instruments at about,1000 feet apart. And, naive as I was,
"I

.I'thought I would take the data from those records and,feed,

it,.'nto this big d~»n, and ca3.culate all of the results of

the dam. had when I started recording ground motions, I
found. that at 1000 fee apart, these instruments were notl

'.-'measuring the same thing, and I could not find a, way to use ~

f

a,'s9.mple wave mechanics e~~lanation for"how to explain the

motions at ~We base of the dam.

So, out of frustration, I spawd instruments at

50 feet Spacing, and repeated the experiment, thinking that,
)

gee, if I can understand at 50 feet spacing some direction

IOg

t5

of arrival of these waves, or something of this type< then

I'."could maybe get a hetter handle oa what the overa3.1

motions coming in at the base of 'his dam were.

* And what I found when I spaced the instruments

at, 50 feet was that, indeed, even at 50 feet I was unable—
I could lay the traces on top o'f each other, and I could

s'ee, similarities, particular3y at very low frequencies. But

when I got up into the higher frequencies'f interest for
the dam, I found that I could not explain the behavior of
the recorded data in ta~~ of simple wave mechanics.

ludelon
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3 Lip-delon
fs )PAL'~. mpbl 2

T!cat is. to say that there <zas a lot of hetero»
.* 7 Q ~

. gencity 'nvolved- in the process of the ~raves gehrig into ",

n:y recording P-=.-vices, -:".d it was v.:assi g up my e::perir;.ant.

B was being veep uncooperative. And as X've -be~w familiar

with other data„. X've seen this happen many times And Z
r I

triin.'- th='= other people on the panel heze have "s'ceo this
behavior mazy t'ives, particularly in my consul'ting'.Mozk with

shah ':Ias chen the Atomic Energy CoItunission fo" buried nuclear

e:!plosions: and X've continued chat work and still work in

$ ,0, that. area, discri-ainating be5seen earthquakes and ezplosions,

~ 2

One of the data bases Mxat we use to
'iscriInina'e&seen

e~mthctuakes and e:rplosions for ~Use purposes'of con-

fin>ing or ~aJ.~ng policy on what the Soviets are shooting<

whei~xer cheZ're abiding by a treaty oz not-, is .'that we'have
V

T

'large seismic arrayso Rxd one of these seismi'c 'arrays"is in
E

North;era I!ontana. Z h's called the 'LiESA zay. And another one

17 is in Norway.
4

And there aze literally hundreds of instruraents

in these arrays. And what ve do is from a distant earthquake

or distant mplosion .De w"vms are coming in vary steeply at

2t these ezra~ps. And r~~hen X say steeply, Use first several

seconds, sometisQQG minu .Qs ~ oz 'LPe T'liggles @'lat we Gcord are

23 coIli~.ng i~a at. ar gles >79PJ>in 15 degrees of vertical., ve~ steep.

The 'a 8 EL't "iave Hlechan1cs l„elis us j ey re coM.ng xn WJ1tllxn

15 degree's of vertical.
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Nell, UG ca'i3 eke dlese arrays and by proper

processing ox the data we can beam form and tell ezactly

whe "e tlley T;""ere coming from and get bather signal to noise

rani.os ouc of i and t11en we do various things with it.
.'~ut. Q e confoundi.ng Heing about hla< data is >at. inevitably

I

. adjacent instruments don'< looJc as similar as,.the theory

~elis us i should.

So-what. the policy on these a-" ays has been is
th'at. we take a circl. of instructs spaced arould what we

cQ ll a s Kat9.ong and Ule c3 rcle Qf 2Jlstru1'Rents involves maybe
I

or a<ore instrumen-s az vari.ous .spacings. And we average

Ulem, we just. add &em togetJ er and average them and say

well, thah's Jcind of represent'=ive of wilah the station is
And then several kilomecers away, somet.imes tens of J:ilometers

away, t31ey have another siaM.on with several instruments and

chey average those, trying to get some representative measure

Qf gx'ound motion a+ %lese points

So what. X'm says.ng is that. the. localized measure-

m~~t, of gro~~d n:option from point. to point. is not. as simple

as wave mechanics ted.ls us it is for homogeneous earM. And

it, s bell a conf0 Lading px'obl BHl fDz Qs foz solQe Time Encl

". 7 s t>B.'h enom enon, tJla Y~ s olle ox che pieces QMi go in'co

our 'i">.u effec'i'

~11ink X."l:. stop there.and say tha4 that.'s my

experience rritJ1 Qze data. And X could go furler and describe
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ho<7 that gets into tau.

3: thi'ic that. Dr. Seed crould be very appropriate
!

to ca..zy that:=uzthez.

3: tak it, "h n: from ~that you. jus" testified,

YAat your zesul-s which said the >saves chill be coming in

very stoep'x alnmst vertically, then you'ze zeal3.y talk-

ing about. staves that aze less than 4S degrees to'vertical?

What-'s about all X can say. 3: can say Mxav. the

majozi y of the high frequency waves above two hertz from

lily ana3.ysis ~ and X think the analysis is credib3.e in 'this

sensa, even >faith the scattering —T. cixink the majori,.y of

the high frec3UMcy '(Aves ax'6 ccE13 'xg in steeper than 45 degrees

Okay

All right, Dx. Seed, usa're going to talc about

2,6

LUSUs or a while nor. But X guess me'd better explain right
off the bat tshat LUSH is.

Ne've heax'd ice term PX.USH and ve've heax'd the

tezm PLUSH, and that a3.3. stenm, as X understand it, fro)a tne

term MSH.

Could you tel3. us whaG LUSH stands foz'P

0'7~ A~ss Sap') &s

LUSH is a soil-structure interaction coraputar

?ZJ
prog-e» sihich has bern widely used for studying the resgonse

of;"-tzuctures like nuclear gower pleats and including nuclear

pounder plants to eazthaualc8 efxec"s. LUSH is sort of a parent

a

)
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:, oj
Glpb4 l pzogxam which was developed about

3

Since tha"c time there

five years ago.

have. been wagzovements on
.='ec,

- pxogram Av('ne of the mo " scent. iuiozove'.!'cats is to
'3

mince- the pzogzwn pzobabilis'cic in fora rather than detennin»

~,, 5,

'g;,3

'7

istic,. so„we put. a P.in:ron~ of Me LUSH and made i~

pzobabilistic-LUSH,'~which gave «s PLUSH. - ."- - "
~-';.,:.

I

'"And then a little bi.~ later on we —: oz a little
'efore+&at, i. feei:, we speeded up the pzograui and made it,

more efficient, so wa call ~hat, fast-LUSH., which. gave us

~3O FLUSH.

"l2

Ne have,anocher form which solves axis symmetric
3

prcblens,. o we put, A.in fzon.h of the LUSH and call that.

B~ USH.

~ 15

''And I suppose the. word LUSH lends itself Co a

lot,of different acronyms that. we might„ think of.

Q - ., But. in fact the let.ters —L simds for Dr.

]7

33

Lysmaz, U stands for Udaka, who was here around the Harding
'II'

La~ison panel, the Japanese gents.eman who is a very good.

ping-pong player.

5 QSo

LUSH really caste fzom .che first 3.ettezs of the

2?

?3

'uthors Gf UlQ progrcbll NG: wezB Lysmexg Ud03cag Seed@ and

Dweeb. And they jus'" made a nice combination

Z-'ll righto

Mowg v «r Gzp rience in soil structure interaction
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mph 5 analysis, I'd lile to talk about U.at a liable bii:.

It'

4

debout. ho~r many published papers- have you'smitten
i h',\

I

cn, so3.l, s ~uc cure interac'cion?

Golly, Mat. <ould ba hard to say.

, 6

Let «vw say -ha~ I'e published totally over
I

papers. on various problems of soils and ca~quakes and,

st.ruc'"ures.. I mould es~imate —anQ I must. say 'Mis is

200

8 purely an es~imat —maybe aboui: 30 of .hbose ara on soil-

s ructure interaccion of some fora. I couldn'ouch for

the 30

And what is a sbvu of the ari reviesrer or staQ

f2 of =he a~ speaker? Could you tall me aha that m ans?

... Very of~~ at a major conference some parson vrill,

ba, invited to present'n opening address on .hae sMte of

.16

f7

knowledge in a parhicular field.
Aud are those persons ~re are inviMQ inexperience

\

in .hhe ar a,'r are they generally consiQered &e recognised

ps'pe2. gs ~ n +ia area?

20 They are, X suppose ™- I'm going to gat, trapped

h '~ be I mus'ay they are gana al ly recognized, sperm

t3'e . meld.

And isn'c, ' fac~ ~at, you <rare the stave of

24

25

i"svi wq nr

8 i ruc'tura '"~.erac'a ~ on Q.n

sp c'al ACRS maa~ing on soil-

l975?





mpb6

2

Yes, &at is true.

And. frere you not the state of the ax't speaker

on. soi3.-sauc.bure interaction at the 1973 BOSCH speciality

confexence on structural design of nuclear power plasm?

Q lmd mere you also the invited smmarizez of the

session on soil™structure interaction at. tl)e 1975 BOSCH

speciality conference on structural des'gn of nuclear power

plants''iR.
PLHXSClDZCHR: Before we answer that, I have

an objection because this is not appropriate zebuttaI..

l2 Dro Seed was c;ualified as an e:cpert. 1'.is

curriculum vitae and resume are in the recox'd, and nobody

here has challenged his credentials as an expert in the ax'ea

0 f soil Btzuctux'e interaction o

2G

l1R. NOBZOib: Ne3.1 g Mrs Bowers p to the contrary,

Drs Luco and Trifunac —and pazticulazly Dz. Luco, I should

say, I should, limit. that, to him, has stated that Dz. Seed's

SSX does this and does thQ.c g and Ere re going to contest what

Dz+ Luco said about that~

2l

22

2c

D". Seed is going to come up wiW soma ve"y

dif er"-nt statements about srhpt his SSX at. Diablo Canyon

showers. Ance I'm laying '&e foundation fox'his gentleman to

IB.. PLEXSClUGKR: That found=tion has already
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mpb7 been 3.aid and it's in the record and his credentials have
g ~ '

,2 be=n established. Zzd

Dzo Seed s credentia3.s

it isn't appzooziate to run through
!i

as an'expert hexe on rebuttal testi-
mony

Z mean it's in the zecozd, it hasn'. been challeng
~ i

'ed:. The 'record sp aks for itself. And if, 2'. Norton Infants
*'o

get,to 'che substance of the zebutta3. test~~nony, 3: have no
k, i

objection to that. L'ut 3: have objections to further continued

examination of this witwess's credentials. They'ze not

challenged ~

MR. NORTON: Nell, Mrs. 33owers, 'I think X have

the rig1 i whether he chal3.enges the credentials ox not. X

can understand why he wouldn't challenge the credential's.

1 have a right, however, to sho~r for the record
4

and for- Me Board that this m~ happens to have a peculiarly

specialised expertise in soil-structure intexaction as it,
x'e3.a es to nuclear power plants. And that's what X'I doing.

21HS. BONZPS: Nell, we agree that you have a
!'

right to pursue the special qualifications, and @he objection

is ovexrulede

But aren't you about done2

:. <. NORTON: Yes. I'e got three, more to go.

QY liB NORTON:

Dzo Szsd: wexa you not the state of the art, speake

on soi3.-structure interaction at the Xnternational Conference





mpb8 on Structural .'mechanics Xn Reactor Des'gn in 1977'?

- les.

Mere you, not invited to present '~ e special

shinar on soil-structure interaction effects on the design

of nuclear po'icr plants at the Pederal Xnstitute of Technology

,6'n Swi overland in 1978?

Zes ~

And, finally, woxe you not also invited to px'esent

10„

a special one day seminar on soil-structure in eraction on

V'e da ign of nuclear power plants by the Licensing Authority

.of liest Germ ny in 1978?

'les

Xn how tray nuclear power plants has MSii or

a permeation of that program been useQ in soi3.-,structure

interaction ax'alysis?

Oh, golly, it would be hard to tell. There

probably are about 3- ox 400 copies of h>e program that have,

bee@. solQ to companies in tnis field of activity throughout

the world, anQ her often they apply,tire program and hour

many plants each one designed, and whether some of h>ere use

it or don' use itg Z Nouldn t /&oil~

A3.1 r'ght.
X ~iould jus say many.

~~11 right.
>lour- you heard -- mell, let ue asJ: this question





~).
mpb9 first:

When you ulk about a significant impact of

soil-struciure interaction analysis, what kind of percents

are you talking about where it's significant in the language

0" the art?

Oh, soil-struciure interaction in some cases,

'7. in some forms. can affect. the results by several- hundreds of
QercM to

$ 0

Sued you would call that significant?

Z would call that very significant.
All right.
Zz you did a s udy on something and. it came out,

let'.s say 'i. showed 30 percent, would you call thai a signifi-
cant soil-structure interaction analysis?

X would. call that a small effect, as these tnings

go ~

ih very sign'ficant —well, it depends. Signifi~
1

cant depends on the conte'+ in which you are doing so>~>ething.

20

Z.ll right.
And so if you did a .soil«structure interaction

asaly is on some&~g and so.'.>cone else had done a fixed vase

analysis study on it to come up x;-ith an accelera'on, anu you

23
came ug wi'ax, say, a nu~oher that was 20 percent different,
-iould you call thai a sig~ificaat difference or would you

say that's a small minor difference?





Nell, 'f that uatter chas determining the differ-

ence be"veen getting a license or not getting a license, I
NoQld call that ei"~ ripely signifLeant ~

And in this. particular case
--'4R.

PXHISCHAKHR. You'e getiing all the answers
f

you <gant, Bruce.

i'd%, NORTOif: Yes, I an, 'Ir. Fleischaker. Please

quit laughing and bear with us.

M'lR i40iXTOA:

Md in this particular case, Dr. Seed, you did

an SSI on Diaulo Canyon and compared it. to Or. Slume's fixed

bas 'nalysi3 r did you no~~

(Witness Seed) Yes.

9 And <shat did you label the results in that. case'P

blhen you said +Me effects of soil-st ucture interaction

analysis, what words did you use?

A I sa'd the effects were very siaall.

An'd +hen you said, the effects vere very small,

did you actually debanv'ine a percentage at that time in your

0;7n Ktind2's.
They vere of t~>e order of 20, 30 percent in

some ~ frequency ranges ~

20 to 30 perc~~t and you labeled tnose as quite

'des
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F

2,YY Y

K

Q All.'riant.
Y

... ',., '', ~ . -And you. reach Dr. Trifunac's testihloLly. —I .guess
Y

II it be™pv~"- you veren -'. her~ —you read his test'-

mony @here he stated that your studies showed that tiie effects

5 of soil-structure interaction analysis at Diablo Canyon show
S

F

,, that -'d are vere-,non , .is Mat correct?

A , — . He didn'. cjuite use those words'. He iraplied it.,
Do you recall the words that ne used? Very

little, would L!iose be the vords?

'10 No significant. soil-structure effect, is vhat. he

sa3-de

$ 2 All right
i~!ov, would you correlate "no significant" vidz

"small", which are the words you used? Would you. —correlate

$ 5
isa'i Ae word -- but compare?

A , Yes.

Can X read a fev words that X wrote about this

T8
so that X can put this in my ovn vords—

C rtai..2.y.

—a~d try "o explain what is involved here?

21F
Certai nly.

On the question of the tau effect X would li!ce

to ~ note that Dr Luco co ectly states in his testiltlosly
J

and -''>is is on pages 8078 to 0800 —that hxere are, t ~ree

fac-ors vh'ch in general will ted to make the motions

* I ~ I I . *





mp012 developed in the foundations of the structure less t1>an tnose

developed in Dxe free fie'd. He identifies these as fix'st,

soil-structur interaction effects, 'econdly, eave scattering

effects, ihird3.y, We effects of horizontal components ox tae

incoming seismic ~saves.

To this lis'6 3. NOQ3.cl suggest 'HG ad(L the effects

of nonhomogeneity of the foundation materials, as Or. 1'razier

has just. discussed. Dr. Tuco goes on to conclude that eacn

of the effects he mentions vill be small for ~~e Qiaolo

"ar yon'Plant and concludes that —and 3'. quote:
4

"Ne are left <rith no physical meehan"sm

to explain a reduction of the motion at. the

foundation levels as compared vitix tue free field."
End of quote.

Tater on ha cites a study vnich X have >made to

suppox't these conclusions. On page 9034 of the transcript

he states

"I think it is ver~...to make any.

comparison >re must remain vial a consistent

systole, and Se d and Lysmer have u ed a

consis m sys"em. '2hey 1:ept t'ne structure

23

t1 e arne. Ard their conclusion iq that there

is no sig.,ificant oil-structure interaction

Gct and .+ere xs no Gignificant. tau effect o

26
Thai s all 3. am saying~
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mpol3 t

That was —excuse'me.

That;ras a quote?

'nd 0f his Quot e

9

p

Okay i

That's all his quote.

1 think that last cyuotation is a misinterpzeta-
l

Cion of our report, wh'ch in fact includes after analyzing

0!.'e zesponse of the modal of De Diablo Canyon containment

10 tructure to three diffex'ent forms of base excitation, fizst.

of all, vertically propagating waves allowing for soil»

structure interaction, secondly> a rigid base excitation

in (rhich xr-"e field actions ax'e used as a base excitation,

'li3'nd thizd3.y, a form of base

are x presented by a fmaily

excitation in which the motions

of horizontally propagating

1Myleigh KMves ~

t7

,l8
words now

~He conclude the folio%ring ™~ and X 11 use Hty

/
The good agreement between computed responses

2G
obtained by .We thzee different methods illustrated in the

preceding plots :roulr2 sean to indicate that the effects of

soil-structure interaction are very snail for the case con-

sidered 1Q Pc g this conclusion would se81Q to bs even

r:.oze app=rent i" a comparison is made between ~Me response

spoctza for motions in tue free field and mob.ons developed
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at iloda3. Point u3 at the 'ceni er of the base of the founda-

tion~
I

Such a couipariso~ is snasrn in Piguxe 13.

Pigure 13 X have on a viewgraph, and it. is the fouzt'il of

figuzes

Out ~

X would like to/siiow on, the sczeen and to hand

'A11 right.
Ne marRed that as Pxhibit 64. However, if it is

in your egoz|:, X believe your repozt is in evidence now and

we don"c need to pass out copies. 8e can put it on ttxe

viewgzaph and you can explain it, but we don't need to iaark

it as an ezhibit ~

Xt is in hhe report, and it, is.Pigure 13. And

X don"~ know whether my report is in evidence oz not, but X

Q X aril relatively certain i is, and we'l check

that while we'e looking at. the viewgraph.

23.1 right.

MR. PLL'XSCiGMR: This is, I think, Joint
Xntezvenor. 1'.xhibit 50?

>IX2l)LGS Si''ED: The report involved is called

Analysi of Soil-Structure Xntezact'n Effects Ouzing

Ear&gu kes fox "~.e Diablo Canyon Huclear Power Plant by

i Bo t c~6(.. Seed and Jo}~D EysIQGzo

i'L~ ~ PXHXSC'cihHHR: $7as that in June 'or July of '78?
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4'XTHHSS SHHD: July 7, 1978.

MR. PLHZSCiLMHR: X think that was 58, Joint,.

Xntervenors-'~A&it nu»aber 53.

MR. NORTON: Xs it in evidence: that's the ques-

tion w. 're checj;ing now.

Our records indicate that it is in evi;itence
P

MR. PTiHXSCLM~KHR." Yes. That 's consi'stent with

my. recollect" on»

DER ifORTON: Okay

AIR FLEXSCUiYHHR X don t have it heie unfox'tunate

lyo

MR. iIORTON: That went in December 21st. That'

long enough ago to make all of our xecollections fuzzy.

. (Slide-)

MZTNHSS SHED: flay X go to tne screen'P

.5'K. HOPTON: Take a microphone with you.

NXTHHSS SGHD: The appropriate figure to look

~ at on this part» cular Pigure 13 is this one shown here p

~~thic:h ho~ s tice r suits of an analysis for vertically

propagating P.and S waves raveling upward, vertically up-

ward award -:he base of "~res structure.

BY UR. i10'~(TO'4:

Lzcuse me.

'Sou're referring to the plot which is in the

Qppex left Oand cox'nex 0f the four o





(Witness Seed) Of dze four; yes

&md you will notice t2>at Were is a so3.id line

on t'Lat p ''6 w21ich shows motions in tQB base 0f Me structure

and 'deere is a chain-dotted line which shows motions in the
~r

free field adjacen-':o che structure. P>d you will notice

probably also wai= the motions a the base of d>e structure

for frequencies betwe~wx 20 and about 4 cycles per second, are

sma3.ler than those in the free field.
And 3: look at that and X see they are smallez.

How much sma3.ler this is than Mat is —this is about 50

percen of that. And as you go through four. cycles there is

no dizzerence at all o

On the average 3: estimate that the difference

between the motions in mat frequency range between tnose

developed in thy free ield shown by the upper line, and

those in 'che base of the structure shown by the lowe line
's on Re average about 20 pezcent. X call that a small

eEfect..

Q 14everthe3. ss a 20 percent reduction.

How if in the free field you had a 75, then

you would reduce M~at by 20 percent. i~md if my matn is
correct: that's al=out .l5. So you would reduce tnat down

to awout.G: is that correct?

Tha~ is correct, foz that e feet. alone.

C> had that's for soil-structure interaction effect
4
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Qn1%7

That 8 right+

Okay.

Thank you

" X'11 go back and finish my stateMant.

Mow you have heard -- excuse see, do you have

more: xepared on that2 All right, X'm sorry. Z was going

to go on to some other "Wings, but please finish.

X would like to note 'Mat,first,that there is

* "ignificant difference betwe~m the words "very small" in

;i ar descriptio~ of soil-structure interaction effects and

".:io significw~.t effect" as used by Dr. Tuco, especially if
c)e'e discussing the difference between ".75 and .60'.

To show this difference —X've Shown this on Me

figa t.„".em

Second).y, I would li!ce to nota that the analytical

procedu."es in the analytical madel that we used in this

particu3.i;x studv involved vex ~ically pxopagating waves g and

~'~at this ~:3.nd of analysis could not possibly show any tau

fee, sin(.'~ " 'c was not designed to include these ef fects.

Accordingly, -~:be resul" s do not show that hnere is no

sic~nificaat t..: effect as Dr. Luco states.

'Zha results don t show that because they wexe not

deeig ed to my to sho4 that.

Q Z other words, it's not that you- study proves





mpbl8 2 Shah @>ere are no tau effects, it. simp3.y doesn'5 shor tau
5 V

„ effects 'becau"-e„,it..wasn'0-designed to show eau effects.
I

A This paz'.icule.z "."cdel does no"'how &au effect,

as I unders'-and them.

Now let. ma say cshat. 'eau effects are.
'

,; „,. Ta'u effects'result. primarily from the fac'= MxaC ',
4

, Ale 'wave motions are not. all, perfectly vertical as ~ey

approach a fouIldation. slab ~ AQd Q~ey are also due to

nonhoiiageneity of tha soil or rock formai:ions on which
tne'0

faunda.Cion 's constructed.

Og

22

These effecCs were noh included in our analytical

studies. ~ hex'afore on top of t>e reduction for so'1-

structure in~ezaction, one wou3.d presunably add some further

,reduction for 'Che affect. of nonvertica3.1y inclined waves

2,5
and ihe effect. of nonhomogeneity in ice foundation.

26 A13. righ~.

2,7

i8

29

Let's —because we got inta a little bit. of a

hassel about. vextical and almost ve~cal, and now you'e

-using Ci~e term "nonveztical" which one coul'nterpret., I
suppose, to tacan horizontal, lei's be carezul. had if you

P2
could go ~.o 6:e viewgraph a~6 take a blank piece of viewgragh

paper 2, LQ a Mkez„- perhaps you could il3.ustza+e by way 0f
exmnple or by way of drawing wha~ you incan by a tau effect

24
;„-a a zeaul" of -- and le~~'s use -&e ph ase oz le~a's use tee

Qe 'inic:ion '6~ at. Dr Brazier used 0f s Meply emerging waves g
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mpbl9 which -he defined as being less than 45 degrees. Let's use

for, ~~. ample 30 degrees,, show 30 degxee emerging waves,'0

3 degrees off vert" cal elllerging waves g if you
would'At

the viewgxaph.)

G

If. you want me to show you that in. scnwuai:ic form,

I want to poin out that it will be in a schenatic form.

Xt's not meant to be a zigorous analysis. It's perhaps tne

simplest possible approach that one could use to illustrate

, the kind of effects that would zesult fxom waves approaching

at an angle of what you said, 30 degrees.

All xignt.

And this is co show a tau effect, or a poxtion

of che tau effect, is that coxrect2

A That s correct e

All right.
Nould you please do chat'?

he might have a ground surface somewhere up

there on which there would be a slab, a b'ase slab, wlzich

would be of concrete. And I'm going to shade this to indicate

that .t is in fac R x gid slab o

And '~h.en we would have waves approaching, and the

waves would b= coMing 'n at some angle to the vertical, and

I m going to s1low chis wave approacni net at an angle 0

30 degree.. to we vertical. And such waves would be coming

in all over d'.e base of the slab in this form. And there
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mpb20 would be waves coming chere and other waves corning in at. tne

sam'e angle approaching the base of. tne slab all over the base.

Q An'd you would describe this as a steeply emerg-

ing wave?

Zhis X would describe as a nonvertical3.y incident,

crave within the context of between zero and 45, degrees as

described by M.'Prazier.

So as a simple example, I will make %i~is angle

30 degrees.

20 Okay

And could w, give Me base slab a dimension?

Yes.

I~et.'s suppose the base slab is 200 feet., which

24,

25

seers ~o b not. unlike the dimension of the containmenh

structure, shall we say.

How Mesa w ves would be approaching in this
dirac<ion from below And so we would need to know some-

TS'9

thing abou~ thai velocitv. Avd they would be traveling
for h'.e veloci.cies measured in the formations at Diplo
Canyon—

Hzcuse !Geo

22.

23

2lg

25

~hink in 0!ie t~~timony of Or., Trifunac he

used the nu!aber 3500 feet, as tne waves'elocity.
(i7itness Glume} Ve've been using around 3700, X

believe
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All right.
-Nhat X mas thinking is you'e put 5000, which

'
C 4 '1 ghe

(Nitness Seed) I used, 5000. Actually I will
show what effect I find, and, X mould make the point, later

L

that the-2owez the velocity the more significant. the effect

vrould be. So by using 5000 I play down tice effect.

All rigAt~

{Power outage )

Dr. Seed, I will pick it. up.

<ihat has happened„ for the record, is that.

perhaps the last. five to ten minutes was lost because we had

a poorer failure in the recording devico.

Dr. Seed, what you had done is you had gust

s az'cad drawing this diagram which is now completed, and

you had basically described what you were doing as you were

drawing the figure.

X think the best thing to do is to go back to

the beginning.'rior
to tne pawer failure you had put the slab

on the ground, marked the ~-;ra ends o h and 8, and given the

dim~ ~sions 200 feet, and showed the iraves emerging at 30

degrees, and you maze in process of writing down 5000 feet

per second, showing -th shear wave velocity of We rraves

through the rack.
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mpD22 Po:r X Winlc you'e going io have ta explain

enQ AQLr3p" Gn 3-
NiM 's'78
(.p

ih en''xe zema~der of &e diagram over again fox tiie

record

10
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'M/wbl
r

A {Nitness Seed) All right. The purpose of

the other paM of the diagram which is now on the blackboard

is to shaw that there is a time lag between the wave reach-

ing Point A and si1m<lar parallel motion coming up parallel

4

to it reaching Point B. Hhere the peak acceleration is

developed by a wave front lilce A-D, where the peak accelera-

tion is deve'oped at Point A, then it has nat yet arrived

at Poin D, and there's a time lag—..

Excuse me, Dr. Seeds X think you must misspoke.

i0 You said it had not yet arriveddat Paint, Do

Be

Yes.

And, there's a time lag in that same motion

arriving at Point Be

The time lag is the time it. ~es for the wave

to travel fram D ta 8, and that, time lag will-be ectual

to tho length D-B, which is equal to 100 feet in my little
sketch divided by 5000 feet per second, which is the

velacity of wave propagation that results in a time lag

of 0.02 seconds.

r
4

C»

Ir

i.

F .cuse a for inter~pting a moment„ Dr. Seed

You said the length o+ D-B is '100 feet. Do you

do that by taking the cosine of 30 times AB; is that how

you CORAL" Qp with that nQER rP

Ho. Z dr"it by taking the length AB multiplied





by the sine of 30.

. Q -. The sine of 30" X

*So it is one»half

'I

Gorryi
P

That's where you come up

P» with 100,

A That's right.
P

The Judge who Ireviews the record
P

how you got. that member, as I gust d9.d.

might. wonder

A All right. X'm sorry to have to correct you.

So we have D-B is 100 feet. And we have the
I

time lag of .02 seconds,

Mow down on the bottom of this figure is
I

'

shown a po~Mon of the time-history of motions of waves

reaching the ground surface-a -any pointo . And the purpose
I

of showing this is to. show that if Point B is lagging

behind Point A that when Point'A is getting the maximum

acceleration thmPoint B is getting something less than

the mmcimum acceleration. And by the fact that Point B

is .02 seconds behind Point A the diffexence between the
'PP

acceleration at Point A and Point B will be that when

Point, A has an acceler'ation of'A-'ax Point B has an
P

acceleration with these. numbers of 60 percent of A-max.

All x'ight..

Xf we could, then: what. you'e doing here is

describing a portion of what makes up tau2

23 A Yes
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And, iz ve could: let's put some numbers on it>
A

let's say A-max is -- and, X'm hesitant to use an odd number

l'ke .75 because it makes the math that much more compli-

ca'd, .so for this purpose let.'s take .8.

All right..8.
'' 6

~

'Or .6. Let's take .6.

A. All, right ~ h

- f

'

4

9 That would do just as well.

Xf A-max was .6 X take, it you'e saying you

wouM av ra9e.. VQjat twould you come up withf

A Nell if. A;max was .6 and that was developed at

Point A, at the saeva instant of time Point 3 would, be

c3 feeling 60, percent. of that., or .36 g, and the average
C

acceleration along the base slab would be" the average of

~ 6 and .36 ~rhich would be 0.48g.

Xn other words, the average acceleration along

19

the slab would be 20 percent less than the maximum accelera-

tion at 'any point under the slab.

0 A3.1 right

No~r let, m see if X understand the fundamentals

correctly.

Xf X lover the feet per second, that the wave

is traveling to what it is at Diablo Canyon, say 3700

feet, ox even say 4000 feat, 't would give me another

increase, or a decrease, X should say, in .+hat the slab is
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seeing.

A ,Xt would give you a greater time, lag and,
,*

therefore, a greater reduction in the average motion in

All right.

And, likewise, as X increase the angle, say to
4 p

35 degrees or 45 degrees it again would increase'the

distance. Che time lago

That's right.
And similarly, of course, if X reduce it from

30 degrees»- obviously if I reduce it down to totally
t

vezticaZ.," thenX would get zero time lag.

. ',, 9 '11 right.
. A '' ~d .Chat's the l:ind o8 analysis we did previousl

~

'~dChat's why X say the analysis X perfoxmed could not

possibly have included a tau effect, because it was only

for vertically propagating waves.

Q That's right. Okay.

A. How may X, in all fairness to Dx. Luco and

others, say that X haven'C shcwn the peak acceleration in
this slab. The actua1 peal: acceleration in the slab would

develop when the mar~en acceleration is developed at the

center of the slab. And at, that time Point A would be in

advance of that point:, Point 3 would be behind that, point/
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and the av rage would be somewhere in here (indicating) ~

At that instant the average acceleration of

the slab would be 10 percent 3.ess thm the maximum accelera-

tion for the figures X have used.

All right.

And at. that point instead of then getting

..6 if A-max equalled .6 you would get something like .582

A RLght.

Okay.

Xn any event, a 3.0 percent reduction2

That's right.

OkaYo

How one other thing you tall."ed about, and. I
believe it was Or. Prazier's lead-in to your talking about

II

the tau effect was heterogeneities in the earth.

Could you explain to the Board what you mean

by heterogeneities in the earth, and perhaps Braw a graphic

emmple2

HR, NORTON Xncidenta11y, may we mark that

as Applicant's Hr49bit 642

(Nhereupon the docume,"„t referred to

was marked for identification as

Applicant's Exhibit No 64 ~ )

IIR. HORTON: Ne would ask at this time that

61„ 62, 63 and 64 be moved into evidence.
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MRS. BOHERS: Ke. Plei schaker?

HR. NORTON: Those are Dr. Seed's- that.he has
I I

Used todayo

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: No-objection.

NBS ~ BOWERS: Mr. Ketchen?
I «

I
*

~ MR. KITCHEN: X, have no objection. But X. have,
I

I'
'r-'' request. X missed one word on the graph there, and could

you tell me what it is? Xt's the one adjacent to the

triangular —out to the left.
HR. NORTON:, A-~.
NXVNHSS SEED a A-mnz

MR. KETCHHH: Thank you.

X have no objection.

MR. NORTON: '4'e willnake copies of the Vu-graph,

of course.

5138 e BOWLERS i App1 icands Ewd,bits 6 1 g, 62 g 63

and 64 are admitted in evidence.

XZ XZ <CZ'Z (Hhereupon the documents refer'red to,

". Lg
heretofore marked for identification

" .as Applicant's Ezhib9.ts 61, 62, 63 and

64, nero admitted in evidence.)

45

MRS ~ BOrTERS: X 'm sorry to do th', but could

we take gust a couple of minutes and have a bench conference
/

i'd%. NORTON: Yes. Just a moment.

X would like to say Bernadette Harver is making
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the copies. She was very offended that everybody else was

in the record and everybody kept referring to hez as

+Somebody++

(Whereupon a bench con erence was had)

HHS. BOiKHS: All right. Shall we pzoceedP

BY NR HOBTOH

Dz. Seed, while yo&e finish"ng this drawing™-

KP.. NORZOH: Ne'ze drawing Applicant Exhibit 65

'ApplicantExhibit No. 65 marked for
.identification.}

What I had asked Dr. Seed was to talk a little
bit, about the heterogeneities and how that, has an effect,

heterageneities in the soil beneath the facility and how

; that has an effect on tau.

BY MB NORTON'

Dr. Seed, do you want to,go ahead'

(Nitness Seed) The puzpose of this sketch is
to illustrate how the heterogeneity, or the non™-uniformity

of the rode or soi3. formations underlying the structure

«ill.'affect the base motions that develop at the base of the
4

stx'uctuze~ And it s drawn for a very SLIQp3.e case with an

idea3.ized state that at some point dawn below the surface

of the. earth,-perhaps this might'be a cougle of nd'les or sop

a wave starts off traveling with a given ve3.ocity vertically

upwards. In the course of traveling perhaps two miles

t'o the ground su-face 't inevitably willhit, strata of
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different, roc'o~~ tions, and it would be impossible for

me to d-a~~r in this simplified sketch all the possible

rock formations that it might encounter on its travel

from two miles do~m toward the rock surface. So X've

gust shown soam sche'matically

The purpose of this sl etch is to illustrate

that a wave that starts off at the lefthand end and is-
going vertically upwmd to a point on the lefthand end of

the base slab will probably arrive there, at a different

time than a'wave that, starts off at the righthand end and

travels vertically upw rds. Even though we are not now

dealing with non-vertically incident waves„we are taking

the idealized case of perfectly vertical waves, even under

those conditions in rea19ty there is virtually no possibilit

that these waves will all arrive at the base slab"at the

same time+

I
<E
/ ~
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This is what we call incoherence. The 'term
r

incoherence'as bean used for the fact that they don't all
II

' ~ ( arrive at the same tiIae. Or another term to use is that.

Me motions would be out of phase by the time they arx9.ve

at che base slab And therefore the motions on the base. of

that slab at any given instance villall be different. And

what the base slab. wilL feel may be the integrated sum of

5Q those mot9.ons .which will bh. Less than the-peaJ: of the motions

at any point ~

Okay,

And some of the reasons for that, X take it,
22 would be that the different stx'ata would have diffex'ent,

say, velocities, even if the strata within each stxata'were

homogenous, it would have a different veloc9ty than the

strata Wove it and belch@ it
That~s right
A1L right.
So by e~ple you might put 2500 feat per second

for one strata and 5000 for another, and so on and so forth.
A K
C'g That's right.

And because of their varying th9cknesses that

(

I
93

ill

would —paw~ of the wave would be traveling faster than

another part of the wave, is that correct2

That's right.
bud in addition Co 'chat, aren't the various
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strata miWin themse1ves heterogeneous2 Xsn't there hetero-

gensity mitb n the strata itself in terms 0f broken rock

versus solict rocky Gc cetera

That" s right.
A11 those effects are included in this general

terhi non~homogen8ity'

Qr incohercncee

Laading to incoherence of the motions at the

base of the s3.ab

O'11 right.
Xs there any may of assigning either by your

judgment and your ezaerienca a valu of reduction from the

oeak ground motion to the integrated average that you talked

about2 Xa there any may of assigning a val'ue of one percent+

100 percent2

There's no way of compu~g this Tho only may

me have any idea about these effects is by measurements of
the hype that Dr. Pearlier discussed, by putting instruments

,n
~ v 50 feat apart, on the ground surface and seeing hcw different

the ~~Dtions are y

~ r

~ ~ ep
iI
Ii
a

2I
Nl

Ii
il
~ /
~ I

But X would thin1; that to al1crr for thi's on-

homogeneity Chai a ten percen'eduction mould be a very

conservative value to be taking

Very conservative and very reasonable2
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Q. All right.
~ j

2, -....,-.- ., Then in sum, if. I understand where we are so far,
I'I,' ~ I

J

.3 you!ve said'hatrthexe could be a 20 percent reduction fxom

the peak. for soil~structure interaction Qna1ysxs ~

That's right, between frequencies. of 4 and 25

cycles pex secondi I ~ "t-

'f I'I
I

.Q — '. A11 rigM.~

And there could be a ten percent xsduction fox

the tau effect as a result of the ang3e of incidence of the

~aj

ly

wQves ~

Yes, typically of dxat o der of magnitude.

X appxeciate these are order of magnitude reduc-

tions.
f

A *
'- Yes.

! I
rQ'Lnd a ten percent reduction on Mat order of

1

magnitude for the haterogeaeities at the surface underneath

the facility,
That totals~'f course, 40 percent reduction.

I
*

How let me asia you:

Xf the site at Diablo Canyon is condusive to a

tee pa"cw~ t xsducticn for hetexogeneities in the rock, X

r)

23

25

()

p

Rsan tlxQze ' already reason

Z believe all sites are condusive ~m a ten percent

reduction -or heterogcuei ies.

Okay.
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So in sum, Chen, Dr. Seed, X take it that you

would not have any problem accepting a reduction for tau

affect. tM~ ing into account the soil-structure interaction>

.r,.;I

5
I!

the vertical or the non-almost-vertical waves and the

heterogmaicies in the rock below the site, you would havo

no pxoblem with xeduc'ng, as- has be~ done in this casa, for
h

les

X don't really call soil-structure interaction

a tau effect, but since %vere is no SSX being included in

the analysis that is bein'g raade fox Diablo Canyon< it seems

to me legitimate co include it as a tau effect in this case.

And so the total sum of the 20 percent for SSX plus two ten

percents for non-verticality of waves, plus -'nd, non-

homogeneiCy of foundations adds up to about 40 percent all
together.

'To be conservative X think it would be appropriate

therefore to reduce the peak acceleration in the xzee field
by somothing on the order of 20 to 30 psrcant, and that would

r.Ct

~ . 4'r

r

l~

E

~ t

be a. very conservative eduction to be taking And this'is
wh'a)t is being inco~zatad in the Diablo Canyon analysis by

applying a tau effect to a rigid base analysis+

X believe it is justified and a scian 'fically
dofensib2.e pproach therefore.

Thank you very vouch Dr Seed
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MR. iCORTOH: mrs. Bowers, this concludes 'our

~abuttal in thi's area, and in fact concludes our rebutta1

all together.

HHS. BONHRS: Hr. Pleischaker?

CROSS-HZAI~DECMXOH

Q

for you.

BY MR PLHXSCHAKHR

Dx. Prazier, X have just a couple of questions

Xn these theoretical studies that —well, first
0$ al1 g when you testified befo e the ACRS, did you in fact

testify that most. of the high frequency energy would be

,0)
arriving at the site —excuse me —did you in fact testify
that, most of the high frequency energy ax'riving at, the site
would ba nearly vertically incident?

{lN.%ness Prazier) X wculd have to xeview my

~estimony and check. the use of the words that X used in

. >Tell, is that 'you r current opinion?

Xn the sense that ifwe'e dealing with questions

of horizontally propagating SH waves that might induce

torsion in tha structure, then X would say that my theoretical

work indicates that ~Me waves are so steeply emerging as to

preclude s3.gn1.f 3.cant torsiona3 Bzcxtatione

g Did you actua ly arrive at a figure for the angle

of inci&mce for the energy?
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Nell, there's a misconception —ox Mere may

be a RQ.sconception in your Qllestion»
r

i don't get a figum for a particular wave

But X learned xrom the studies that percentages of energy

arriv at different angles. And so at, any particular angle

3

g

the. hest X can do is to discuss percentages of waves coming

in at dixferent angles and how that percentage might change

as a function of frequency

So I cannot state an angle»

All right
Let me ask you a different question:

This array that you had below the dam where you

had the accelerometer —well, what Rind of instruments did

you have out there2

35 Xn that study X was worRing with both accelero-

meters and what we. call gaophones, which are velocity

trausducers, and the velocity txansducers were buried

Nhat was the distance between the accelerometers?

Ne did. several studies, and distance between the

Si

II

accelerometers va-ied from 50 feet to something in excess of

1006 feet

Q Hc;r many eaxdxquaRes did you xecoxd2'

A Mould you describe what you ueau by 'an earthquake?

You mean groUnd shaLing events?

X'm not intoresced in microseismicity. Earthquakes
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above the. magnitude of, say, four.

', "'A
«'l

k1one
l

Earthquakes

1

'l
between tha magnitude of

Nhen you'a referring to magnitudas,
l

r" cord any earthquakes.

Ufo and four»

X didn

«1

4
««

7

8

Q, "X -didn, t hear your cLnsHGr»

;A„„'ou're referring to magnitudes, and I take it,

you'e using the vord earthquake to mean a rupture of the ,«'aZ~l»

Correct.

.X didn'ecord any earthquakes

j. SSQ e

What did you records

Approx~~ tely eleven miles a@ay from the Port Peck

Dam the Atomic Energy Commission at .that time Mas performing

cratering exparimsnts ~~9.th high energy chemica1 explosives.

And X t:as recording the ground motion at the dam site dua

iG

t3

to tho e azplosions.
l -*

E

And, )ust ta give a 1itt3.e bit of fee1 for that,

eleven mi3.as away, We motion was gust of the type +hare you

couM d 'tect 3.t by standing on the dam~ particu1ar3.y if you

>fare in a pickup truck o" something, you could detect motion.

Q Eov ~~y of those did you record'2

Zt was a long ~ ago. X vou3.d guess the number

was ~< excess of f'va.

l, '«t e«t«%4%'M««' ' «I '
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0, .:Xn excess of five?
I

,A';
.

- .-Different, events in <which hi,gh cnergj chemical

e..plosives wer de~on~ted, and X and my colleagues and my

advisor from college were involved in instrumenting the dam.

Q': Quay»

',,'.,; ~ And- ho(z ~~ y —does that mean between five
*

100, or fa.ve, six> or seven?

and

No< no< it me@ms —X'think it w'as probably less

Q ",What was the depth at which the charges were

exploded?

X don't kuow. On the order of 100 feet.

'IIR» PLHXSCHAZCBR:

, YES, B03fHRS Hr

X have no further Questions e

Ketchen?

BY l4R» KBTCHEH."

X have a question for 5 e panel:

Xs it your testimony —and for the reasons

,I8 , you state in your testimony —that the Her ero paper is not.
r

applicable to the reanalysis Ma Applicant conducted for the

'0 DS.RMO Canyon facility2
{Hitness Ma1ek) Yea, X agxee that it's not

~ t rcr; applicable

Than'ou.
iCR» ~TCI~~''ix's» Bowers g X have no furger

questions of this pan. l.
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PM. NORTON: E&s. Bowers, before X foxget, ere
)

1

',. didn'- move into evidence App1icant's Exhibit 65, vhiCh was
)

)
I

Dz. Seed'S last freehand draw'ing, vhich has neer been photo-

copied and passed OLlte

He orould move that into evidence at this time

liPB. BONERSs Mr. Pleischaker, any objection?

Mp.. PLEXSCHAKER: No objection

MRS BONNES: Mr. Ketchen?

npi

IK. " KETCHEN: No ob jection.

MRS. 305KRS: Applicant's EMibit number 65 is

admit ted into evidence e

(Whereupon, the document

previous ly marked as

App1icant's Exhibit 65

was received in evicLsnce j
Ig ) I .I

I

HR. NORTON: Now ve also have ™- ance Mr

!'U.11 amson is passing around —if he can catch people as

they x'un out the door -s™ easy, iL. P3.eischaksr, easy —the
I I

co3,ared copy ox ths materials that. vers in color in the

original testimony ~Mat 1~as submit~ad back in December» They

have nav all been reproduced in coloz to be inserted in

2v'ra
sc"'pts and sc on and so fart> And Hr. !lily.iamson vil1

make sure that evarybody,gets the appropriate copies< includ-

ing the Court Resorter.

And X 1<ould 1ika to take a moment ta check over
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~ ~

our e"bibing lis'- Co md'ure 'chat everything was movers

in'vidmoa

~ca'c should have baal moved i'm evidenca, or at

~a~s~ lo ol '.oJ"..md .~u3z1 sure <>or~ is sohhiag than isn 4 in

evidauce .~dxat Z would 3.ike w~o have in evidence

~3

~ ~

gg
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:1R. ZHTCE."Z: Mrs. Boc'-ers, while he's checting

that list, may X take up an administxative matter, tooP

Zt's a procedural matter that has to do vie the record. Or

would you prefer me to waitP

MRS. BOUZ178: Go ahead.

NB. KETCHBN: Xt's a procedural thing, but it.
involves the motion that X made to move the affidavits of
Hasszs. Ayco~c, Crocker and 2Q.U.son into . the zecoxd.

Xn vi~m of your ruling«-X had zeauested that. the

affidavit itself be submitted in"o De record and bound

in'to the transcript as though read. A1ong with that, X

had subm" tted a couple of ezhibits mazJced for identification—
what X would 193ce to do is amend my motion to taIce ~We

affidavits, ply 8.e professional gua3.ifications of both

Me"-szs. Aycock and Czocter, and have &em simply marked

for identification, so that when you rule it would be a
\
simpLe matter o moving them into the recoxd as evidence,

and then X wouldn'ave to resubmit 30 copies of the

:n
~ w

4v

r! ~

I
}»

}

l ~

I
I

affi'davit, plus the professional qualiH.cations.:

And so with that amendment--X would 1Q-e to
a- nd my motion in that respect;.

~ ~

I ~

»

»

e~:hibits2

MRS. BGHHRS: You'e turning all of tham into

?dR. Kr |,Cabal: Yes, ma'm. X would identify the
exhibits .-.s fo13.ovs:
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icould 555ar); k~~. Hichael 3. Aycock's professional

guP Lifications as E~ibit NURbe 13m

Nr. Xavrence P. Crocker's professional qualifica-
*

tions a- Number 14 for identification.

The a fidavit of KLchae3. B. Aycock, La~rrenc P.

Crocker and Dennis P. Allison elating to the status of NRC

Staff activities rega-ding generic safety issues Z mould

marl-: as Staff Exhibit Nu~5 er 15 for identifica"ion.

MRS. BOWERS: Any objection, |lir. Fleischakex?

JN. PLHXSCKL~PR: No objection.

MRS. BGI5EBSl Does the Applicant have any

rn
kl ~

»»»'
» 5

Is

r ~

~ »

~

Can Me excuse these vktnesses? SOI558

NRB. BORKHS: Any objection to the witnesses being

objection?

I5LI',. NORTON: Zo objection.

Y~S. BCSKRS: The documents vh9.ch you have

identified as Staff's E.tubits 13, 14 and 15 —vrell, vait
a RiElu'4Q $ Gu re

Ih~ NORTON I

of them have got planes to catch..

»" ~

»'» I

II
~ I
Il
» \

e cd.BQ i

(Ho response.)"

(Hi~~esses ezcusoa.)

r» r

» rt.v
»

Ii
gl

I'ctually, you'e not really offering these in
now, you @ant us to Jsno5v- that you'e changing from

vollr o ". gizlal p." aImed procedure, and, dependillg on our ruling
r
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wel 3 you: would have them considered as ezhibits, rather than

prepared t stimony to be physically inserted .in the zecozd2

aj I

% ~

?ZR. ZHTCHHH: i think so. All X'm do9ng 9.s

p o e. ing them for identification, at this time.

MRS. BONZBS: For identification. Pine. Nell,

they milL

HR.. KETCEKTC: The mo"ion still stands. X haven'-

withdrawn the mot9.on. And as I zead your ruling, it was

not a, ruling on the motion, but a deferral of that ruling.

MRS. BO~lZM: Neil, they'l be marked for

identification„ then, as 13, 14 and 15.

{The documents referred to were

marked foz idenC9.f ication as

Staff BM~ ibits 13, L4 and 15 '
Mow, there's another adininistrative matter.

@hen we we@a 9.n the bench conference, the part9.es

agreed that the Aaplicant .:sill submit proposed findings of

face on P~zch'3.3, the Joint. Ince~enors on March 23, and

tg
l;

~ Q
t

) ~* I

ic

r~
'I

the Staff on Rpril 3.

Aze yon done with your ezhib9.t review, Mr. Horton2

MR. MORTON: l3o, X'm not. X'm sorry. And I
didn't really hear what you were saying. X was looking at

this. X apologi a'.

NBS. BGHEPS: Nell, X just recited the proposed

f~>~dinge of fact schedule.

~ ~
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(I

8,

have, no objection.

respond under the Rules

Ne get an opportunity, of course, to

7

schedule.

MR. PrZZSCSnRZR."That's correct.

PN. MORTON: Zmd ve'll stick with the timing

MR. NORTOH: Yes. We mare involved in that. X

I

9 j

so il

I

iP. )>

MR. PXBXSCHAKBR: Correct.

HR. Ki'TCErM: That schedule is acceptable to Staff.

Yes', the Board has correctly

stated the agreement, as X recall it.
- MR NORTON: Me will have those couriered to Mr.

Pleischaker '~ud the Staff, Eus. Bowers. But let me asR-

Xs it necassary to have them couriered to the

Board on March 132, Xf it's not, then: ve'll just simply send
'

them by regular means.

h

MS ~ B(SKRS: That's fine.

HR. ?1ORTON: 511 right.
(Pav.se. )

X think the exhibits are okay in terms of heing

in evidence, Bee ones that belong in evidence.

Nt~. BONBPS: mell, we have one other matter.

The 8-3 table that the Staff told us in the bench

conference they would --. and, Mr. Pleischaker, there's no

reason for you to remain since you ~ ra not involved in this
But, befo-e you leave, ue've had eight weeks that
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eel 5 ~
.C have been very difficult, and, although there's been a little

battle scene from time to time, -you really have all behaved

very >7ell ~

Of course, ve've appreciated having the witnesses

haze from a13. parties to hear their vie@points.

'o, if you +ant. to leave, K".. Pleischaker, the

one remaining piece of business is the Staff's treatment of

8 the S-3 table

HR. cCQRTON: Nell, ve may bring up some other

things.

(Laughter.)

HR. PXJ;XSCEU&ER: Are there other things for which

X might +ant to ba hereP

(Laughter.)

LES. BQHHRS: Nell, Me're xeady to c3.ose the

record, except for the generic safety issues and the Staff's
8-3 table.

>K. PLBXSCKQ(ER: Nell, if I can have the Board's

perm~ssion, I'd 3.ice to he excused. I'm going to try to

I
1

~
*

~&3

\I
4

~ y

4%
PpP I'
ym

~ i

catch a 5:10 p3.ane.

NRG. BOY-RS: Hell, anyway, the record is c3.osed,

,.xcept for the generic safety issues and the 8-3 table.

MR. PXZXSCEhMR: Pine. I understand that.
&~RS. SG'SERG Have a good trip

'LB.

PLPXSCS&:MR: Than): you vex'y much. X 's been
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interosting. X can'8 say X've always enjoyed i'C, but it has.

been interesting, and Z ~bink, on Che whole, a pleasure;

MRS. BOI/ERS: Do you want to go ahead, Kr. Eetchen2

HR. EETCHEM: Zes, ma'm.

M the bench conference X said X twould tell you

hmz the Staff would handle the S-3 mattez. X, said X would,
II

as my first reaction.

But remembering yesterday's conversation with the

Board, Z had indicated. that X would provide to the Board. the

Perkins record, and will do so nacht meek.

Does the Board want anything more2 The Perkins

record, hy the way, includes, as X recall, the five affidavits
that we submitted in our motion of Hay 2, 1978, plus the

deposition of Dr. Kepford. And you indicated. that, there

was additional hearing testimony that was taken hy the Board,

and we will provide that ~

So, X'm not sure —X'm going to provide that,
but Z'm not sure what the Board would have me do.

~ v

~ \

NBS. BOÃERS: Kv. Bright reminded me that all
pan=1 members received a copy of. the Perkins transcript. Now,

whether that included more than just the transcript, X'm

not sure~
C'=

~

~ ) This was at the hime when the Appeal Board said

c'erkins should be used

SIR. KEK'~N: Yes, Pa'am. This Board panel did2
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t Yes g you ze correct ~

MBB. BOTHERS: Bell, you see, I have the whole

thing, because I'm neer on, Perkins.

HR.: Z."TCH~i~t: Yes, ma'm, I Jmov that.

ALL I can say is hack last summer,'".as I 'recall,

Staff Counsel in all cases attempted to send the Perkins
r

, record to all Boards, and that's why I zras surprised

yesterday and caught up short when I got a message that, no,

~t had not b en submitted to this Board.

I asked. somebody to go back and check, and they

couldn't find a record that it had been submitted.

MRS. BONERS: Mall, Nr. Bright could have gotten

it in soma other proceeding.

MR. BRIGHT: tfell, I don't know which proceeding

it was, but some Little note on the back. of an envelope or
something that says we «ave official'ly transmitted this to

.you for the record, something like tha(Q

MR. EZTCKRI: M couldn't find anything in our

formal files diat said that ~

1/ r ~

HR. BRIGHT: I mean villyouP That's the only
I
. thing I'm concerned about.
1I

-i
YiR. ETC~: Zes, I vill submit the Perj:ins

j record to this Board with a motion, a proper affidavit, or
,: whatever it ta~1.es, to move it+ admission into this ecord,
I j

II yes g Qegit MGJi ~

)l
~ ~
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5i'Q. BOi|KRS: And to the parties?

LGt. KPTCEEN: Rrd to the parties, yes.
4

HRS. BONERS: Xs chat satisfactory?

NR BRXGHT: Yes.

'nowt that

I!RS. BGNERS: Nell, now, is there any other—
M . Pleischaker is gone,.do you want. a motion to

reop n. the record or—
(Xaughter.)

—to strike ~oi'nt Xntervenors'estimony?

{Taught r.)

~ @ ~

NR. KETCHEH: Mrs. Bowers, X must say that, as
C

" ~s 8"afP. Counsel is concerned, X think the proceedings

have been inter sting, educational -» to this particular

Staff Counsel, in any event.- X. commend the Board on its
running of the case, and it was a pleas'ure to be here.

MRS. BOHERS: Hel1, you Jmow, we expressed some

in

concern at the beginning, because we were hear'ng vocabulary
l

that was so speciaU.red. But-as time vent-on, and we heard

about the same things over and over again from different

witnesses, men of cours ~ it fell into place.

i
l.
i

1
'r

~

I>

Go my conc~a, early on, that our record might

a problem,became it vas so scientific and so speciali"ed@

to a reviewing authority X thiDL was cured as the s ale
}'1

i ~

LI

s)m"„'ec~ -'~ere,- covered Siva after time after time. Xn this
ccnnec'-'on, fee3. that our court reporters are to be
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commended for their preparation of a fine transcripi=-of

proceedings in this especially difficul? and technical
Y

hear~ nge
1

Nell, if there's nothing further

HR. MORTON: Ne feel cm'spelled, X guess, after
~ t

everyone 8188 said something

(Laughter. 3

to say -~~at we, too, shall X say, enjoyed it, mid-we do

appreciate the Board's attention. Xt was a very difficult
~ 0 subject matter, as we who prepared the case over the last

6'™8 months are well aware, and as you're now well aware.

g

t

!3

$
~ ~

Aa6 we appreciate you- attention very much.

Thank you.

lN. BLOOI4: N'a 3.iked it, too.

(Laughter. )

MRS. BOWERS: The rich ICr. Bloom.

(Laughter.)

MRS. BONPRG: Ne have nothing further, so we

CQ

I;
.;. 4

t

are adjourned. The record is closed.'ave a safe trip
home i

(Nhereupon, at 5:00 p.m., the hearing was

y ~

ad jCur2,88 ~ )

'L ~

PS )
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